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Message from the Chair

Cementing our place in the global social
sciences research community
Mrs Phumelele Nzimande, Chairperson

The year was an eventful one, which saw the HSRC extend

the board functions through four key subcommittees on finance, audit

our footprint in social sciences and humanities research both

and risk, human resources and remuneration, and research.

locally, most especially through our strategic partnership with
government, and internationally, through our relationships with

The board has powers to entrust functions and authority to the

acclaimed institutions and the global social sciences community.

chief executive o cer. This is necessary for the smooth running of
the organisation. The delegated powers are reviewed often and the

The highlights included further compliance with the new Human

executive management (through its subcommittees) is accountable to

Sciences Research Council Act No 17 of 2008 (the HSRC Act), the

the board.

five-yearly institutional review, and restructuring at senior
management level.

The HSRC deemed it timely to restructure its top executive management
to a more devolved model with the creation of the positions of Deputy

The newly appointed governing board (the Accounting Authority

CEO: Research, and Deputy CEO: Operations and Capacity Development.

in terms of section 49 of the PFMA) attained its full constitution in

The new model has helped to streamline management capacity, while

compliance with the HSRC Act, and was inducted at a Board Induction

enabling the CEO to focus on high-level organisational management,

and Strategy workshop in April 2010. In exercising its oversight,

strategic issues, and on growing national and global linkages.
Among the obligations of the board is the duty to support and
facilitate the HSRC’s adherence to good corporate ethics. The board
has approved a Code of Ethics and Code of Conduct, as well as an anticorruption strategy designed to prevent, detect and manage fraudulent
practices within the organisation. The HSRC has also established the
Enterprise Risk Management unit headed by the chief risk o cer to
ensure, among other things, that conflicts of interest among sta
and board members do not pollute the business of the organisation.
Anonymous whistle-blowing on corruption is ensured through
publicised ethics and fraud hotlines.
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Risk management extends beyond monitoring acts of dishonesty,

The run-up to the review aorded a unique opportunity for

and encompasses just ineective infrastructure management, poor

institutional introspection in the preparation of the self-evaluation

record keeping, careless financial management, and loss of expertise.

report, and the review process itself and the iterations between the

Altogether, the HSRC has identified ten categories of risk that warrant

panel and the HSRC sta and board members proved to be both

special and continuing surveillance.

stimulating and constructive.

The board’s primary responsibility is to monitor and ensure that the

Although the review report is still under preparation, the board views

HSRC delivers on its mandate as laid out in the HSRC Act, inter alia to

the institutional review as a useful exercise, the results of which will

conduct research that is relevant to the developmental challenges in

make significant contributions to the organisation’s future trajectory.

South Africa and elsewhere on the continent, to advise on public policy
implementation, and to establish collaboration networks in Africa and

The board commends CEO Dr Olive Shisana and her executive sta for

the rest of the world. The board stays informed through the Research

the achievements of the HSRC during the year under review. In this

Committee and from regular executive management reports, and is

period, the HSRC was managed in accordance with good corporate

heartened by the impact of HSRC research in the public sphere in such

practice and in compliance with statutory and other agreed reporting

areas as education, HIV and AIDS, governance and service delivery,

obligations. In its operations, it adhered to the strategic and business

to name a few. HSRC population-based surveys on health and socio

plans approved by the board.

economic indices have become standard benchmarks for policy-makers
and researchers in the region and around the world. The HSRC remains a

Furthermore, the board appreciates and commends the CEO for

trendsetter in the dissemination of research-based information through

striking the balance of leading the HSRC (which is a strategic partner to

its widely distributed publication The HSRC Review, and through the

government) while maintaining scholarly independence.

HSRC Press and open access publication on the Internet. HSRC research
is widely covered in both the print and electronic media. The board has

The HSRC continues to attract external revenue, tempered only by the

taken note as well of the scholarly impact of HSRC research through its

global financial crisis which saw funding allocations diminish worldwide

publication track record in peer-reviewed international journals. The

across all areas of endeavour, this as evidence of its credibility and

HSRC has therefore adhered to its mandate to serve the public purpose

good standing with its donors, contractors and other stakeholders both

‘to inform the eective making and monitoring of policy, the evaluation

nationally and globally. The organisation has continued to serve as a

of its implementation, and public debate through the eective

resource for many government departments, and has lived up to its

dissemination of the results of research’.

undertakings in the Shareholders’ Compact with the Minister and DST.

During the preceding financial year, the HSRC underwent its five-

One of the risks that the HSRC continues to face and manage is retention

yearly institutional review. The review panel consisted of national and

of critical skills in the organisation. These highly skilled sought-after

international members, and was chaired by an internationally renowned

researchers are constantly being recruited into positions that do not

social scientist from Japan. The purpose of the review was to provide

demand income generation to support research. To manage this

the HSRC, its board and the Department of Science and Technology

the HSRC is appointing its senior sta into permanent positions and

(DST) with its assessment of the relevance, impact and quality of HSRC

also tries to grow its research funding from the parliamentary grant.

research, and to comment on progress made since the preceding review

Furthermore, it is trying to grow the senior research group. Seeking

five years ago. The review would then propose issues on which to reflect,

funding will always be a feature of the HSRC to allow our scientists to

opportunities to be exploited, as well as challenges to be addressed

compete with their counterparts in other countries, however, it should

in the next five-year period, to ensure that the institution remains

not be too onerous.

sustainable and responsive to its mandated objectives.
In conclusion, the board wishes to express its appreciation to Minister
Naledi Pandor and the DST for their unfailing support and cooperation.
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Message from the CEO

A year of celebration, consolidation
and new clarity
Dr Olive Shisana, Chief Executive O cer

Who will forget the 2010 FIFA World Cup hosted by South Africa,

The fiscal year 2010/11 was characterised by changes brought on by

the sense of nation-building it brought to our shores, and the

the appointment of a new board towards the end of 2009, with some

friendships forged with visitors from all over the world? This past

further appointments only finalised during the year. 1 April 2010 marked

financial year was interesting, challenging and exciting.

a new strategic direction for the HSRC, when the board extended a
second five-year contract of employment, for the period August 2010

On the heels of these highs, came the impact of the global economic

to July 2015, to the incumbent CEO. This was followed by internal

downturn, which aected the funding streams we rely on to support

restructuring within the HSRC that had several aims. The first was to

our research. This was a year where we learned to be more creative

streamline the top management structure for greater e ciency and

and innovative in managing our limited resources for research

eectiveness. The second was to reconfigure research programmes to

infrastructure and capacity enhancement. It was also a year of change

better align the organisation’s research thrusts with national priorities as

and consolidation in the HSRC.

spelled out in Presidential and Ministerial policy pronouncements, and
in the government’s Medium Term Strategic Framework for the period
2009-2014 (as published by the Presidency in July of 2009), as well as to
support the national Ten-Year Innovation Plan. The last was to re-align
existing units or create new units to support strategic imperatives, for
instance, the Research use and Impact Analysis (RIA) programme, with
associated emphasis on data preservation, policy-relevant science
communication, research dissemination and preparations to support
monitoring and evaluation.
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The reconfiguration also better coordinated research and support

The global economic crisis challenged our funding eorts; however

structures in addressing mandated objectives outlined in the 2008

we did raise funds from domestic and international sources to support

HSRC Act, clarified roles, reduced redundancy and duplication, and

our national mandate. Although external funding did not increase as

facilitated an institutional response to the wishes and directions of

expected, the state increased its allocation to the HSRC, which helped

the board. Activities specifically brought about by the restructuring

the introduction of a new financial model designed to guarantee much

exercise include revised visioning and planning at programme level,

of our sta salaries. Our relationship with government was strengthened

and providing for strategic redirection and redeployment of sta in new

in the last financial year, as evidenced by the number of government-

programme areas. However, this rechanneling of eorts and resources

commissioned research projects, secured independently and often

inevitably resulted in a temporary reduction in activities focused on the

with the assistance of the Department of Science and Technology.

achievement of performance targets.

As a result of the support from government, the HSRC was able to
contribute to national priorities on health, education, job creation, rural

We spent a considerable amount of time developing research capacity

development, HIV/AIDS and crime research. These are outlined in detail

in the social sciences. We have provided training to more than 80 young

in the section ‘Passionate research that changes lives’ of the report. We

researchers; some as Masters interns, others as doctoral trainees and still

also played a crucial role in translating knowledge in the development

others as post-doctoral fellows. The overwhelming majority come from

of the national health insurance policy, preparing a platform to launch

previously disadvantaged communities who now have the skills to be

the development of the South African National Strategic Plan on HIV/

employed in research organisations, government or universities. Many of

AIDS, reviewing state-owned enterprises (on-going), and mapping out

these trainees are involved in large and significant research projects that

the research and development landscape in the country. The HSRC also

are national and they receive exposure on all stages of research. Many

provided a model for educational assessments when we participated in

have published journal articles, either as sole authors or in collaboration

the project on learner achievement in South African schools; this was

with senior researchers. The HSRC has become a fertile recruiting ground

done as part of a quality learning and teaching campaign launched by

for government, parliament, universities and the private sector. Some

the Department of Education.

trainees are absorbed in the HSRC, and the largest proportion of PhDs
per race in the HSRC is found among African researchers.

We published a paper showing that HIV incidence in South Africa
is declining. The information was used by the United Nations Joint

The HSRC desires to contribute to global social sciences and humanities

Programme on HIV/AIDS in their report on country progress in reducing

knowledge. Our senior scientists have produced articles, published

new infections. Such publications help track South Africa’s progress in

several books and book chapters as well as monographs and client

attaining international development goals. We produced the report on

reports. To enable other scientists, both locally and abroad, to use our

the health of our children, which also tracked key health indicators for

research data for secondary data analysis, the HSRC has begun to curate

the country that were launched by the Minister of Health.

the data sets from large-scale surveys.
Our work was not only focused on social sciences, but also on the
To contribute to global knowledge dissemination, we submitted and

humanities, such as investigating the history of traditional leadership

won a bid to host the World Social Science Forum in 2015. This will

in KwaZulu-Natal, and developing a policy to protect indigenous

boost the social sciences in South Africa, the African continent and the

knowledge databases in South Africa. We also undertook studies that

global south. Social scientists in these regions will be able to join their

helped us to understand the nature and pace of social, economic and

global counterparts in presenting and discussing scientific papers in

political transformation.

Johannesburg. The appointment of the CEO of the HSRC as President of
the International Social Science Council provides yet another platform
for the global south to shape the global social science research agenda.
Several HSRC researchers also contributed to the authoritative World
Social Science Report which was published in 2010, and the HSRC
played a role in popularising its findings through presentations at
workshops and conferences, in South Africa and regionally.
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Many of the HSRC’s researchers are asked to participate in national and

with our partners at universities and statutory councils, the life of our

international scientific committees, sharing knowledge that is used to

distinguished social scientist, Prof. Bernard Ngubane, as part of our

inform policy. We worked side-by-side with scientists nationally on

African Knowledge Producer’s series. We also hosted a very successful

HIV/AIDS through the SANAC research sector, and globally with

anti-corruption campaign with the Department of Social Development.

university colleagues from Africa, Europe, Latin America, China and

Since the promulgation of the Public Finance Management Act, the

the United States in research areas ranging from nutrition to global

HSRC has had no qualified audit. It is pleasing that we continued the

innovation networks, and from service delivery to science and

tradition of unqualified audit in the last fiscal year. This indicates that we

technology indicators.

continue to strive to ensure good governance at the HSRC.

Having sealed our ties with universities through memoranda of

Much of the success we achieved would not have been realised without

understanding to conduct joint research activities, in the past financial

the support of the HSRC Board, led by Mrs Phumelele Nzimande. Their

year we concentrated on expanding our ties with institutions abroad.

oversight and advice have contributed to our success. The support

We travelled to the United States and Japan to meet with academic

of the Minister of Science and Technology, Mrs Naledi Pandor, the

institutions, funding agencies and think tanks to learn, share and seek

Deputy Minister, Mr Derek Hanekom as well as the Director-General,

collaboration and funding in an eort to further embed the HSRC in

Dr Phil Mjwara and his sta at the DST is very much appreciated.

the international community. The HSRC also participated in bilateral

Funding received by various government departments has contributed

meetings with scientists from Algeria, China, the Council for the

immensely to the relevance of the work of the HSRC to policy

Development of Social Sciences in Africa, and members of the National

monitoring and evaluation; for this we are appreciative. The executive

Cohesion and Integration Commission from Kenya.

management and the sta of the HSRC have all contributed to the
success of the organisation, without which we would have not

We visited the Embassies of Norway, France, Switzerland and many
more. Some of the highlights for the period in review involved
celebrations and participation in campaigns. We celebrated, together
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Our People

HSRC Board

Mrs Phumelele
Nzimande
Chairperson

Dr Olive Shisana
Chief Executive Officer
ScD, Johns Hopkins University

Prof. Akilagpa Sawyerr

Prof. Paulus Zulu

Prof. Lulama Qalinge

JSD, University of California
(Berkeley)

PhD, University of Natal

PhD, University of North West

Fellow of the Ghana
Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
Member, Council of State
(Ghana)
Member of the
Governing Board of
the Commonwealth of
Learning, the Advisory
Council of the Ibrahim
Index of African
Governance, the Board
of Trustees for the
Institute for Democratic
Governance, and Chair,
the Programme Steering
Committee of STARGhana; former positions
held: Prof. of Law and ViceChancellor, the University
of Ghana, SecretaryGeneral, the Association
of African Universities, and
President of CODESRIA.

Director and Senior
Research Fellow, Maurice
Webb Race Relations Unit:
University of Kwa-Zulu
Natal, Board Chairman
of McCord Hospital
Durban. Member of the
Pontifical Academy of
Social Sciences Vatican
City Rome.

Prof., Department of Social
Work, University of South
Africa.
Former Acting Dean of
the Faculty of Human and
Social Sciences, University
of North West, Mafikeng
Campus and
Director of the School
of Social Sciences,
UNW – Mafikeng
Campus, Member of the
Institutional Forum –
NWU.
Board Member of:
Lesotho Highlands
Development Authority
and serving in the
Sustainable Development
Subcommittee as well as
Health Professions Council
of South Africa (HPCSA).

B SocSc (Hons),
University of Natal

Former Deputy Chair of
Commission on Gender
Equality and presently
member of UKZN Council
as well as Board member
on Media Diversity and
Development Agency
Board.
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HSRC CEO; former
positions held: Executive
Director of the HSRC’s
Social Aspects of HIV/
AIDS and Health
research programme;
Prof. of Health Systems,
Medical University of
South Africa; Executive
Director, Family and
Community Health, World
Health Organisation,
Switzerland; DirectorGeneral, Department
of Health, South Africa;
Group Manager, South
African Medical Research
Council; and Acting
Chief of Research and
Statistics Division, District
of Columbia (local)
Government (USA); Chair
of the Ministerial Advisory
Committee on National
Health Insurance, Member
of the Economic Advisory
Panel, and President:
International Social
Science Council.
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Dr Botlhale Tema

Prof. Edward Webster

Prof. Amanda Lourens

Prof. Rashid Hassan

Prof. Tahir Pillay

PhD, University of Reading
(UK)

PhD, University of the
Witwatersrand

PhD, University of Pretoria

PhD, Iowa State University,
USA

MBChB (cum laude), University
of Natal, PhD University of
Cambridge, FRCPath (Lon),
FCPath (SA)

Managing Director:
African Creative
Connections, Member
of the Advisory Panel
of the Network for
the Coordination
and Advancement of
sub-Saharan Africa EU
Science & Technology;
Chairperson of the
Board of Programme for
Technological Careers,
former Ex-O cio
Member of the AU
Steering Committees on
Education, Science and
Technology; ICT and the
Youth Programme, former
Ex-O cio Member of the
South African National
Commission of UNESCO.

Visiting Prof. Development
and Decent Work , Kassel
University.
Prof. of Sociology and
past director of Sociology
of Work Unit, University
of the Witwatersrand
(Wits); past President of
the Research Committee
of Labour Movements
for the International
Sociological Association;
Board Member of the
Development Bank of
Southern Africa; toprated National Research
Foundation Sociologist;
Senior Fulbright
Scholar, US.

Vice-Rector, Research and
Planning: North-West
University, Potchefstroom
Campus.
Extraordinary Associate
Prof. in Statistics at
North-West University;
past President of the
Southern African
Research and Innovation
Management Association
and the South African
Statistical Association;
past Chairperson of
the Southern African
Association for
Institutional Research;
past Assistant Director of
the SA Higher Education
Retention Data Project.

Prof. and Director, Centre
for Environmental
Economics and Policy in
Africa (CEEPA); University
of Pretoria.

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
and Head, College of
Health Sciences, University
of KwaZulu-Natal;
Prof. of Chemical
Pathology, University of
KwaZulu-Natal; Honorary
Prof. of Chemical
Pathology, UCT;
Associate Editor, Journal
of Clinical Pathology
(London).
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Our People

Executive Management

Dr Temba Masilela
Deputy CEO: Research (DCEO)
PhD, University of Iowa
tmaselela@hsrc.ac.za
The DCEO assists the CEO to provide leadership
in research to the organisation.

The research agenda
The HSRC’s research agenda is planned in the
NFEJVNUFSNCZDPOTVMUJOHXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
and at the annual research conference.
The office monitors the performance of the
HSRC’s six research programmes and supports
them. The programmes focus on basic and
applied research, incorporating insights
from the humanities. They also monitor and
FWBMVBUF BOEVTFOFXNFUIPETUPBEWBODF
social and human sciences.
The office of the DCEO initiated the African
,OPXMFEHF1SPEVDFSTDPOGFSFODFTFSJFT5IF
first in the series, Prof. Bernard M. Magubane
at 80: the celebration of a life,XBTIPTUFE
by the HSRC, the Freedom Park Trust, the
University of South Africa (Unisa), the South
African Democracy Education Trust (SADET),
the National Research Foundation (NRF),
the Africa Institute of South Africa (AISA), the
Department of Science and Technology (DST)
and the Intellectual Heritage Project
(Rhodes University).

Local and international scholars attended,
BTXFMMBT%FQVUZ4UBUF1SFTJEFOU,HBMFNB
Motlanthe and Deputy Minister Derek
Hanekom, on behalf of the Ministry of Science
and Technology.

Mr Peter Pedlar
Deputy CEO:
Operations and Capacity
Enhancement

Research use & Impact Assessment

Operations covers Human Resources,
Information Services, Information
Technology, and Legal Services and Capacity
Enhancement. From 1 April 2011, Business
Development also formed part of Operations.

The office of the DCEO is also responsible for
the Research use & Impact Assessment (RIA)
unit and the Research Ethics unit.

BCom, Hons B (B&A)
ppedlar@hsrc.ac.za

Business Development
RIA is a cross-cutting unit that seeks to
increase the use and impact of scientific
research from the HSRC and other sources.
It also manages the HSRC’s relationships,
reputation and brand. RIA’s vision is to
contribute to a prosperous, healthy and
just society that uses research evidence to
improve the quality of life of a people so
UIFZBSFBMMXFMMJOGPSNFE BDUJWFMZFOHBHFE
and passionate about civic matters and
QVCMJDQPMJDZ3*"JTNBEFVQPGUIFGPMMPXJOH
sections: Impact Assessment, HSRC Press,
Science Communication and Corporate
Communication.

Business Development, headed up by Dr
Christa van Zyl, helps the HSRC meet its
strategic objectives, such as extending its
funding base through external contracts and
grants, reaching out to potential collaborators
and stakeholders through our research, and
responding to user needs.

Research Ethics

Capacity Enhancement
This unit runs capacity development
programmes for HSRC staff, researcher
trainees (Master and PhD interns), and
QPTUEPDUPSBMGFMMPXT*UTUISFFGPDVTBSFBTBSF
institutional collaboration, managing research
trainees and staff development.

The Research Ethics unit ensures that all
SFTFBSDIXJUIIVNBOTVCKFDUTJTFUIJDBM*U
TVQQPSUTUIFXPSLPGUIF)43$3FTFBSDI&UIJDT
$PNNJUUFFXIJDIIBT'FEFSBMXJEF"TTVSBODF
'8" BDDSFEJUBUJPOBOEJTJOMJOFXJUI
requirements of the National Health Research
Ethics Council (NHREC).

Business Development services include:
t *OGPSNJOHSFTFBSDIFSTPGOFXUFOEFST 
and funding opportunities.
t "ENJOJTUSBUJWFBOEMPHJTUJDBMTVQQPSU 
 XJUIUIFQSFQBSBUJPO QBDLBHJOHBOE 
delivery of funding proposals.
t "EWJTPSZTFSWJDFTXJUISFHBSEUP

 SFTFBSDIDPOUSBDUTXJUIDMJFOUT

and service providers.
t 4VNNBSJTFEJOGPSNBUJPOPOTVCNJUUFE 
and successful funding proposals.

It enhances capacity and develops research
skills by providing opportunities for Masters
and doctoral candidates to analyse HSRC data,
CVUXPSLTDMPTFMZXJUI)43$SFTFBSDIFST
The unit also increases the number of postEPDUPSBMSFTFBSDIGFMMPXT DPOUSJCVUJOHUP
the HSRC’s human capital development and
quality research output.
$BQBDJUZ&OIBODFNFOUXPSLTXJUI
international and South African universities
to build local capacity and, exchanging skills
and ideas to further the social sciences and
humanities. This includes local and faculty
exchange opportunities for HSRC researchers.
It ensures that memoranda of understanding
TJHOFEXJUIJOTUJUVUJPOTBSFEFMJWFSFEPO 
helps find funding for those already signed.
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Human Resources
Under the leadership of Mr Josias Chabani,
this unit contributes to the HSRC’s human
resources strategic planning, policies,
QSPDFEVSFT XPSLQSPDFTTFTBOEHPPE
governance.
Human Resources supports the HSRC in
recruiting, developing and retaining the
necessary human capital. It also provides
administration systems and support to
develop and remunerate employees, ensure
UIFJSXFMMCFJOH BTXFMMBTFOTVSFHPPE
HPWFSOBODFBOEDPNQMJBODFXJUIUIFMBX
Information Services
The unit’s mission is to deliver to the highest
qualitative, actionable and value-added
strategic information to researchers in a
format that can be customised to meet their
needs. It is headed by acting director Ms
Elke de Beer. Staff can take advantage of
information services by:
t "DDFTTJOHUIF7JSUVBM-JCSBSZ
t $POUBDUJOHPOFPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
consultants.
t %JSFDUJOHRVFSJFTUPUIFMJCSBSZ
t #SPXTJOHUIF'"2



Information Technology
Led by Mr Themba Mnisi, this unit provides
BTFSWJDFUPJUTDMJFOUT XIFSFWFSJOUIF
XPSMEUIFZNBZCFXPSLJOH
Key performance indicators and a formal
governance model and process (based on best
practice) ensure that quality IT services are
delivered.
*5JOGSBTUSVDUVSFJTDPOöHVSFEXJUITFDVSJUZ
in mind so that researchers manage
the intellectual property of the HSRC,
BOEFODPVSBHFOFXGPSNTPGQSPEVDJOH
LOPXMFEHF
Legal Services
The core functions of the Legal Services unit,
under Mr Stanley Kgatla’s leadership, are:
t 1SPWJEFMFHBMBEWJDFUPUIF)43$BOEJUT 
business units.
t .BOBHF WFUBOESFWJFXDPOUSBDUT
t $PPSEJOBUFSFGFSSBMTUPQBOFMPG

attorneys.
t 3FTPMWFMBCPVSSFMBUJPOTNBUUFST
t *NQMFNFOUUIF0DDVQBUJPOBM)FBMUIBOE
Safety Act.
t 1SPWJEFTBGFUZBOETFDVSJUZQSPUFDUJPO 
services.
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Dr Vijay Reddy
Executive Director
Education and Skills Development
(ESD)

PhD, University of Gothenburg, Sweden

5IFQSPHSBNNFXJMMBMTPPSHBOJTF
DPOGFSFODFT TFNJOBSTBOEXPSLTIPQTUP
interrogate evidence and ideas in policy
BSFBTUIBUBSFDPOUSPWFSTJBMBOEXIFSFUIF
arguments are finely balanced.

mchitiga@hsrc.ac.za

Thematic areas

vreddy@hsrc.ac.za

Prof. Margaret Chitiga-Mabugu
Executive Director
Economic Performance and
Development (EPD)

5IJTVOJUXBTDSFBUFEJONJEUPEFWFMPQ
an economic policy research programme of
strategic importance to South Africa and the
SFTUPGUIFDPOUJOFOU0VSQSJPSJUZJTUPHSPX
the EPD and extend its areas of expertise. The
TUSBUFHJDQMBOJTUPBMJHOUIFVOJUXJUIQPMJDZ
XPSLPOUIFHPWFSONFOUT/FX(SPXUI1BUI
5IF&1%JOUFOETUPSFTFBSDI SFWJFXUIF
evidence, and make policy proposals to
strengthen government’s plans for a more
progressive economic policy.
5IFQSPHSBNNFXJMMBMTPPSHBOJTF
DPOGFSFODFT TFNJOBSTBOEXPSLTIPQTBSPVOE
economic policy. The EDP’s medium-term
WJTJPOJTUPIFMQBEESFTTXJEFSEFWFMPQNFOUBM
challenges facing the African continent.

Our mission
EPD’s mission is to generate robust
LOPXMFEHF FWJEFODFBOEQPMJDZQSPQPTBMT
through rigorous research. The aim is to create
lasting solutions to pressing economic and
developmental challenges. These include
unemployment, inequality, poverty and
HSPXUIGBDJOH4PVUI"GSJDBBOEUIFSFTUPG
Africa.

Our vision
Our vision is to contribute to the creation of
a productive, inclusive and resilient country
and continent through broad-based economic
development and full employment.

Macro-micro dynamics of structural
change
This theme involves the analysis of the
structural dynamics of the economy and
the kinds of shifts required to improve
productivity and innovation.
Spatial development and migration
5IJTUIFNFBOBMZTFTUIFJOUFSBDUJPOTCFUXFFO
the spatial economy, settlement patterns and
migration trends. The aim is to create more
prosperous and vibrant places, and tackle
entrenched geographical inequalities.
Sustainable development
This theme’s objective is to understand and
JNQSPWFTPDJBMQSPHSBNNFTXJUICSPBEFS
EFWFMPQNFOUBMPCKFDUJWFT5IJTXJMMJODMVEF
QPMJDJFTUPJNQSPWFUIFTPDJBMXBHF QSPUFDU
vulnerable groups, promote food security,
promote rural development, and address
environmental and ecological concerns.
Labour market dynamics
5IJTUIFNFGPDVTFTPOUIFIPX XIZBOE
XIBUPGTVTUBJOBCMFFNQMPZNFOUDSFBUJPO
It explores the role of different stakeholders
in job creation, retention and progression.
It includes issues of decent jobs and various
labour market policies and programmes.

DEd, University of Durban-Westville

Education and skills development promote
individual, social and economic development
and are crucial to the exercise of citizenship.
2VBMJUZFEVDBUJPOBOEDPNQFUFODZ DBQBCMF
individuals and firms are a prerequisite for
HSPXUI EFWFMPQNFOUBOEDJUJ[FOTIJQ*OUVSO
this creates more opportunities for people to
learn, for firms to improve capabilities, and for
both to contribute to a productive society.

Our focus
ESD focuses on national priorities related to
both an improved quality of basic education
GPSBMM BOEBTLJMMFEBOEDBQBCMFXPSLGPSDFUP
TVQQPSUBOJODMVTJWFHSPXUIQBUI
The ideas guiding the programme:
t &EVDBUJPOBOEUSBJOJOHGPSEFWFMPQNFOU 
 XJUIBOFNQIBTJTPOVOEFSTUBOEJOH 
 IPXDPOUFYUT QPMJDJFT JOTUJUVUJPOT

and systems shape and distribute
educational and training opportunities.
t &OTVSJOHFRVJUBCMFBDDFTTGPSJOEJWJEVBMT
to basic, intermediate and high-level
learning and skills.
t 4LJMMTBOEDBQBCJMJUZEFWFMPQNFOU

in educational institutions
and firms in the context of
changing technological opportunities
 BOEBLOPXMFEHFCBTFEFDPOPNZ
t 5SBOTJUJPOTUISPVHIFEVDBUJPOBOEGSPN
 FEVDBUJPOUPUIFXPSMEPGXPSL
t 5IFSFTFBSDIXJMMTQBOCPUIQSJWBUFBOE 
public institutions.

Thematic areas
Schooling and education
5IJTBSFBDFOUSFTPOHSBEFT3UP XJUIB
GPDVTPOBDRVJSJOHLOPXMFEHF TLJMMTBOE
capabilities through teaching and learning.
Research includes teachers and teaching,
achievement outcomes, assessment practices
and assessment and accountability systems.
Intermediate skills and capability
development
This area focuses on the technical and
vocational education and training delivered
through institutions like further education
and training (FET) colleges, learnership and
apprenticeship programmes and Adult Basic
Education and Training (ABET) programmes.
Higher education and high skills
development
This area focuses on access and success in
higher education institutions and firms.
With the changing role of universities, the
EFWFMPQNFOUBMSPMFPGUIFTFJOTUJUVUJPOTXJMM
be researched.
Training and capability enhancement
in firms
This area focuses on local, national and global
contexts.
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Prof. Leickness Simbayi
Executive Director
HIV/AIDS, STIs and TB (HAST)
DPhil, University of Sussex
lsimbayi@hsrc.ac.za
This programme is a national, regional and
JOUFSOBUJPOBMSFTFBSDISFTPVSDFXIJDIJT
earmarked to become a UNAIDS Collaborating
Centre in 2011. The programme has done
HSPVOECSFBLJOHXPSL FTQFDJBMMZPO)*7
surveillance surveys done in South Africa and
PUIFSDPVOUSJFTXJUIJOTPVUIFSO"GSJDBPWFS
the past decade.

Our focus
t "QQMJFE FQJEFNJPMPHJDBM TPDJBMBOE
behavioural research
t )FBMUITFSWJDFTBOEIFBMUITZTUFNT
research
t 0QFSBUJPOTSFTFBSDI EFTDSJQUJWFBOE
intervention)
t 1SPHSBNNFFWBMVBUJPO
t 2VBMJUBUJWFSFTFBSDI FUIOPHSBQIJD 
focus-groups)
t 4VSWFJMMBODFBOEBOBMZTJTPG
epidemiological trends



t )*75#JOUFSWFOUJPOSFTFBSDI
t 4PDJPFDPOPNJD DVMUVSBM BOE

behavioural aspects
t 4USVDUVSBMTPDJBM CFIBWJPVSBMBOE

biomedical interventions
t 4UJHNBBOEEJTDSJNJOBUJPO
t )FBMUITFFLJOHCFIBWJPVSJODMVEJOH)*7
counselling and testing
t )*7 EJTBCJMJUZBOENFOUBMIFBMUI




Thematic areas
t )*7"*%4 45*TBOE5#TVSWFJMMBODFJO 
general populations, economic
sectors, and special groups
such as families, communities
and most-at-risk populations (MARPs)

PhD, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA
abhana@hsrc.ac.za

Our vision
In addition to the above, HAST also hosts
UIF4PDJBM"TQFDUTPG)*7"*%43FTFBSDI
"MMJBODF 4")"3" XIJDIJTMPPTFOFUXPSL
of various stakeholders, such as researchers,
policy-makers, civil society organisations,
QFPQMFMJWJOHXJUI)*7"*%4 QSJWBUF
sector organisations, inter-governmental
organisations, and international and donor
organisations.

Human and Social Development (HSD) aims
to promote research in the human sciences
to enhance our understanding of social
conditions and the process of social change.
5IFNPWFNFOUUPXBSEBLOPXMFEHFCBTFE
economy requires an investment in the
humanities that is found in our indigenous
languages, histories and cultures.

Our focus




Prof. Arvin Bhana
Acting Executive Director
Human and Social
Development (HSD)

4")"3"TUSFOHUIFOTOFUXPSLJOHBNPOH
stakeholders interested in socio-economic,
DVMUVSBM BOECFIBWJPVSBMBTQFDUTPG)*7
AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). It also
generates scientific material (i.e. implement
research) on identified research priorities
through multi-country projects and
disseminates evidence-based information
BOECFTUQSBDUJDFTUISPVHIJUTXFCTJUF B
biennial conference and by publishing the
QFFSSFWJFXFEBDDSFEJUFE4")"3"KPVSOBM
SAHARA’s main function is to build and sustain
capacity for high quality research, analysis
BOEJOUFSWFOUJPOPOUIFTPDJBMBTQFDUTPG)*7
AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa.

We research children, youth, families, social
DPOUFYUTBOEQPMJDJFTBOEIPXUIFZTIBQF
the life chances of individuals, families
and communities. To understand the
TPDJBMDPOEJUJPOTPGQFPQMFTMJWFT XFBSF
BTJOUFSFTUFEJODPOTJEFSJOHIPXEJWFSTJUZ
in gender, culture and identity and social
DPIFTJPONPVMETPDJBMHSPVQT BTXFBSFJO
understanding and mitigating the impact of
violence at multiple levels in South African
society. In addition, changes in environments,
XIFUIFSBTBGVODUJPOPGDMJNBUFDIBOHFPSJO
neighbourhoods, form an important focus of
the HSD research programme.
HSD research is focused in four areas:
Children and youth: Our research on
children and youth focuses on conditions
that increase childhood vulnerabilities. These
include those orphaned and made vulnerable
CZ)*7"*%4BOEQPWFSUZ8FQSPWJEFBO
evidence base for enhancing child and youth
development.
Families and communities: As the
fundamental building block for positive
human development and the safety net for
people facing chronic and acute challenges,
families are the repository of social values,
MJWFMJIPPET BOEMFHBDZ5IFXPSLPG)4%
GPDVTFTPOGBNJMZXFMMCFJOH DBSFBOE
care-giving, the role of men in families and
QBUUFSOTPGGBUIFSJOH BOESFMBUJPOTCFUXFFO
generations in families.
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Diversity (gender, race, and ethnicity),
culture, identity and social cohesion:
To build a socially cohesive society after a
legacy of historic racial and ethnic division
SFRVJSFTFOHBHJOHXJUIPVSEJWFSTFDVMUVSFT 
shared histories, and developing identities.
Research in these areas presents an
opportunity for promoting social cohesion
by understanding social problems related to
moral degeneration, justice, equity, marginal
sexualities, and reconciliation (including
xenophobia), among others.
Dynamics of change (including
environmental change) and social
movements: Rapid social changes are
brought on by various social processes
(including climate change discourse and
policies) and negatively influence people’s life
opportunities. The rise of social movements
to meet these challenges forms an important
basis for understanding human and social
dynamics.
"TBOFXSFTFBSDIQSPHSBNNF XFXJMM
EFWFMPQFBDIPGUIFTFDPSFBSFBTJOMJOFXJUI
UIFSFOFXFEGPDVTPGUIF%FQBSUNFOUPG
Science and Technology into the national
agenda on Human and Social Dynamics.
Some key funders and implementing
networks
HSD is supported by various local, regional
and international partners including local
and foreign government departments,
foundations and civil society organisations,
continental bodies, UN organisations and
international funding agencies.
Our national and international
collaboration /partnerships
0VSXPSLJTNPTUMZCBTFEJO4PVUI"GSJDB
CVUBOVNCFSPGDPMMBCPSBUJPOTBOEOFUXPSLT
IBWFCFFOEFWFMPQFEXJUIPUIFSQBSUTPG
Africa and international collaborators. These
include Harvard University, the University of
Cambridge, the Open Society Foundation,
the National Institutes of Health and the
Association for Moral Education.
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Prof. Demetré Labadarios
Executive Director
Population Health, Health Systems
and Innovation (PHHSI)
PhD, University of Surrey
dlabadarios@hsrc.ac.za
This programme conducts primary and
secondary research on health, science,
technology and innovation. This enables
evidence-based decision-making by our
external partners, other programmes at
UIF)43$BOEUISPVHIWBSJPVTOFUXPSLT
This builds health, science and technology
expertise in South Africa and the continent.
The principal activities in this research
programme involve:
t %FWFMPQJOHJOOPWBUJWFSFTFBSDI

methods and strategies to
analyse population health and
recommend interventions.
t $POUSJCVUJOHUPUIFCFUUFS

understanding and use of healthcare
systems and health financing
in South Africa and the African
continent, to achieve better population
health.
t %FöOJOHUIFTPDJBMBOEFOWJSPONFOUBM 
determinants of health in South Africa
and the continent.
t $PNQJMJOHTQBUJBMEBUBTFUTUPQSPWJEF 
a comprehensive picture of
South Africa’s and Africa’s population
 IFBMUIBTXFMMJOTDJFODF UFDIOPMPHZ 
and innovation.
t %FTJHOJOH JNQMFNFOUJOHBOEBOBMZTJOH
quantitative and qualitative data
of national surveys in the
health, science, technology and
innovation domains. Data from
such surveys are used for formulating
policies based on evidence.
t %FTJHOJOHBOEWBMJEBUJOHQSJNBSZBOE 
 DPNQPTJUFJOEJDBUPSTJOIFBMUI BTXFMM 
in science, technology and innovation.
t $PODFQUVBMJTJOHBOEJNQMFNFOUJOH 
research projects, programme
and strategic evaluations, and
the promoting monitoring and
evaluation.
t 8PSLJOHXJUIQFFSTBDSPTTUIF"GSJDBO 
continent and internationally
to promote social scientific research,
 HSPXDBQBCJMJUJFTBOETIBSF

 LOPXMFEHFBOEFYQFSJFODFBDSPTTPVS 
fields of expertise.

Research focus
The PHHSI focus research areas are:
t -JGFDPVSTF MJGFTUZMFTBOEIFBMUI
t %FNPHSBQIJDQSPöMFPG4PVUI"GSJDB
t *OGBOU DIJMEBOENBUFSOBMIFBMUI 

including reproductive health
t 1PQVMBUJPOIFBMUI JODMVEJOHNBMBSJB
t %FUFSNJOBOUTPGIFBMUITNPLJOH 

alcohol, stress, drugs, physical activity/
fitness, nutrition and other social factors
t &OWJSPONFOUBMIFBMUIBOENFOUBM

health
t )FBMUITZTUFNT JODMVEJOHUIFöOBODJOH
of healthcare
t /VUSJUJPO
t 4DJFODF UFDIOPMPHZBOEJOOPWBUJPO
Research centres
Centre for Science, Technology and
Innovation Indicators (CeSTII)
5IJTDFOUSFXBTFTUBCMJTIFEJOBTB
long-term commitment of the Department
of Science and Technology to serve as a base
for the production of science, technology
and innovation (STI) indicators in South
"GSJDB0WFSUIFQBTUFJHIUZFBST $F45**XPSL
has centred on the conduct of the National
Research and Experimental Development
Surveys (R&D Surveys), the South African
Innovation Surveys, and more recently, the
national Biotechnology Audit Survey. The
DST is a primary source of funding for these
and other related activities, such as the
,OPXMFEHF&DPOPNZ*OEJDBUPST ,&* 
Centre for the Study of the Social and
Environmental Determinants of Nutrition
(CSSEDN)
$44&%/XBTMBVODIFECZUIF.JOJTUFSPG
Health, Dr Aaron Motsoaledi, on 15 March
XJUIUIFGPMMPXJOHPCKFDUJWFT
t 5PFOIBODFUIFRVBMJUZPGMJGFPGUIF 
country’s population through
good nutrition research and its
dissemination.
t 5PEPJOOPWBUJWF DPMMBCPSBUJWF

research in the social and
environmental determinants
of nutrition. This leads to improving
 OVUSJUJPOLOPXMFEHFBOE

nutritional status in the country, the
continent and internationally.
t 5PTFSWFBTBSFTPVSDFDFOUSFJO

 LOPXMFEHFPG"GSJDBOEJFUTBOEGPPET
t 5PDSFBUFBSFTFBSDIFOWJSPONFOU

 DPOEVDJWFUPUSBJOJOHBTXFMMBTQFSTPOBM
 BOEQSPGFTTJPOBMHSPXUI

Dr Udesh Pillay
Executive Director
Democracy, Governance and Service
Delivery (DGSD)
PhD, University of Minnesota
upillay@hsrc.ac.za
%(4%NFSHFTBMMSFTFBSDIBOELOPXMFEHF
on national, regional and international
questions of service delivery, development,
democratisation, the state, citizenship, and
crime and corruption.

Our vision
5PDPOEVDUTDJFOUJöDSFTFBSDIUPXBSET
understanding the institutions and practices
of democracy, governance and service delivery
provision so that appropriate interventions
can be made, and practical solutions
generated in overcoming the challenges
South Africa faces as a nascent democracy.

The scope and impact of work
As a multidisciplinary programme doing social
TDJFODFSFTFBSDIJOUIFTFBSFBT XFQSPQPTF
strategies for intervention that help policymakers make informed choices and decisions
in response to South Africa’s development
challenges.

Thematic areas
The key areas of the programme’s research:
Democracy, delivery and governance
This unit does scientific research into the
areas of governance and service delivery,
specifically into the democratic policy process,
ensuring that policy decisions are made using
quality evidence.

The key objectives are:
t .POJUPS FWBMVBUFBOEJOGPSN

legislation, policies and strategies, on
the value of governance
structures and systems.
t "TTFTTUIFJOUFSTFDUJPOTCFUXFFOUIF 
different spheres of the state,
 BOEUIPTFCFUXFFOTUBUFJOTUJUVUJPOT 
and communities.
t &YQBOEFYJTUJOHEFCBUFTPOHPWFSOBODF
issues.
t #FBWBJMBCMFUP4PVUI"GSJDBOBOE

 JOUFSOBUJPOBMOFXTNFEJBBTBSFTPVSDF
t 1VCMJTIöOEJOHTPOWBSJPVTQMBUGPSNT
t .FOUPSKVOJPSSFTFBSDIFST
Crime and corruption
5IJTVOJUGPDVTFTPOXIBUDBVTFTWJPMFOU
crime in South Africa, the impact of crime
and violence, understanding the scale,
causes and impact of corruption, and issues
of citizenship, participatory democracy and
political violence.
Africa and the global south
This unit focuses on South Africa’s economic
BOEQPMJUJDBMFOHBHFNFOUXJUI"GSJDBBOE
regional democracy and governance issues.
The key objectives are:
t *OWFTUJHBUF4"TSPMFJOUIFSFHJPOCZ
analysing South African corporations in
 "GSJDB$PNQBSFUIFTFXJUIPUIFS
emerging regions such as China and
India (and in the future, Brazil). The goal
is democracy through society
participating in peace and post-conflict
reconstruction in Africa.
t &YBNJOFEJòFSFOUBQQSPBDIFTUP
leadership (such as traditional or female
leadership) and governance in South
Africa and the region.
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Ms Audrey Ohlson
Chief Financial Officer,
Support Services
BTech, Internal Audit, University of South Africa
aohlson@hsrc.ac.za
The Finance department supports the
HSRC by maintaining an effective and
efficient financial management system. It is
SFTQPOTJCMFGPSUIFGPMMPXJOHVOJUT
t Payroll ensures that employees’ salaries
are paid accurately and on
time, and deductions are in
 MJOFXJUISFMFWBOUTUBUVUFTJF

Unemployment Insurance Fund
Act and the Income Tax Act.
t The Project Office supports research
 VOJUTXJUIöOBODJBMUSBOTBDUJPOT 

managing and reporting on all
projects to ensure that key deliverables are
 NFUXJUIJOCVEHFUBOEPOUJNF
t Debtors is responsible for trade debtors,
 JODPNFSFDFJWFEBTXFMMBTTUBòMPBOT  
parking, travel and other claims, advances
and reconciliations.
t Creditors section handles
the payment of supplier’s
invoices and associated queries
and reconciliations.
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t Cash management is responsible for
cashbook and petty cash, Forex and ad hoc
payments.
t Supply Chain Management procures
goods and services. It sees that
the procurement
process adheres to internal policies,
treasury regulations and the Public
Finance Management Act (PFMA).
t Asset Management is responsible for
verifying and moving assets, and
maintaining the asset register.
t Facilities Management manages our
communication system and other
building-related services.
t Building Maintenance maintains the
HSRC buildings. It also allocates
office space for staff and tenants of the
HSRC building in Pretoria.
The Finance department produces the HSRC’s
Annual Financial Statements and makes
sure that good internal controls are in place.
We also ensure that monthly and quarterly
performance feedback and advice is given to
key stakeholders.
The ultimate goal is to obtain unqualified
audits so that our stakeholders continue to
support us.

Back to Contents
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Dr Miriam Altman
PhD, University of Manchester

Mr Fabian Arends
MBA, University of KwaZulu-Natal

Dr Vanessa Barolsky
PhD, University of the
Witwatersrand

Mr William Blankley
MSc, MBA, University of
Cape Town

RIA: Employment, growth,
poverty, economic e ciency,
food security, policy analysis

ESD: Education management
information systems specialist,
general and further education
and training policy analysis,
educator supply and demand
analysis, design and analysis of
education indicators, statistical
analysis and modelling

DGSD: Politics, governance,
democratisation, social
cohesion and civil society,
political and criminal violence,
policing and questions of law
and social order

PHHSI: Science and technology
(S&T) policy analysis, S&T
indicators, R&D and innovation
surveys, strategic planning,
feasibility studies, public
understanding of science

Dr Yul Derek Davids
PhD, Stellenbosch University

Mr Adlai Davids
MSc, ITC (The Netherlands)

Dr Nolutho Diko
PhD, Indiana University,
Bloomington,USA

Dr Nosisi Feza-Piyose
PhD, State University of New York,
Bualo, USA

PHHSI: Poverty assessment,
social determinants of
poverty, research design and
methodology, statistical analysis
and modelling

HAST: GIS applications for injury
surveillance, social aspects of
HIV/AIDS and networking

ESD: International education,
education policy, gender,
teacher education, monitoring
and evaluation, schools and
culture

ESD: Mathematics education,
multicultural education,
socio-constructivist approach
to learning, early childhood
math, mixed method
inquiry, qualitative research
methodologies
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Dr Jeremiah Chikovore
PhD, Umea University,
Sweden

Prof. Linda Chisholm
PhD, University of the
Witwatersrand

Ms Allanise Cloete
MA, University of the
Western Cape

Mr Michael Cosser
MA, University of the
Witwatersrand

HAST: Gender and masculinity,
family wellbeing and health,
adolescent sexual and
reproductive health, healthseeking behaviour, tuberculosis

ESD: Comparative education,
teacher education and
development, policy,
curriculum, gender, migration

HAST: HIV/AIDS intervention
research, intervention
research for people living
with HIV/AIDS, HIV among
MSM, qualitative research
methodologies

ESD: Higher education,
teacher education, teacher
supply and demand, quality
assurance, provincial human
resources development
profiles and strategies, student
tracer studies, SAQA and NQF,
literary stylistics, discourse
analysis

Dr George Frempong
PhD, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

Mr Tim Hart
M Phil, Stellenbosch University

Dr David Hemson
PhD, University of Warwick

Dr Gregory Houston
PhD, University of Natal

ESD: Education, curriculum
studies, large-scale assessment
and evaluation, multilevel data
analysis

EPD: Agricultural and rural
development, food security,
indigenous knowledge,
participatory research

DGSD: Public service delivery,
water and sanitation, rural
development, implementation
research, policy impact
assessment

DGSD: Political history,
democracy and governance
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Dr Peter Jacobs
PhD, Fordham University, New
York, USA

Mr Sean Jooste
MA, University of the Western
Cape

Prof. Hendrick Kanyane
DAdmin, University
of Pretoria

Dr Mbithi wa Kivilu
PhD, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Canada

EPD: Food security, agro-food
markets and prices, agricultural
and rural development,
economics of agrarian change

HAST: Research design and
methodology, design of
research instruments

DGSD: Public service ethics,
public policy and finance,
governance and service
delivery

ESD: Educational and
psychological assessment,
data management, statistical
analysis and modelling

Dr Mokhantso Makoae
PhD, University of Cape Town

Dr Nyameka Mankayi
PhD, Stellenbosch University

Mrs Ntombizodwa Mbelle
MA ELT, Thames Valley University
MPH, Medical University of
South Africa

Prof. Thobeka Mda
PhD, Ohio State
University

PHHSI: Social science research,
HIV/AIDS care, chronic illness
care, vulnerability assessment,
child maltreatment prevention,
child protection, use of
International Classification of
Diseases (ICD) for identification
of non-fatal child maltreatment

HAST: Social science research,
HIV/AIDS prevention,
masculinity, gender

HAST: Project and finance
management, project
planning, tracking and
reporting, evaluations

CE: Research capacity
development, teacher
development, equity issues:
education for diverse
learners/social cohesion,
language equity in education,
curriculum studies
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Dr Glenda Kruss
DPhil, University of Ulster

Dr Julia Louw
PhD, Michigan State University

Dr Musawenkosi Mabaso
PhD, University of Basel,
Switzerland

Dr Monde Makiwane
DPhil, University of the
Witwatersrand

ESD: Higher education
and innovation, university
interaction, innovation and
development in sub-Saharan
Africa, skills development and
youth pathways

HAST: HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis
and disability studies

HAST: Infectious disease
epidemiology and control,
application of spatial-temporal
models and geographic
information systems (GIS)
for disease mapping, climate
change and human health

HSD: Social science research
using quantitative and
demographic techniques

Ms Vuyelwa Mehlomakulu
MA, University of Stellenbosch

Dr Darlene Miller
PhD, University of Johns Hopkins

Dr Peliwe Mnguni
PhD, Swinburne University of
Technology, Melbourne,
Australia

Dr Zitha Mokomane
PhD, The Australian National
University

HAST: Research psychology,
HIV/AIDS interventions with
emphasis on prevention,
general public health

DGSD: South African
companies and their African
expansion, labour in southern
Africa, social theory, political
economy of the retail sector in
Africa, sociology of work

DGSD: Action research,
eco-social sustainability
(including using agriculture as
a vehicle for rural development
and community renewal),
leadership and group
dynamics, intra- and interorganisational collaboration

HSD: Qualitative research,
family formation and
dissolution patterns,
adolescent sexuality, children,
youth and HIV/AIDS
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Dr Neo Molotja
PhD, University of Cape Town

Ms Shirin Motala
MA, University of KwaZulu-Natal

Dr Nazeem Mustapha
PhD, University of Cape Town

Prof. Pamela Naidoo
DPhil, University of Natal

PHHSI: Science and
Technology (S&T) policy
analysis, S&T indicators, R&D
and innovation surveys

EPD: Children, early childhood
development, advocacy,
poverty, public sector
employment, food security,
social protection

PHHSI: Mathematical
modelling, statistical analysis,
survey methodology,
econometric analysis, business
process engineering

HAST: Tuberculosis and HIV
co-infection, social, behavioural
and biomedical aspects of
HIV and tuberculosis: health
promotion and prevention
research, public health: social
epidemiology

Ms Yoliswa Notshe
MA, Nelson Mandela
Metropole University

Dr Dorina Onoya
PhD, Maastricht University,
Netherlands

Dr Godwin Onuoha
PhD, Martin Luther University,
Germany

Prof. Karl Peltzer
PhD, University of Hannover
Dr Habil, University of
Klagenfurt

HAST: Social, behavioural
and biomedical interventions,
health-seeking behaviour
including HIV counselling and
testing

HAST: HIV/AIDS intervention
research, infection disease
epidemiology, public health,
quantitative research methods

DGSD: State, ethnic identity
politics, resources and
development
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HAST: Social aspects
of public health, health
behaviour, behavioural health,
psychology applied to health,
culture and health
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Dr Catherine Ndinda
PhD, University of Natal

Dr Mcebisi Ndletyana
PhD, University of the
Witwatersrand

Dr Tshilidzi Netshitangani
DEd, University of South Africa

Dr Peter Njuho
PhD, Kansas State University, USA

PHHSI: Housing policy
and practice, development
planning and policy
implementation, informal
sector economy, gender, social
aspects of HIV/AIDS, research
methods

DGSD: The history of African
intellectuals, memorialisation
of South African history,
formation of national identity

ESD: Educational management
and gender, teacher education,
qualitative research methods

HAST: Statistical modelling,
design and analysis of large
survey studies, research
methods, meta-analysis,
measurement errors, mixed
models

Prof. Nancy PhaswanaMafuya
PhD, University of the North

Dr Cas Prinsloo
D Litt et Phil, University of South
Africa

Prof. Vasu Reddy
PhD, University of KwaZuluNatal

Prof. Thomas Rehle
MD, University of
Munich
PhD, University of Antwerp

HAST: Epidemiology of
infectious diseases and noncommunicable diseases, public
health

ESD: Factors influencing
school functioning and
learner performance, literacy
and language acquisition,
education evaluation,
assessment theory, research
methodology, psychometrics

HSD: Discursive histories of
sexualities, genders, identities,
social cohesion, social, cultural,
behavioural and programmatic
aspects of HIV/AIDS, service
provision in development,
critical policy analysis,
pedagogies, higher education,
knowledge production

HAST: Infectious disease
epidemiology, tropical
medicine, HIV/AIDS
intervention research,
survey design and analysis,
programme evaluation and
impact assessment (including
modelling)
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Prof. Linda Richter
PhD, University of Natal

Mr Benjamin Roberts
MSc, University of Natal

Mr Julien Rumbelow
BSocSci, MBA, University of Cape
Town

Mrs Jarè Struwig
MA, University of Pretoria

HAST: Children, youth and
families aected by HIV/AIDS
and poverty

HSD: Quantitative analysis
of poverty and inequality,
subjective wellbeing, changing
social and political attitudes,
food security and nutrition,
poverty reduction strategy
papers, social protection

PHHSI: National R&D survey
– business sector, R&D,
innovation studies

DGSD: Tourism and the
environment, longitudinal
surveys, statistical analysis and
modelling

Dr Sharlene Swartz
PhD, University of Cambridge

Prof. Lesiba Teffo
PhD, University of the North

Dr Nadia Sanger
PhD, Women’s and Gender
Studies, University of the Western
Cape, South Africa

Prof. John Seager
PhD, University of Wales

HSD: Sociology of youth
especially in the context of
poverty, youth moral, spiritual
and social development and
peer education

DGSD: Democracy and
governance, and the role
of South Africa in Africa,
modernisation of traditional
institutions, mainstreaming of
indigenous knowledge systems

HSD: Constructions of gender,
sexuality, race, class and
identities, feminist cultural
production, post-colonial
feminist theory and practice

HAST: Social, environmental
and economic determinants of
health and wellbeing in poor
communities
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Dr Moses Sithole
PhD (Statistics), Curtin University
of Technology, Australia

Dr Nelia Steyn
PhD, University of Stellenbosch

Dr Zwelakhe Tshandu
PhD, Ohio State University,
Columbus

Prof. Ivan Turok
PhD (Economics), University of
Reading

PHHSI: Mathematics, statistics,
multivariate analysis, parametric
estimation for randomly
censored auto-correlated data,
applied statistics – including
statistical design, modelling and
data analysis of experiments
and surveys in a wide range of
application areas, including:
agriculture, food security, social
sciences, R&D and innovation,
health, e.g. HIV/AIDS

PHHSI: Food insecurity in
under- and over-nutrition in
sub-Saharan Africa; nutritional
status of the population

DGSD: Social policy, the state,
and development

EPD: Spatial economic
development, job creation and
labour market dynamics, urban
and regional economies, city
development strategies, policy
evaluation, spatial planning

Dr Heidi van Rooyen
PhD, University of
KwaZulu-Natal

Mr Johan van Zyl
BA Hons, University of Pretoria

Dr Njeri Wabiri
PhD, University of Cape Town

Dr Ke Yu
PhD, University of Pretoria

HAST: HIV/AIDS prevention,
HIV counselling and testing,
intervention studies, ethics
of working in resource-poor
communities

HAST: Survey methodology,
population projections and
applied demographic analysis

HAST: Statistics, geo-statistics
and fuzzy spatial GIS modelling,
strategic research partnerships
and alliances

RIA: Research-practice-policy
relationship, identity and
otherness, oriental, occidental
and African comparison in
knowledge production and
social behaviours
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Specialist Researchers

Dr Khangelani Zuma
PhD (Statistics), University of
Waikato, NZ

Ms Nompumelelo Zungu
MA (Psych), University of
Cape Town

HAST: Statistics, survival
analysis, survey methodology,
Bayesian simulation methods
and modelling infectious
diseases, HIV/AIDS

OCEO: Research psychology,
socio-behavioural aspects
of HIV/AIDS, HIV/AIDS and
education

KEY TO ACRONYMS:
DGSD – Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery research
programme
EPD – Economic Performance and Development research programme
ESD – Education and Skills Development research programme
HAST – HIV/AIDS, STIs and TB research programme
HSD – Human and Social Development research programme
PHHSI – Population Health, Health Systems and Innovation research
programme
RIA – Research Use and Impact Assessment programme
OCEO – O ce of the Chief Executive O cer
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Passionate research that changes lives

365 days of making a dierence...
During the 2010/2011 period, the Human Sciences Research Council

Each theme is a demonstration of our passion for people and the work

(HSRC) undertook more than 150 projects and an assortment of other

that the HSRC has undertaken in that area. We highlight our findings

initiatives in the areas of the social sciences and humanities.

and where fitting, the impact, or expected impact, on society.

Our intentions: to develop evidence-based knowledge and data to
inform the implementation of government’s national priorities, and
make a dierence in the lives of the South African people, the Southern
African Development Community (SADC) and elsewhere on our
mother continent.
Much of our research has been significant, and we are showcasing it
under the following themes:

1

DEMOCRACY, GOVERNANCE AND SOCIETY

2

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

3

HEALTHCARE AND HEALTH SYSTEMS

4

POVERTY, FOOD SECURITY AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION

5

SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY

6

WORLD OF WORK

7

YOUNG PEOPLE IN FOCUS
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Democracy, Governance
and Society
Interrogating democracy, service delivery and social justice.
Under this theme researchers investigated key national and regional
questions of service delivery, social development, democratisation,
governance and citizenship.

The projects reflected here were aimed at understanding the
institutions and practices that interfere with these foundations of a
prospering state, and at defining appropriate interventions to overcome
the challenges confronting South Africa as a nascent democracy.

|
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UNDERSTANDING THE LEGACY OF TRADITIONAL
LEADERSHIP IN KWAZULUNATAL

When completed by the end of the 2011/2012 financial year, the study
will provide the necessary information to the provincial government to
better deal with governance issues in these jurisdictions.

KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) has 300 traditional jurisdictions, each with its
own history, royal genealogies and rules of succession of the amakhosi
(traditional leaders). Succession disputes occur commonly in these
communities, ranging from mere irritation to years of faction fighting,
resulting in numerous deaths and injuries, and displacement of people.
If these disputes are to be resolved, it is necessary that uncontested rules
of succession, territorial boundaries, and migration patterns are known.
These data must be o cially sanctioned and documented.
Tracing a rich lineage to its roots
A groundbreaking study, commissioned by the KZN Department of
Cooperative Governance and Traditional Aairs, is presently underway
to document the histories of various traditional governance systems and
the cultural practices associated with each ubukhosi (traditional area) in
the province.
The project consists of interviews with traditional leaders and
community members in most of the 300 traditional areas; a review
of relevant literature; historical background of communities and
their evolution over time; royal genealogies and lines of succession
of amakhosi; migration patterns; history of succession disputes, and
relevant cultural practices.

THE 2010 FIFA WORLD CUP  BRINGING A NATION
TOGETHER
The South African government has upheld that sport can be used as a
tool to support and help realise social and economic goals. Sport has the
power to encouraged constructive social behaviour and promote social

Documenting traditional leadership
The project has already generated an extensive knowledge base in the
form of electronic files. These include a summary of each traditional
community in the department’s own archive; an archival research
template; a data summary template; interview transcripts; notes on
interviews; and legal documents.

cohesion and nation-building.
But how does a global sporting spectacle such as the FIFA World Cup
bring people together? The HRSC conducted the first study of its kind to
assess the impact this event had on the perceptions of South Africans
across age, gender, race, income and rural-urban and language divides.
Social attitudes under the microscope
A total of 30 focus groups were conducted across all nine provinces
of South Africa, in areas ranging from the poorest rural communities
to wealthy urban suburbs. This data was compared with data from
the South African Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS). SASAS has run
questions on social cohesion and specifically on the FIFA World Cup
during the years preceding the event, as well as with information from
key stakeholders in the nine provinces of the country. Data was also
collected specifically from the host cities of Cape Town and Durban.
The result was a rich and unique body of information that provided the
basis for an in-depth, nuanced analysis of the impact of the 2010 FIFA
World Cup on the life of South African citizens.
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A sense of togetherness

Despite these concerns, there is significant, if not unanimous support

Respondents, including focus group participants, interest groups and

for hosting future large international events.

participants in SASAS canvassed after the 2010 FIFA World Cup were of
the view that the primary benefit of hosting the event was indeed its

-

Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery programme

positive impact on social cohesion. This contrasted with views canvassed
before the 2010 FIFA World Cup, which indicated that only between
2-4% believed that hosting the event would bring the nation together.

2010 FIFA WORLD CUP  WHAT REMAINS FOR
POSTERITY?

This conclusion was supported by data collected through SASAS.
The figure that follows combines SASAS questions with the key

South Africa’s bid to host the 2010 FIFA World Cup was informed,

questions of the study, namely social cohesion, confidence in

among other considerations, by the belief that the event would

government, economic opportunities and economic disadvantages. On

provide valuable legacies for development and would be in line with

this chart a score of 5 indicates ‘strongly agree’ and 1 indicates ‘strongly

the country’s developmental objectives. The Department of Sport and

disagree’. The chart shows that most respondents strongly agreed that

Recreation commissioned the HSRC to do a ‘legacy audit’ across all

the 2010 FIFA World Cup had the most significant impact on social

sectors, including those initiated by government, non-governmental

cohesion.

organisations and private business in both South Africa and the rest
of the African continent. The audit would contribute to the creation of

Figure 1: Impact of the 2010 FIFA World Cup

a historical record of the 2010 FIFA World Cup and help to consolidate
lessons for future mega-events and public accountability.

4

3.76
3.46
3.24

3

2.95

2

Taking control of the legacy
It was found that there was an overall lack of institutional leadership
in terms of legacy among provinces and host cities. No institution
took clear leadership on the issues of the 2010 legacy: defining legacy,
identifying initiatives, monitoring implementation, making adjustments
and ensuring sustainability of the main legacies.

1

0
Social cohesion

Economic
disadvantages

Confidence in
government

Economic
opportunities

In terms of tangible benefits, while an eort was made to distribute the
benefits of the 2010 FIFA World Cup by hosting the event in a number
of provinces, it is evident that the primary economic and social benefits

Source: SASAS 2010

were largely enjoyed by the major metropolitan areas, in particular
Gauteng and the Western Cape.

Building a nation one ball at a time

Improved infrastructure across SA

While the impact of the 2010 FIFA World Cup on social cohesion and

There is no doubt that the injection of resources, amounting in some
instances to several millions, in various ‘developmental’ projects

nation-building was significant during the event, a range of sectors
expressed their concerns regarding the sustainability of this cohesion.
Concrete mechanisms and programmes needed to be put in place to
ensure that the momentum was sustained.

will have a lasting eect post the FIFA World Cup. In general, the
infrastructure development in relation to roads and airports has left the
country an important legacy that will help grow the economy.
A review of the allocation of funds to various infrastructural projects

South African citizens’ expectations that hosting the 2010 FIFA
World Cup would lead to economic growth, and increased job and
small business opportunities, appear to have ended in significant
disappointment. Furthermore, according to this study, many South
Africans lacked the knowledge, skills and empowerment to take

indicates that, by far, the bulk of resources were allocated to upgrading
and building stadiums. However, the developmental legacy of these
stadiums will need to be assessed over time. Studies from other
countries indicate that in many instances expenditure on stadiums ends
in a long-term loss, amounting to a financial burden on tax-payers.

advantage of the economic opportunities that did arise.
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As the impact and extent of many of the benefits remains a contested
issue, detailed studies and careful assessments are needed. Only then

Recommendations for better cities

can we reach the final conclusions on the legacy of this infrastructural
development and the extent to which it facilitated the country’s
developmental objectives.

local decision-makers working to create more e cient, equitable and

-

The report made three broad recommendations for national and
sustainable cities, namely:
t

5IFPSJHJOBMCPMEWJTJPOGPSNFUSPQPMJUBOHPWFSONFOUSFDPHOJTFE
that cities are integral to solving some of our biggest challenges.

Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery programme

Disparate local administrations were brought together to form
large citywide authorities that correspond broadly to functional

THE STATE OF SOUTH AFRICAN CITIES

economic areas. This needs to be refreshed by emphasising the
creation of conditions in which all citizens can develop to their full

A flagship publication of the SA Cities Network, the 2011 State of South

potential by leading productive and fulfilling lives.

African Cities Report, with main author Prof. Ivan Turok, analysed the
resilience of cities for the first time. It argued that resilience is relevant

t

o cials to face up to past problems and restore popular faith in

to the profound transition taking place in South Africa. It also asked

local government by putting their houses in order and tackling

questions about the nature and pace of spatial, social, economic and

systemic failures.

political transformation in our cities, and how durable these changes
will be.

*UJTJNQPSUBOUGPSUIFOFXDPIPSUPGNVOJDJQBMMFBEFSTBOE 

t

"OJOUFHSBUFEBQQSPBDIUPUSBOTQPSU IPVTJOHBOEMBOEVTF 
planning should help to manage urban growth more e ciently and
equitably in the future.

The report was distributed among government departments, state
entities, provincial and municipal governments.

-

Public institutions can’t keep up

MEASURING SERVICE DELIVERY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Economic Performance and Development programme

The economic and social conditions in SA cities are better in many
respects compared to a decade ago, and better than in the non-urban

This multi-country assessment in selected southern African countries

parts of the country. However, public institutions have struggled to

explored the challenges in meeting key service delivery targets implicit

keep pace with urbanisation, partly because they have not worked

in the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The HSRC and partners

together well, or shown su cient creativity in land, housing and

conducted country studies, constructed tools of analysis and drew out

infrastructure policies.

lessons for assessment, policy and practice.

The report also found that local government remains one of the least

Delivering services to the poorest of the poor

trusted public institutions, criticised for being remote and unresponsive.

The project analysed the extent to which service delivery is contributing
to the alleviation of poverty. Some of the areas earmarked as vital
include: regional planning around statistics (integrated monitoring
and evaluation), infrastructure (equitable access to social infrastructure
especially water and sanitation, and meeting the MDGs), and human
and social development (supporting human capability and a focus on
healthcare).
There are a few significant initiatives in Africa focusing on various
aspects of infrastructure and service delivery. These include: World
Bank processes around infrastructure delivery and the accountability
framework in service delivery, NEPAD infrastructure priority areas,
and initiatives by the African Development Bank (AfDB) and the
Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA). In addition, there have
been national-level initiatives and studies.
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Three events were hosted: two of these were round tables that
brought together a number of African scholars to consider the
implications of the crisis for Africa, as well as to facilitate a dialogue
between South African policy-makers and intellectuals, and intellectuals
from elsewhere in Africa.
Representatives from the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI),
as well as representatives from the labour and civil society sectors,
participated in the event.
An opportunity in disguise
Findings included comparative and sectoral observations; for example,
the relationship between HIV/AIDS infection rates and the decline
in donor funding due to the global crisis; Africa’s relationship with
resources and Northern economies was highlighted; and the crisis was
The research examined how good service delivery encourages the

seen as an opportunity to shift the pattern of resource extraction

public to participate and be more accountable for the governing of their

for the benefit of the North.

communities, and whether a pro-poor approach to service delivery is
working in South Africa. It also asked if a public that sets its own goals,

Publications and new media

plans and budgets, and implements these, is more successful.

The shift from the North-South to the South-East axis was highlighted
in journal publications. The third event entailed a global webcast of

More research questions included the extent that monitoring and

leading scholars on the uneven resolution of the global economic crisis.

evaluation strategies improve the oversight of service delivery, using

The events and publications have been recorded and published on a

eectiveness, e ciency and sustainability as indicators, and to what

CD and in podcast format, including recordings on YouTube, making

extent tools developed for advocacy can be used independently for

dissemination accessible to students on the continent.

improved monitoring and evaluation of key local, regional, and
national indicators.

-

Making progress on social targets

RECONCILING AFRICA’S FRAGMENTED INSTITUTIONS OF
GOVERNANCE

Workshops involving civil society and key government o cials and

Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery programme

politicians have been held in Tanzania, Malawi, Botswana and South
Africa. The results of the research have been tabled, discussed, and

This project, a partnership between the HSRC and the Pennsylvania

implementation networks established to more eectively monitor and

State University, investigated the nature of traditional institutions in

improve progress towards the MDG and other social targets.

Africa (such as traditional courts and decision-making structures) in
relation to modern state institutions in Somaliland, Ethiopia, Kenya

-

Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery programme

GLOBAL ECONOMIC CRISIS: THE IMPLICATIONS FOR
AFRICA

and South Africa.
The research focused on issues of democratisation, participation
in decision-making including gender, intra- and intercommunity
conflict resolution, and resource allocation within the broader

Few projects in the HSRC or in South Africa have focused on the global

socio-economic sphere.

economic crisis, yet shifting global hegemonies and the instabilities in
the UK and US have important implications for both the country and
the continent.
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An exhaustive literature survey, key informant interviews, focus group
interviews and a random household survey in 11 research locations,
were part of this research.
Traditional vs state institutions
The study reveals that traditional institutions provide leadership, a sense
of wellbeing and services to their communities that are directly related
to people’s livelihoods. Such services have lower transaction costs
than the ones oered by the state. They are embedded in their socioeconomic contexts, such as modes of production, customs and access
to resources.
As Figure 2 shows, a large percentage of respondents, including women,
believes that traditional institutions are better in resolving conflict than
modern state ones. Table 1 shows that traditional institutions are equally
eective in addressing community concerns.
Figure 2: Eectiveness of traditional and modern institutions in conict
resolution

Conflicts within your community are most eectively resolved by...

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Table 1: Comparison of the eectiveness of traditional authorities and
government authorities in addressing community concerns
Traditional system - Male
Traditional system - Female
Modern system - Male

Country cases

Modern system - Female
Kenya

South Africa

Ethiopia

Somaliland

Traditional
authorities are more
eective

Kenya

Government
authorities are more
eective

49%

51%

Ethiopia

50.7%

49.3%

South Africa

39.4%

46.2%

Somaliland

77.6%

15.3%

A positive correlation was found between higher age and higher trust
in traditional institutions, but overall communities feel safer with these
institutions than with state ones.
Although many traditional institutions tend to exclude women from
final decision-making, the majority of respondents in the survey - of
which over 50% were female - indicated that they participate in
decision-making, and that the traditional institutions take better care of
their lives than modern ones. It also appears that the rights of women
32 | HSRC ANNUAL REPORT 2010/2011
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with regard to access to land, inheritance and division of property after

The four dimensions

divorce are increasingly acknowledged.

National pride - The vast majority of respondents ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly
agreed’ (89.9%) that they would rather be a citizen of South Africa

In view of the democratisation imperative, engendering of traditional

than of any other country in the world’ (Figure 3). There was also

institutions, and the need for capacity building, there is a need for a

overwhelming support that South Africa is generally a better country

more eective integration or collaboration between traditional and

than most other countries (84.2% agreed or strongly agreed).

modern institutions of governance.
Figure 3: National pride (percentage)
The Africanisation of democracy
Although the research is still ongoing, organisations like the United

50

Nations Economic Commission for Africa, the African Peer Review

Strongly agree
47.3

45

Mechanism, and the African Union have expressed an interest in its

46.1

Neither nor

40

findings as part of a continental debate on the Africanisation

Agree

42.6
38.1

Disagree

35

Strongly disagree

of democracy.
Report backs to communities were welcomed by both traditional
leaders and modern government o cials and policy-makers.

Percentage
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4

5

5.5

4.9
1.2

A MULTIDIMENSIONAL SOCIAL COHESION BAROMETER

1.4

0
Rather citizen of SA

In 2009 the Programme to Support Pro-Poor Policy Development
(PSPPD) – a partnership between the Presidency and the European

SA is better country

Source: SASAS 2009

Union – put out a call for project proposals to promote evidence-

Racial trust - A large proportion of respondents ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly

based policy-making, particularly in regard to poverty, inequality

agreed’ (71%) that people of dierent racial groups do not really trust or

and rural development.

like each other (Figure 4). We also found that more than half (56.8%) of
respondents ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly agreed’ that ‘people of dierent racial

The HSRC submitted a project proposal to construct a barometer to

groups will never really trust or like each other’.

track trends pertaining to social cohesion in South African society
over time as part of a series of projects by the Presidency with the

Figure 4: Racial trust (percentage)

overarching theme ‘Poverty and Inequality’.

Strongly agree

50

37.5

Percentage

35

Disagree
Strongly disagree

30
25

24.4
19.3

20

namely national pride, social trust, racial trust, and group identity.

15

Past research has also shown that socio-economic conditions, social

10

interaction, and civic participation and/or good citizenship, influence

5

social cohesion.

Neither nor

40

Social cohesion is a complex, multi-faceted and to some extent, a

Based on an extensive literature review, we identified four dimensions,

Agree

45

Approach to studying social cohesion
contested concept.

46,6

19

15.4
10.4
6.4
3.2

0
Dierent race do not trust

Dierent race groups never trust

Source: SASAS 2009
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Group identity - We found that South Africans are more attached to

Social trust - Overall, as Figure 6 shows, larger proportions of

those people who speak the same language as them, who belong to the

respondents felt that you ‘cannot be too careful in dealing with people’

same race group as them, who were in the same financial position as

while smaller proportions felt that ‘most people can be trusted’.

them and who lived in the same neighbourhood as them (Figure 5).
Figure 6: Social trust (percentage)
Figure 5: Group identity (percentage)
7FSZBUUBDIFE
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Not very attached
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Source: SASAS 2009
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The response option ranged from 0 to 10, where o means ‘cannot be too
careful’ and 10 means that ‘most people can be trusted’.
Source: SASAS 2009
In summary, most South Africans are proud of South Africa, but at
the same time feel more attached to their group (group identity), less
trusting of other race groups (racial trust) and more than half believe
that you ‘cannot be too careful in dealing with people’ (social trust).
A foundation of unity
The use of the 2003-2009 South African Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS)
enabled us to compare and contrast trends in dierent dimensions
of social cohesion of specific target population sub-groups relative to
other groups (eg young people versus older cohorts, the poor versus the
better o, men versus women, as well as dierences by race, class, etc.).
-
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Education
and Training
Skilling the nation by improving quality and equality in education.

Improved quality of basic education is an important
government priority.

The research undertaken in this section emphasises understanding
how contexts, policies and politics shape and distribute
educational constraints and possibilities.
It also assesses the possibilities to enhance access for individuals to
acquire intermediate and high-level learning and skills.

|
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TEACHERS AND THE LEAVE THEY TAKE

Putting teachers back in their classrooms
The Director-General of the Department of Basic Education took

The study was a first in producing comprehensive information from

immediate action and directed that monitoring mechanisms be put in

many dierent sources about educator leave trends in South Africa and

place to monitor future leave trends, and remediate deviations at once.

abroad. Parents, school managers and departmental o cials all have a

The report received wide publicity and debate in the media following

stake in seeing that teachers and children are in school and in class.

its o cial launch in December 2010. It was also cited in the National

The report provided an estimate of the extent to which teachers are in

Planning Commission Diagnostic Report.

class, and circumstances that detract from their attendance.
The findings highlighted the non-negotiable requirement that teacher
When the cat is away...

provide the best example of commitment to the learners, and deliver

The estimated overall time educators are absent from school is about

consistent, high-quality instruction to that would prepare them for

10% to 12% of teaching time. As shown in Figure 7, this lies somewhere

being successful learners, productive workers and good citizens.

in-between high income countries with absence figures of between
3% - 6%, and low-income countries with figures averaging around 19%.

Figure 7: Proportion of leave instances and days of leave recorded

Worryingly, the study’s conservative, optimistic estimate adds up to
an average loss of 20 to 24 days of regular instruction time by every

5.5

Average HICs

educator in a year. Geographic location and socio-economic conditions
play a significant role in the dierences between how schools manage

9.0

SA (Leave measures)

teachers’ leave. The under-recording of leave through the PERSAL
system (the computerised human resources system for government)
may be as high as 25%.

SA (Away from school)

11.0

Average LICs

19.0
0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

The negative impact is higher in small, under-resourced (poor) schools.
Illness and being away from class for o cial duties (accounting for
about a quarter of leave instances, and mainly involving curriculum

HICs = high-income countries

workshops) were the two main reasons for educator absence.

LICs = low-income countries

Elevated absence rates on Mondays and Fridays suggest some measure
of abuse of discretionary leave not requiring documentary proof.
Almost one-third of schools have leave rates greater than 10%.

AUDITING FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
COLLEGES
The National Board for FET (NBFET, a body that advises the Minister of
Higher Education and Training), commissioned the HSRC to conduct
research into college council governance to ascertain the capacity of
colleges to operate in a semi-autonomous fashion. This was the first
comprehensive assessment of the further education and training
(FET) college sector undertaken in almost a decade. The last audit
was conducted by the National Business Initiative on behalf of the
Department of Education in 2002.
Since then, there has been a major policy change within the sector,
namely the promulgation of the FET Colleges Act of 2006. The Act
transferred certain powers from the provincial departments of
education to governing councils of the colleges.
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Most notable was the power to appoint all college sta other than

the Act, instances of inappropriate expenditure and qualified

principals and deputy principals. This study presented the opportunity

audits across the system suggest the need for the appointment

to collect data in three additional areas too: management and

of chief financial o cers in every college (as in the Western Cape)

administration, sta profiles, and student profiles, including the number

immediately.
t

of students that passes through the system over a given period
(the e ciency rate).

$PMMFHFNBOBHFNFOUOFFETUPCFJNQSPWFEBDSPTTUIFCPBSE 
particularly in three areas: information processing (including
the submission of reports to college councils); ICT platform

Room for improvement

management; and the establishment and implementation of a

Broadly speaking, the project found unevenness in the FET college

tracking system for student graduates and for students who
drop out.

sector across a range of indicators. The study revealed weaknesses in
t

the following areas:

5IFQBVDJUZPGTLJMMTEFWFMPQNFOUSFMBUFENFNPSBOEBPG



understanding (MOUs) with external stakeholders, suggests the
t

t

'SPNBHPWFSOBODFQFSTQFDUJWF UIFTFDUPSIBTQFSGPSNFEQPPSMZ

need for partnerships to be built with a far wider range of players

in terms of gender equity in college council composition and the

and on a much more intensive basis, especially with Sector

competence of councillors in terms of the requirements of the Act.

Education and Training Authorities (SETAs).

(FOFSBMMZUIFSFIBTCFFOJOBEFRVBUFDPNQMJBODFXJUI



t

5IFUXPNBJOJTTVFTXJUISFTQFDUUPTUBòBSFUIFJOBEFRVBDZ

the Act, particularly in terms of policies, plans and procedures

of academic and industry qualifications. These can and must

and the establishment of governance. Problems relating to college

be addressed through partnerships with universities of technology.

sta employment have destabilised the sector. Though there

Conditions of service must be normalised to mitigate the

has been compliance with certain financial requirements of

prevalence of industrial action.
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Meeting the needs of students
There are three main challenges to confront concerning students:
t

5IFBHFSBOHFPGTUVEFOUTOFFETUPCFCSPBEFOFETVDIUIBU'&5
colleges are not seen as the preserve of school-leavers. Colleges
have a key role to play in the general up-skilling of the population
as a whole.

t

4UVEFOUöOBODJBMTVQQPSUNVTUCFTUSFOHUIFOFEBOECSPBEFOFE
to make college education and training aordable for all
academically capable and financially needy students. Free
education presently available to final-year FET college students
needs to be extended to include all students qualifying for

t

4UVEFOUEJTSVQUJPOTOFFEUPCFBEESFTTFE#FTJEFTUIFJTTVFPG

financial aid.
funding, there are other legitimate student grievances that need to
be tackled directly by college councils and management.
Governance, management, sta and student issues aside, colleges are
quite rightly judged on the quality of their student outputs. Analysis
of the research data reveals that the throughput rates for the National
Certificate Vocational (NC(V)) and the National Educational Department
Core Syllabus (NATED, Report 191) programmes are abysmally low. If the
sector is to compete seriously, even with the schooling sector, let alone
take its rightful place as the key provider of intermediate-level education
and training in the country, it will need to pay serious attention to the
quality of teaching and learning.
A vision for the colleges of tomorrow
The report makes a number of recommendations for improvement
of the sector as a whole and for individual college performance on a
number of indicators, which if implemented, will have a direct impact on
sta appointments and development in the colleges.

Much of the data has not been collected before, and the research
team expects the findings to make a major contribution to the
department’s endeavour to reinvigorate FET colleges by steering them
along pathways to enhanced performance in the areas of governance,
management, and student output.
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Healthcare
and Health Systems
Understanding the impact of communicable diseases on communities,
and enhancing the quality of health services that deliver care to the nation.

Under this theme the HSRC conducted a multitude
of large research projects on the behavioural and social aspects of the HIV
epidemic, nutrition, population health and a national health system.
Selected studies are considered in this section.
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REDUCING HIV INFECTION AMONG CIRCUMCISED MEN

Study 2: Traditionally circumcised men – no change in behaviour

Male circumcision is considered one of the best available biomedical

In this study the sample consisted of 150 men, 75 in the experimental

interventions to prevent HIV infection. However, there is some concern

group (mean age of 21.3 years), and 75 in the comparison group (mean

about a subsequent loss of sexual inhibition by circumcised young men,

age of 20.3 years). No behavioural dierences were found between the

or acting less cautiously following the procedure.

two groups at three months.

Two studies were conducted among young men: one among young

Attitudes remain unchanged

men who had medical male circumcisions and the other among men

The two studies showed that while a brief session and focused

who underwent traditional male circumcision. Both studies tested

counselling on reducing HIV risk can have at least short-term eects

a brief one-session intervention of 180 minutes, involving group

on reducing sexually risky behaviour in men who underwent medical

counselling, both culturally tailored to the group involved.

circumcision, the same cannot be said about men who underwent
traditional male circumcision.

Study 1: Medically circumcised men – counselling made a dierence

ADHERENCE TO ART TREATMENT PROTOCOLS
A sample of 150 men participated in the study, 75 of them randomly
assigned to the experimental arm (the group that received counselling,

Treating AIDS patients with anti-retroviral therapy (ART) is known to

mean age, 20.8 years), and 75 to the comparison arm (the group that

prolong the lives of people who would have progressed to stage three

were not counselled, mean age, 21.9 years). The two groups were

and four of AIDS. The success in treatment depends largely on adhering

followed up for three months.

to treatment protocols. If patients default or do not comply with these
protocols, it could lead to treatment failure and in some instances cause

In comparing the groups three months after the intervention, it was

resistant HIV strains.

found that the ability to recognise risky situations improved significantly
in the intervention group, including the use of condoms and the

It is against this background that the Mpumalanga Department of

number of sexual partners compared to the comparison arm. However,

Health wanted to measure non-adherence among patients in a

norms for what is regarded as the ‘male role’ did not change, but beliefs

three- to five-year period within the province.

about AIDS-related stigma reduced markedly.
Examining the effectiveness of ARTs
The qualitative study, commissioned by the Department of Science and
Technology, was based on data collected by means of in-depth, face-toface interviews with purposefully selected HIV-positive patients on ART.
Data was collected in a wellness centre in a public hospital, which serves
as a down referral for HIV patients coming from more than 30 feeder
clinics in the Dr JS Moroka sub-district. Ninety ART patients agreed to
participate in the study.
Sticking to the programme
The study provided a clear description of why some people do not
adhere to their medication. The total sample included 79% (71) females
and 21% (19) males. The results revealed that 48% of the participants
adhered to their ARV treatment whereas 30% were only somewhat
adherent and 22% did not adhere at all. The patients who were regarded
as adherent were those who took medication as prescribed and kept
their appointments. Non-adherent patients were those who had a
history of defaulting, not taking their medication as prescribed and not
keeping hospital appointments.
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Reasons for adhering to ARV treatment were related to the following
factors: patient factors (motivated patients; good understanding of HIV

demographic and behavioural determinants which greatly enhanced

disease); disease factors (symptomatic HIV disease); therapy factors
(smaller quantities of tablets) and socio-cultural factors (support from
family, friends, partner and community).

and incidence (new infections).

Non-adherence was related to patient factors (cost of transport and
need for food); psychosocial factors (stigma, discrimination); disease
factors (asymptomatic disease); therapy factors (large number of
tablets); socio-cultural factors (belief and patients’ preference to spiritual
and alternative therapy) and service factors (poor support services, long
waiting time).

the analysis and interpretation of observed trends in HIV prevalence

Two particularly important studies were distilled from data gathered
from these surveys. The first was on the health of South African children,
and the second on the HIV incidence in the country.
Health of our children
The study, The Health of our Children, was a further analysis of data
gathered for the 2008 HIV survey, which was the first to also capture
the health of children in the age group 0-2 years.

In terms of drug resistance, very few participants knew what it meant,
and this was typical among non-adherent patients.

The nationally representative survey sample for this report included
8 966 children in the age group 0-18 years. The survey was funded by

Going forward

the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the President’s

The study will assist the department to identify best practices and ways

Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) and the United Nations

to improve adherence on medication.

Children’s Fund (Unicef ).
The research consortium consisted of the HSRC, the Medical Research
Council (MRC), the Centre for AIDS Development, Research and
Evaluation (CADRE), the National Institute for Communicable Diseases
(NICD), the US Center for Disease Control (CDC), and Unicef.
Clinics are working
In addition to relating the health of our country’s children, the report
also presented some evidence that nearly all pregnant women in South
Africa are using antenatal care clinics during pregnancy (97%), while
nearly three-quarters received antenatal services five times during their
pregnancy (71.4%).
There is also a high utilisation of public primary healthcare services
for children in South Africa although this does not always mean that
services such as immunisation were used.

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF 2008 HIV SURVEY
Decline in new HIV infections
In South Africa, more people live with HIV and AIDS than anywhere

Ground-breaking research led by Thomas Rehle, Timothy Hallett and

else. The country is currently implementing the largest antiretroviral

Olive Shisana on evidence for a shift in the epidemic and a decline in the

treatment (ART) programme in the world. It is befitting that South Africa

rate of new HIV infections in South Africa was published in the journal

has embarked on a series of repeated national population-based HIV

PLoS ONE on 14 June 2010 and was widely cited both locally

surveys to help monitor our response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

and globally.

Three national HIV household surveys, led by the HSRC, have been
conducted in SA: the first in 2002, followed by surveys in 2005 and 2008.
These surveys collected data not only on HIV status, but also on socioHSRC ANNUAL REPORT 2010/2011 | 41
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Applying a previously published and thoroughly validated mathematical

The research implied that 1.3% of all uninfected South African adults

model, prevalence data from the three national HIV surveys were used

aged 15-49 years became newly infected in the year 2007. While this

to derive estimates of HIV incidence. The data collected in the three

reduction represented a positive and hopeful finding, the incidence

population-based surveys allowed, for the first time, a comparison of

level in the general population needed to be halved in order to meet

incidence estimates for the periods 2002-2005 and 2005-2008.

the 2011 target of the current National Strategic Plan.

ARTs add years to life expectancy

The study clearly demonstrated how serial measures of HIV

Overall, among adults aged 15-49, incidence declined by 35% between

prevalence can be used to estimate HIV incidence, but also showed

the two inter-survey periods. The estimate of the average annual HIV

the need to determine whether infected individuals are receiving

incidence rate – which means the number of new infections occurring

antiretroviral treatment.

each year among 100 susceptible individuals – for the 15-49 years age
group was 2.0 % in the period 2002-2005 and declined to 1.3 % in the

One of the novelties of the 2008 survey was the detection of individuals

2005-2008 period.

on antiretroviral treatment (ART) by testing HIV positive samples for the
presence of antiretroviral drugs so that the eect of treatment on HIV
prevalence could be analysed.
The study quantified the impact of treatment provision on the estimates
of HIV, showing that the ‘excess’ prevalence due to antiretroviral
treatment was 1.7 percentage points in the 15-49 age group. This means
that about 440 000 HIV infected South Africans were alive in 2008
because they were on ART and would have been dead otherwise.
The success stories: ARTs and prevention programmes
The authors concluded that the interrogation of the eect of ART
exposure is crucial to disentangling the concurrent impact of prevention
and treatment programmes on HIV prevalence. In other words, HIV
prevalence may mask two success stories, namely a reduction of HIV/
AIDS mortality due to ART; and a reduction of HIV incidence due to
prevention programmes.
The article had immense media coverage and has been a major topic of
debate among researchers for its methodological innovativeness.

AFRICA TASKFORCE TACKLES OBESITY
Over-nutrition (overweight and obesity) is a global epidemic. The African
continent is no exception. The epidemic is already entrenched, and
women are the most vulnerable group with markedly higher prevalence
of over-nutrition than men.
Perhaps in Africa over-nutrition may not be necessarily understood as a
health problem. Moreover, the term ‘obesity’ and its drivers seem not to
be properly defined on the continent, where the focus is still on undernutrition and infectious diseases.
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The aim of this research, the first ever African consortium

Increased servings of government support

(the Africa Taskforce on Obesity Research [AfriTOR]) on over-nutrition,

The research to date suggests obesity to be already entrenched on

was established to focus greater attention on obesity research on

the continent. Food insecurity is a major determinant of obesity. These

the continent.

results point to the need for African governments to adopt strategies
directed at improving food security as one way to prevent and manage

The taskforce is comprised of experts from health institutions and

the ever-increasing obesity prevalence, an important risk factor for

universities from dierent African countries. The taskforce specifically

chronic non-communicable diseases.

aims at gathering the already existing evidence on obesity, generating
new evidence, as well as disseminating such evidence to inform policy

-
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action through strategic collaborations to reduce and prevent obesity
in Africa.

DIETICIANS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

A roadmap to reduce waistlines

The Department of Health implemented compulsory community service

Among its agendas, AfriTOR seeks to define the appropriateness

in 2002 for a period of one year for allied health professionals, including

of methodologies and criteria used to classify obesity in Africa, the

dieticians, after completing their undergraduate degree.

drivers of obesity, and subsequently identify gaps in African literature.
Moreover, AfriTOR will seek to train competent researchers and

This study, commissioned by the department, evaluated the

to map out appropriate strategies for the reduction and prevention

competencies and experiences of community service dieticians. Of the

of obesity.

168 dieticians placed in communities in 2009, 134 (80%) participated
in the quantitative survey. In-depth interviews were held with five

Food insecurity is driving obesity

dieticians in each province (N=45) and 16 nutrition coordinators also

Firstly, a desktop literature review of all the studies done shows that

took part in the study.

data on the nutritional status of Africans is restricted to data on children
under five years, as well as adult women. Few African studies present

Challenges of the profession

data on men, pre-adolescent and adolescent children, as well as

The majority of community service dieticians reported that their

older adults.

institutions provided a good overview on all aspects of training.
Provincial coordinators rated their knowledge and competencies highly.

Furthermore, according to Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) from

However, dieticians claim that their job descriptions are confusing,

various African countries, the prevalence of obesity rivals that of severe

saying that this uncertainty is not limited to them, but extends to

stunting. For example, Mauritania and Lesotho where severe stunting

receiving institutions as well as the district o ces. This needs to be

in children younger than five years is estimated at 16.5% and 15.0%,

attended to before placement.

respectively, obesity in women between the ages of 15-49 years is
estimated at 16.5% and 16.1%, respectively.

On another level, dieticians found that they spent far more time
providing therapeutic nutrition services rather than preventive nutrition

The literature further suggests that food insecurity (FI) is a major

services, which is a government priority. Training programmes should

driver (determinant) of obesity in the African continent. Food insecurity

therefore be adapted to provide preventative services, namely on public

not only increases the risk of under-nutrition but seems to increase

health and community nutrition.

the risk of obesity as well. Some theories have been put forward to
explain this paradox. These include theories that: i) Poverty leads to

Overall, the dieticians reported experiencing their community service

people purchasing less expensive and energy-dense foods, ii) FI is an

year positively. This included practical experience, professional

environmental stressor leading to weight gain, and iii) There is an inter-

development and personal growth, good supervision and support

relationship between under-nutrition at birth, over-nutrition early in life

structures, exposure to all aspects of dietetics, good remuneration and

and subsequent obesity later in life.

reduced anxiety of finding employment.
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On the other hand, problems were identified related to sta shortages,

Four groups of fellows (a total of 45) have participated in an intensive

language barriers, the lack of referrals and issues related to the

two-month training programme, consisting of an initial two-week

transparency and clarity of the placement process, as well as those

orientation phase, followed by a six-week leadership and knowledge-

related to the location of placement.

based skills-building phase. Thereafter they were provided with a
10-month period of support for piloting approved HIV prevention plans.

Getting the most out of compulsory community service

During the training, each fellow developed their own HIV prevention

This research has identified gaps in the training of dieticians,

plan under the guidance of programme sta and guest experts.

providing recommendations to address these to more eectively

Following the training, each fellow received implementation funds

equip future dieticians during their community service year. It has

to pilot their prevention plan in their community. Each fellow has a

also evaluated the experiences and challenges that dieticians face

monitoring and evaluation component built into their prevention plan

during community service and has provided recommendations for the

to appraise the impact of their plan in their community.

department to improve both service delivery and the overall
community service experience.

Measuring the impact
In February 2011 the fellows, programme sta and guest experts from

LEADERSHIP IN HIV

across the country and from the United States, met in Cape Town for
the MAFLI Capstone Conference. During the poster session, each fellow

The MAC AIDS Fund Leadership Initiative (MAFLI) is a dynamic

presented on their prevention work, highlighting the impact of each

collaboration between Columbia University, the University of California,

prevention plan in the community in which it was implemented.

Los Angeles (UCLA) and the HSRC. It is an international fellowship

A number of fellows have received scale-up funding to continue

programme, focused on South Africa, and designed with a unique

and expand on the prevention work developed during their MAFLI

emphasis on the intersection of gender, leadership, and HIV prevention.

Fellowship. The Humanist Institute for Co-operation with Developing

A nationwide call for applications went out. Applications came in from

Countries (Hivos-South Africa) together with the MAC AIDS Fund have

across the country. Applicants were screened, short-listed and trained.

established the Collaborative Fund for Leadership and HIV Prevention.

This was done by both Columbia University and later by UCLA and

This provides small grants to projects stemming from MAFLI to

implemented in South Africa. After this screening process, applicants

support the capacity development of those projects and promote HIV

were sent to dierent areas to implement their HIV prevention plans.

prevention on a community level.

MAFLI aims at increasing local leadership capacity in an area of high
HIV prevalence; and seeding new and innovative HIV prevention
programmes that incorporate a gender focus.
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Poverty, Food Security
and Social Exclusion
Analysing the power dynamics and barriers crucial to reducing
poverty and development.

Directly and indirectly, all our work is focused on alleviating poverty.
However, some of our research is focused on policy changes
that could have a positive influence on deprived communities.
Social exclusion also has a direct bearing on poverty.

For this reason our studies also centre on social exclusion
of certain groups from engaging fully in society and what can be done to
improve their situation, including issues of diversity, equality,
gender, culture, identity and values.

|
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AUDIT OF TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES FOR RURAL
DEVELOPMENT PHASE 1

The biggest obstacle to development across all eight sites was the
manner in which it was pursued rather than the choice of technologies.
While people could not aord to use and maintain technologies, state

Between July and October 2010, a multidisciplinary team of researchers,

services were ignoring the benefits of indigenous technologies and local

led by the HSRC, conducted a study to identify technologies available

initiatives by not supporting these. In some instances, people were even

for rural development. We also developed baseline information on

prevented from following such activities. For example, traditional food

technology-oriented initiatives previously and currently underway

crops were not supported.

in eight of the pilot sites of the Comprehensive Rural Development
Programme (CRDP) established in 2009. This project was phase one of

The research team noted that:

the externally mediated review of the CRDP.
t

to community conflict.

The research was conducted at the following sites: Msinga in KwaZuluNatal; Riemvasmaak in the Northern Cape; Dysselsdorp in the Western

5IFSFXBTMJUUMFDPNNVOJUZDPOTVMUBUJPOJONPTUBDUJWJUJFT MFBEJOH

t

.PEFMTXFSFJOBQQSPQSJBUF OBNFMZQPWFSUZSFEVDUJPOBDUJWJUJFT

Cape; Disake in the North West; Muyexe in Limpopo; Donkerhoek in

trying to function as commercial enterprises and failing to do

Mpumalanga; Mhlontlo in the Eastern Cape; and Diyatalawa in the

so. The o cials had few ideas and no plans of linking
potential producers and manufacturers to markets.

Free State.
t

5IFSFXBTQPPSDPODFQUVBMJTBUJPOPGEFWFMPQNFOUJOUFSWFOUJPOT

State ignores indigenous technologies

The emphasis was placed on service delivery rather than facilitating

The key focus was to consider the economic, social and environmental

development and encouraging people to solve their own problems.

appropriateness of the technologies used. A total of 113 technological

t

function as enterprises.

government or non-government organisations). Another 27 were local
initiatives or enterprises, and 22 were indigenous knowledge practices.

4VTUBJOBCJMJUZPGNBOZBDUJWJUJFTXBTRVFTUJPOBCMF BTUIFZTFFNFE
to need continual financial support despite being expected to

activities were identified, 64 of which were projects (initiated either by
t

5IFSFXBTOPQSPKFDUMFWFMNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPO .& 
so there was no understanding how to make changes and

Of the technology projects identified, 61% were initiated prior to the

address challenges that arise. M&E was were largely based

CRDP and are not supported through the CRDP process. Although the

on numbers, costs and items delivered, for example showing

remaining 39% are supported by the programme, most of these projects

how money has been spent, but adding nothing of value to the
development process.

existed before the inception of the CRDP. In essence, the CRDP has not
really introduced any new livelihood supporting projects as the main
focus was on infrastructure (housing, roads and sanitation).

t

.BOZPGUIFUFDIOPMPHZOFFETXFSFJOGSBTUSVDUVSBMOFFET XBUFS 
health services, roads, transport, sanitation, ICTs, TV and radio
reception).

Working hand-in-hand with rural communities
It was encouraging to note that various government o cials, the
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform personnel and
community representatives agreed with the findings of the study and
the subsequent recommendations.
It is also heartening to note that the department has undertaken
to implement as many of the recommendations as possible and to
disseminate the findings. There is a general acknowledgement that the
CRDP needs some improved conceptualisation and planning.
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The study enabled the HSRC to employ a number of part-time fieldwork

Figure 8: Percentage population (with 95th CI) in each province having

consultants and to improve their qualitative and participatory research

a dietary diversity score less than 4

skills. Interactions with the communities enabled them to identify
opportunities and challenges within the CRDP framework and current
implementation at local level.

South Africa

38.3 (36.4 - 40.1)

Limpopo

-

Economic Performance and Development programme

61.8 (54.5 - 69.0)

Mpumalanga

30.5 (24.3 - 36.7)

Gauteng

32.5 (28.1 - 36.8)

North West

SURVEY ON DIET AND FOOD SECURITY

44.1 (33.4 - 54.8)
40.8 (35.7 - 45.9)

KwaZulu-Natal

26.6 (20.9 - 32.2)

Free State

A diet which is su ciently diverse reflects nutrient adequacy. Recently

Northern Cape

there has been a lack of clarity regarding food security and the dietary

Eastern Cape

diversity status of the South African population. This is partly due to

35.1 (28.8 - 41.4)
59.6 (45.2 - 65.1)
15.7 (11.9 - 19.4)

Western Cape

dierences in information on food security obtained by dierent surveys
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when using the same hunger scale.
To get a better picture of food security, the HSRC conducted the first

A comparison of geographic areas (Figure 9) showed that urban formal

national survey measuring dietary diversity in South Africa among a

areas had the highest mean DDS of 4.42 while traditional rural areas

representative national sample of 3 287 adults, who were interviewed at

had the lowest mean score which was significantly lower than any other

their homes.

group (p<0.05) . Just over one third of households nationally and just
under two thirds of households in traditional rural areas had a DDS <4,

The study provided information about factors that influence food

respectively. After cereals, in all geographic areas, meat and dairy were

security at the household level. It also provided a simple tool for

most commonly consumed food groups.

measuring food security that shows trends over a long period of time.
A dietary diversity score (DDS) was calculated by counting each of

Figure 9: Percent of the population (with 95th CI) with a dietary diversity

nine food groups. A DDS less than four was regarded as reflecting poor

score less than 4 according to geographic area

dietary diversity and poor food security in the population.
Applying a dietary diversity score

All

At the national level the mean DDS was 4.02 and there were significant

Rural

provincial dierences, as shown in Figure 8. The four provinces with the

Tribal

highest prevalence of poor dietary diversity (DDS <4) were the Eastern

38.3 (36.4 - 40.1)
50.1 (36.4 - 40.2)
63.9 (59.2 - 68.7)

Urban informal

55.7 (49.7 - 61.6)

Cape (59.6%), KZN (40.8%), North West (44.1%) and Limpopo (61.8%).
Only 15.7 % of participants in Western Cape had a low score. The most
commonly consumed food groups were cereals/roots; meat/fish; dairy
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and vegetables (other than vitamin A rich). Eggs, legumes, vitamin A rich
fruit and vegetables were the least consumed.
A population starved for nutrients
The findings are a cause for serious concern. Dietary variety is low
overall and certainly not in line with the food-based dietary guideline
promoted by the Department of Health in South Africa. Dietary variety
was particularly low in the low living standards measure (LSM) group
and in black South Africans.
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Nearly 40% of South Africans only had between one and three dierent

To address this silencing and marginalisation, this project aimed to

food groups on the day prior to the survey; these being a cereal, meat

utilise three methodological concepts and processes: voice (challenging

or chicken and a vegetable other than a vitamin A rich one. The most

silence; listening to the disenfranchised), dialogue (opening up

neglected food groups were vitamin A rich fruit and vegetables; and

conversations between and among various stakeholders and agents),

legumes and nuts.

and targeting (developing policies and programmes that specifically
target women or girls to address their socio-economic needs).

Poor people often do not have access to a variety of food, and unless
access is being addressed, the department’s educational messages on

The study identified and analysed national approaches to understanding

dietary guidelines will probably have little eect. Furthermore, a more

and addressing poverty and how they integrate gender, comparing it

varied diet is also, in all likelihood, a more expensive diet.

with Chile, Brazil and India.

Food first, nutrition later

From these understandings, the study developed recommendations

Results from the present national survey indicate that environmental

for integrated approaches to understanding poverty and its links

factors (such as proximity to a water source) are important determinants

to gender inequality, and for developing and implementing

associated with household food security. However, it is also important to

ameliorating strategies.

realise that improving the environment is not necessarily going to lead
to better household food security if people do not have access to food.

Differences in how resources are distributed

Furthermore, it is known that nutrition security cannot be achieved

The key findings of the study cover four themes, namely: the

without food security, knowledge and skills to improve dietary intake

understandings of poverty and its links to gender inequality; poverty

and access to health services.

reduction strategies and gender equality in Chile, Brazil and India; South
Africa’s poverty reduction policies and their integration of gender; and

-
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GENDER AND POVERTY REDUCTION

the government’s approaches to understanding and addressing poverty.
Due to unequal power relations, there are gender dierences in the
ways in which resources are distributed between men and women

Scholars and practitioners have agreed that women are

(and boys and girls) within communities and households. Unless these

disproportionately aected by poverty, and must be considered

dierences are taken into consideration in developing policies and

major actors in combating poverty. Yet, too many poverty reduction

interventions, such eorts will remain largely ineective.

interventions still render them invisible, disregarding their needs,
interests and tacit knowledge about the challenges that face them and

On one hand, findings from the study point to the importance of

the solutions that might work to address them.

macro-level policies and micro-level realities, as well as the relevance
of macro- and micro-economic research. On the other, the diversity
of communities continues to pose particular challenges in the
interpretation and understanding of the complexity of poverty.

A national approach
The study identifies and analyses national approaches to understanding
and addressing poverty and how it aects gender. It also identifies and
analyses approaches to understanding and addressing poverty and
their integration of gender in three countries: Chile, Brazil and India.
From these understandings, the study develops recommendations
for developing integrated approaches to understanding poverty and
its links to gender inequality and for developing and implementing
ameliorative strategies.
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HATE CRIMES AND HOMOPHOBIA IN THE LIVES OF
BLACK LESBIANS
The published report, The country we want to live in: Hate crimes and
homophobia in the lives of black lesbian South Africans (HSRC Press, 2010)
brought a fresh perspective on violence perpetrated against
black lesbians.
Bringing together the voices of a diverse group of people, this
publication provided a set of positions on issues that are relevant to
stakeholders nationally, continentally and globally. The report oered
an analysis of the state of aairs concerning lesbian lives in South Africa,
but did not speak on behalf of lesbians.
Interspersed in the text were references to the critical literature, news
reports, popular articles and statements made by some participants in
a roundtable discussion that align the issues to ongoing discussions

Challenges in the agricultural sector

from a humanities-based lens. The authors address some of the

Despite having started from a historically low base, the numbers of

activism surrounding the campaign to end violence against lesbians,

women involved across the sector have increased significantly between

and oer recommendations relevant for ongoing policy and advocacy

2001 and 2009. However, the decrease of both men and women in the

development.

professional employment category in the sector is concerning.

The country we want to live in makes an impassioned plea about

The agricultural sector as a whole is faced with numerous challenges

citizenship, belonging and social justice, confirming that silence about

following from national and international processes. Key examples at

these issues is not an option.

the national level are:

-
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THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN AGRICULTURAL AND AGRO
PROCESSING

t
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t
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This project is one of the few to investigate gender relations, experiences

(not only better resourced commercial farmers as in the past)

and changes across the primary sub-industries of the agricultural value

with diverse requirements as encompassed by a broader definition
of farmers.

chain. This extends from primary production, through agro-processing
to agricultural output markets (retailers and wholesalers).

t

5IFFòFDUTPGDMJNBUFDIBOHF

t

5IFDPOTUBOUJODSFBTFJOJOQVUDPTUT

While essentially a scoping study, it provides detailed information on
the roles that women play in the sector and identifies the challenges

The global arena also brings challenges that aect the entire sector. For

they face. The study also looks at what can be done to enhance their

example, the eects brought about by global market price changes,

contribution to this sector by increasing numbers, skill levels and

changes in Forex rates and earnings, and stricter regulation on quality

ultimately influence (decision-making and power relations). Science,

control and certification. There are also trade constraints and taris,

engineering and technology (SET) research should not only involve

cheaper processed food and product imports, and the continued, strong

women but also focuses on the unique position and circumstances of

influence of farming models in the North despite their heavy reliance on

women in society.

subsidies and subsequent ability to eectively use costly inputs.
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Poverty, Food Security and Social Exclusion

These challenges include increased market opportunities and economic

Women and food security

growth potential. To take advantage of these opportunities requires

The project looked at two major waves of rapid food price inflation in

greater involvement with technology and improved entrepreneurial,

the last decade. The findings show that the first wave did not lead to a

agri-business and marketing skills for both individuals and

general increase in food-insecure households, perhaps because it took

organisations. Given the interconnectedness of global, national and

place in a context of accelerating economic and employment growth.

local levels any changes in the global and national arena that aect the

However, the second wave coincided with the economic downturn and

agricultural sector are invariably felt in households and by individuals.

there we do see a rise in food-insecure households. The most sustained
and relatively higher-than-average price increases were concentrated

-
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around staple grains (especially wheat products) and vegetables.
Female-headed households in traditional huts and informal backyard

SOUTH AFRICAN WOMEN AND THE SOCIOECONOMIC
DOWNTURN

shacks were most severely aected. Female-headed households, which
make up less than 40% of South African households, experienced a
disproportionately greater impact of the combination of food price

This project focused on the human and social dimensions of the global

increases and the economic downturn. Five per cent more female-

economic crisis.

headed households than those headed by males experienced adult
hunger in 2008. Female-headed households living in traditional huts

By commissioning this work, Oxfam aimed to respond to a research and

in predominantly rural provinces of Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal

monitoring gap that was created by the dominant focus on national

experienced the sharpest rise in hunger.

or macro-economic aspects of the crisis. Instead, this project focused
on the eects of, and perceptions around, the crisis at household level.
One of its distinguishing characteristics was its gendered perspective,
as it focused on the impacts of the global recession through the lens of
women, specifically poor women living at the fringe in rural areas and in
urban shacks. This focus was deliberate, as it was informed by empirical
evidence that shows that in times of crisis women tend to be more
vulnerable than men.

Safety nets for hungry households
It is too early to show the uptake of the results of the study, but Oxfam
indicated that they were going to use the findings to inform their
interventions in the poor communities that they work in.
The study clearly showed the importance of income to ensure
household food security. Social grants also played an important role
in mitigating some of the impacts of food price inflation, showing the
importance of this safety net during a crisis.
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Science for Society

Promoting scientific breakthroughs that propel our people forward.

From biotechnology to knowledge management, South Africa is making
great strides in new technologies and sciences that not only benefit
our citizens, but also position our country at the forefront of global
advancement, both social and scientific.
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HOW THE MEDIA REPORTS ON BIOTECHNOLOGY

Reporting on genetically modified plants was unfavourable, while
health applications tended to be reported on favourably. Also, debates

Biotechnology has the potential to contribute towards addressing

about genetic modification were usually related to events in

several national priorities, including aspects of health, food security,

South Africa, while news about health applications of biotechnology

and environmental sustainability. Because the introduction of

was generally about scientific progress in other countries.

biotechnologies into South African society takes place within the public
sphere, it is important for government agencies to understand what

In all aspects of biotechnology reporting there was a high incidence of

shapes public attitudes towards biotechnology.

unbalance, where articles mentioned only the benefits or only the risks
of a particular biotechnology, but not both.

A recent groundbreaking study – the first to focus on the policy
implications of the reporting of biotechnology in the media – was

Several tensions were revealed within the system of media production:

commissioned by the National Advisory Council on Innovation

journalists and editors were suspicious of the motives of large firms;

and the National Biotechnology Advisory Committee. It sought to

scientists were perceived by journalists to be reluctant sources of

determine how biotechnology is reported in the South African media,

information; journalists were perceived by scientists to be reckless in

how biotechnology is understood by members of the media, and

their reporting of science; and government was perceived by all actors

whether these factors are advancing or impeding the development of

to be unhelpful in making available public information about science.

biotechnology in South Africa.
Journalists and scientists, together
The study reviewed current theoretical approaches to the research

The study recommended that the scale of biotechnology reporting in

question, and used international best-practice methodologies that had

the media should be expanded, as well as access to this reporting to a

not been previously applied in South Africa. This included a combination

greater proportion of South Africans.

of key informant interviews and a coded analysis of media outputs.
Interviews were conducted with science journalists and editors, and

It says that policies should foster objective, balanced, and scientifically

academics. The media analysis drew on the archives of selected print

accurate reporting; and closer and more productive relationships

and online news publications.

should be fostered between journalists and scientists. And to further
this objective, public sector’s willingness and ability to provide access to

Securing more headlines

public information about science should be enhanced.

Biotechnology is generally under-reported in the South African
print media, but well reported in the online media. The dominant

-
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thematic focus was on genetically modified plants, animals for human
consumption, and the health applications of biotechnology.

KNOWLEDGE AS A CURRENCY: A GLOBAL DIMENSION
FOR LOCAL DEBATES
The Impact of Networks, Globalisation, and their Interaction with
EU Strategies (INGINEUS) project, a large-scale multi-year undertaking
funded by the European Union, maps the new geography of knowledge
intensive activities, by a focus on the emergence and dynamics of global
innovation networks.
The INGINEUS project conceptually and empirically integrates Northern
and Southern perspectives from seven European countries (Germany,
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Italy, the United Kingdom and Estonia) and
from four emerging economies (South Africa, Brazil, India and China).
It investigates the changing strategies of multi-national corporations
and the conditions favourable to oshoring or outsourcing research
and development (R&D) and other knowledge-intensive parts of their
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production process. It also investigated the evolving local capabilities
that allow emerging economies to claim increasingly complex parts of
global value chains at higher levels of technological sophistication.
The HSRC’s contribution involves a number of areas of work, including
investigations of regional advantages, firm strategies and university
interaction with firms. A key focus is the role of competencies and
capabilities in the emergence and evolution of global innovation
networks. This explores how a pool of local skills acts as a pull factor
for investment and oshoring, and in turn, how oshoring knowledgeintensive activities influences the development of local capabilities, at all
skills levels.

and confidentiality of IK information, and to protect the intellectual
property of IK contained in the database.
This project is currently led by female researchers from the HSRC and
they have ensured that stakeholder workshops and expert committees
are gender-sensitive. Both male and female participants have been
included in the workshops, as well as drafting and reviewing the policy.
A draft policy is born
The draft policy for IK database protection has been on-going for
16 months. During this period the methodology included a literature

The project inserts a global dimension that is missing from local debates
on human resources and skills development.

review, which outlined international experience in protecting the IK
contained in databases, and a series of workshops and open discussions
with stakeholders.

New international flows of knowledge
The research will ultimately inform the EU how it can best position

The literature review report was tabled at a workshop and participants

itself to benefit and create synergies with new international flows of

developed a ‘draft ideas’ document that would provide insight and

knowledge. Equally, it informs policy-makers and governments in the

considerations to the policy drafting team.

emerging economies how to enhance their position. One direct channel
for this was an international workshop held in Cape Town in September

Recognising the holders of indigenous knowledge

2010. It was attended by representatives from the EU, the research teams

The formulation of this policy will, for the first time, ensure the

from all 11 countries, local firms, government and industry associations.

protection of existing databases to promote and preserve IK systems

A similar workshop in Belo Horizonte, Brazil in May 2011 involved the

in South Africa. It is envisaged that a formal national policy will result

large automotive industry, and local and federal government.

in reduced bio-piracy and increase opportunities for communities that
hold South Africa’s precious indigenous knowledge.

Opportunities and challenges have been highlighted that are faced by
South Africa relative to China, India and Brazil, to attract knowledgeintensive activities and build local capabilities.
-
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PRESERVING THE DATABASE OF INDIGENOUS
KNOWLEDGE IN SA
In 2009 the Department of Science and Technology awarded a tender
to the HSRC to facilitate the development process of a vital policy – to
protect the indigenous knowledge (IK) databases in South Africa.
The IKS database protection policy project is among the first of its
kind in developing countries and Africa in particular. Although many
countries have policies for the protection of indigenous knowledge, few
have database protection policies.
The purpose of the project was three-fold: to formulate policies that
address issues such as standards for documentation, license agreements
and informed consent procedures, to develop mechanisms for security
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When completed, the project is expected to have an impact on gender,

What the R&D survey reveals

as most of IK holders are rural women, and the database protection

The seventh in the series, the South African national R&D survey

policy provides for their recognition. All indigenous peoples will be

reported gross domestic expenditure on R&D (GERD) of R21.041 billion

recognised as creators and producers of knowledge in South Africa.

in 2008/09. This represents a nominal annual increase of about 13.0%,

Formulating the IK database protection policy accords indigenous

up from R18.624 billion, and an increase of 1.3% in real terms.

people the opportunity to benefit without discrimination, from
traditional wisdom long held by their communities and members.

Expenditure on experimental development research was highest,

Where IK protected in the databases results in patents, the database

accounting for 46.5% of the total GERD, followed by applied research

policy provides guidelines around benefit-sharing with communities.

at 33.3% and basic research at 20.2%. The number of researchers in fulltime equivalent (FTE) reached 19 320 in 2007/08 and remained relatively

-
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R&D AND INNOVATION: TOWARDS A KNOWLEDGE
BASED ECONOMY

unchanged in 2008/09 at 19 384.
Seeking knowledge-related indicators
The government, through its ten-year innovation plan and other
policy objectives, seeks ways to move towards the knowledge-based

Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) indicators play a crucial

economy to attain its socio and economic goals. It also acknowledges

role in policy debates about their impact on the economy, society

that understanding such an economy requires knowledge-related

and development issues. This is so because social and cultural factors

indicators. The traditional R&D statistics from the HSRC, including other

influence the role that science and technology (S&T) play in a society.

comprehensive sector-specific indicators in areas of biotechnology and

At the same time scientific and technological products transform social

agriculture, will provide the basis for the development of

structures, behaviour and attitudes.

these indicators.

STI indicators also assist governments in justifying their support for

The results of the next R&D survey (2009/10) were released in June 2011.

publicly funded research and development (R&D) and innovations.

The results of the previous survey are already informing policy decisions.

One of the key measures of STI practiced globally, including by

The Department of Science and Technology has initiated a process

South Africa, is the research and experimental development survey

to improve R&D performance by increasing funding to key research

which collects input data on R&D expenditure, activities and

performers in South Africa.

employment.
-
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM GRADE 9 PUPILS IN LIMPOPO

Hitting the books for better education in SA
These findings highlight the magnitude of the task to provide quality

The annual systemic evaluation of the senior phase (Grade 9) in

education for all learners in the province. Our analysis shows that only

Limpopo’s main objective is to develop of a system that will allow the

a few learners – mostly in the least poor schools – are meeting the

HSRC to collect valid and reliable data. This will be used to carry out

expected national standards.

analysis to inform policy decisions and processes that would improve
the quality of educational provision for all learners, irrespective of

The findings support the current policy of providing resources to the

their backgrounds.

poorest schools. However, simply ensuring that schools have access
to teaching and learning resources as proposed in the action plan

At a national level, about 300 Grade 9 schools, randomly sampled from

will not be enough. It would require the mobilisation of all education

about 8 000 schools, participated in this survey. In Limpopo, about

stakeholders and a strict adherence to the motto ‘finding solutions

3 600 learners from 101 schools participated in the surveys that allowed

to educational challenges through collective engagement and

a separate analysis and report for the province.

participation until the doors of learning are open to all’.

Like the national survey, the learners from Limpopo responded to

-
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test items covering the entire curriculum in language, mathematics
and science. Learners, educators and principals also responded to
questionnaires that provided information on background characteristics
and the context of teaching and learning.
Scoring a ‘below average’
The study showed that a large number of Grade 9 learners in Limpopo
are performing below the expected standard in all the three learning
areas. About 65% percent performed at the ‘not achieved’ level in
language while over 80% did not achieve the minimum expected
standard in mathematics and science.
Gender did not seem to make a major dierence in learners’
achievement levels in mathematics and science, as both boys and girls
performed at the ‘not achieved’ level in both subjects.
Poverty seems to play a very significant role in learners’ success in
learning. In general, learners who attend the least poor schools
(Quintile 5 schools) are more successful than those who attend the
poorest schools (Quintile 1 schools).
However, there are a number of learners from disadvantaged homes
who attend poor schools but tend to be successful in learning. There is
also a number of learners in Quintile 5 schools with performance below
the expected national standard. This suggests that access to the best
schools does not necessarily guarantee success in learning.
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WATER FOR THE PEOPLES OF REMOTE EASTERN CAPE

Soft and hard technologies have been combined to ensure an all-round
approach to rural water service. These included installing ceramic water

This Accelerating Sustainable Water Service Delivery Project, which

filters, constructing communal water stations and putting systems in

started in 2009 and is still ongoing, sees the HSRC collaborate

place to improve and maintain water quality.

with the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research and two
district municipalities.
At village level, the HSRC undertakes social mobilisation. This includes a
preliminary assessment of a site, involves local traditional and political
leadership, and leads to the formation of a village task team.
The task team is trained to promote hygiene within the community,
and provides material support. The CSIR has introduced ceramic water
filters to provide an immediate means of water purification in the village
homes. The CSIR has also put forward the concept of a communal water
station to filter and disinfect local river water with some reticulation to
scattered settlements.
Taken together these elements provide an innovative approach to the
supply of safe drinking water in some of the most remote rural areas
of South Africa.
Some 1 635 households in OR Tambo and Amathole District
Municipality in the Eastern Cape will benefit from this project once
it has been completed.

Water that flows freely to those in need
Using solar technology at the pumping stations at two sites adopted
in accordance with the Department of Science and Technology (DST)
policy has been a major innovation. We discussed the alternatives to the

Below the surface
A social and groundwater survey indicated a wide range of natural water

usual mainstream water technologies and the acceptance and security
of the solar technology with the community.

sources which reduced the distance to water, but the water quality was
well below national standards.

This project brought together government departments, scientific
bodies, and implementing agencies in the development of innovations
to accelerate the provision of safe drinking water to remote rural
communities. It has been regarded as exceptional by the DST for its
innovation and learning.
The HSRC has trained 37 task team members, of whom 22 members
were women, at six sites, and has developed supporting leadership
and hygiene promotion manuals. The main beneficiaries of the project
will be women and children, who largely take up the burden of
collecting water in rural areas. Considered separately, women and
young people have each constituted more than a third of the
employment in construction.
-
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World of Work

Setting the wheels of sustainable economic growth in motion.

Research in this area includes studies into the labour market, employment
creation and human resources development.

The aim: to address the key national imperatives to improve equal access to
skills acquisition, employment strategies and sustainable economic growth.
Guidelines for a human capital development strategy in the biodiversity
conservation sector are also discussed.
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GETTING THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES SYSTEM
ON THE ROAD

Not only were less than 20% of SA’s unemployed registered as workseekers with the ESSA, but the number of opportunities available was
limited. As shown in Figures 10 and 11, the mismatch of skills levels on

A quarter of the economically active people (almost 4.5 million) in

oer by work-seekers and the proficiencies required in advertisements

South Africa were unemployed. This includes close to 1.5 million young

for vacancies are of great concern, and show some regional variation.

people, or a staggering half of everyone between the ages of 15 and 24.

Integrated skills development solutions are urgently required.

The global economic meltdown that began in 2008 constrained State
President Jacob Zuma’s goal to create five million new jobs over the next
10 years. And historical imbalances created over a long time still play a
role in today’s job market.
We formulated realistic recommendations pertaining to macro-,
meso- and micro-level solutions to pursue by locating the operational
challenges faced by the Department of Labour in implementing the
Employment Services System for South Africa (ESSA).
Operational ine ciencies in the delivery of the Registration,
Recruitment and Selection service oerings of ESSA were placed
in the spotlight.
Tackling the challenges
The challenges areas are sta capacity, identity, training, infrastructure
(including IT system design and functioning), internal and external
relations and communication between role-players and stakeholders,
and related technical actions of matching work-seekers to work
(including data quality).

Some jobs and vacancies showed gender-related regional distributions,
such as the predominance of males in mining and females in the
clothing industry. Slightly more unemployed males registered as work
seekers (19.6%) compared to females (15.0%).
Figure 10: Skills levels of work seekers on the ESSA databases, 2007-2010

Intermediate 90.2%

Skills levels
not indicated
83.2%

Skills level
indicated
16.8%

Source: ESSA databases 2007-2010
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Figure 11: Registrations, opportunities and placements, 2007-2010

City governments have the power
The report argued that government policy has an important role to
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economic and labour market policies required to generate sustained
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Source: ESSA databases 2007-2010
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Intervention is the key
From responses received from the department it is evident that the
analyses and recommendations reflected in the research report will
be very valuable to decision-makers and policy-makers tasked with
addressing current challenges.
The findings and recommendations provide integrated legislative,
regulatory, conceptual, managerial and operational insights that would
help the government, through the eorts of its Department of Labour,
to implement required interventions at all levels towards enhanced skills
development and job placement.
-
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THE LURE OF THE CONCRETE JUNGLE
A report on urban employment conditions and policies, produced for
the UN Habitat 2012 State of World Cities Report, provided a review of
labour market circumstances and programmes in dierent regions of
the world. It showed that more and better employment opportunities
are vital to reduce poverty and create sustainable human settlements.
The report focused on the particular themes of the potential for
cities to function as drivers of development, the nature of urban

The mother city in the world market
The purpose of this study, which formed a part of a major study of the
Cape Town economy for the City Council, was to assess the international

employment and the types of skills required for urban employment,

competitiveness of the city-region economy and its success factors.

youth employment and eective policy responses, and why cities in

We unlocked more about the position of locally-based companies in

dierent regions (Asia, Africa and Latin America) diered in their ability
to generate employment.

world markets, the obstacles to greater competitiveness, and how
Cape Town can improve its standing for the future.
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The study was designed as a series of interlocking elements that

Western Cape. It needed to develop a stronger reputation as a place

focused on particular dimensions of competitiveness – technology,

in which to do business, invest or create jobs. Higher investment in

multinationals, local firms, universities, human capital, supporting

economic infrastructure was required to release productive potential,

institutions and benchmarking. A total of 88 companies and 29 other

and more support was required to develop dynamic, innovative

organisations were interviewed. The companies employed over 40 000

companies.

workers altogether.
The report was well received by the city and the province and many
A strong economic engine in the driver’s seat

of its recommendations were being actively considered at the time of

The study concluded that the economy should be given greater priority

going to press.

because it is fundamental to the long-term viability of the city and the
wellbeing of its people. Cape Town has unique assets that enabled it to
function as the economic engine and jobs machine of the whole of the
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Young People
in Focus
Understanding the needs of our youth today, for a brighter future tomorrow.

The studies on children seek to generate data that demonstrates the
importance of developing an integrated and coherent response to their
needs through policies and programmes.
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SERVICES FOR THE ORPHANED AND VULNERABLE

The research also suggested that while the legal framework ensuring
services and protection for OVC is slowly gaining ground, many current

Lesotho is a young country: 70% of its 1.8 million inhabitants are

laws are obsolete.

17 years old or younger. The small state has the third-highest HIV
prevalence in the world. Chronically impoverished as it is, the pandemic

A third finding, as shown in Figure 12, was that while a range of services

has devastated the country, playing no small part in reducing the life

were provided, there was a comparative oversupply of education

expectancy of the average Basotho to 40 years.

programmes. Most notably, however, was the lack of psycho-social
support for OVC and their carers.

One of the most noticeable results has been a dramatic rise in the
number of orphans and other vulnerable children (OVC), many of whom

Furthermore, while central districts are well provided for – Maseru is

have lost one or both parents to AIDS-related illnesses.

most conspicuous in this regard – there is an undersupply in other less
accessible areas, as shown in Figure 13.

In the light of this, the HSRC, in collaboration with the Joint Economics
AIDS & Poverty Programme (JEAPP), evaluated the state of services for

Starting blocks for improvements

OVC in Lesotho. In the spotlight: the nature, coverage and relevance of

Lesotho’s Ministry of Health and Social Welfare originally commissioned

governmental and non-governmental services.

this research with the aim of ensuring that OVC in Lesotho receive the
services required for their development. It is expected that this study

The balance between programmes and support

will act as a starting point to that country’s eorts to coordinate and

A preliminary inventory of existing OVC services revealed that

streamline OVC services.

there were enough service programmes in Lesotho; what was lacking
Figure 12: Percentage distribution of OVC services in Lesotho

Through a combination of individual interviews and focus group
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discussions with Lesotho government ministries and an array of local
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and international NGOs and faith-based organisations, a trend emerged.
Service providers tailor their interventions according to their own
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Too young to know about the birds and the bees?

Figure 13: Number of OVC service organisations by district

The question is: what is considered ‘normal’ in such a young
age group? The findings show a remarkable consistency in
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acknowledged markers of normal child development. Generally,
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children aged 6-8 should begin to develop basic sexual orientation
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There was little evidence that children in this age group were exposed to
any relevant information relating to SRH, either from parents or through
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educational programmes. Instead, an oversimplified message of ‘beware
of strangers’ is preached.
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and identity. However, it was apparent that the idea of children as

Districts

In children aged 9-11, it was found that in keeping with the earlier
theme of delaying sexual ‘awakening’, most adults have never discussed
sex with them at this age. Instead, parents focus on issues like siblings
fighting, bullying, or children being disrespectful their elders.
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On the positive side, girls have a better understanding than boys of SRH.

OUR CHILDREN AND SEXUALITY, GENDER AND HIV

However, communication in respect of SRH was unequal between boys
and girls (girls being warned about the consequences of sexual activity).

A project funded by Save the Children in Sweden focused on

Accordingly, the burden for responsible sexual behaviour was largely

establishing children’s knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and behaviour

confined to girls, thus reinforcing gender inequalities.

in relation to sexuality and gender. It was undertaken in Zambia and
South Africa. The project also included children’s access to sexuality and

We found that children were ill-equipped to deal with risky contexts and

HIV information, and sexual and reproductive health (SRH) services.

situation - a fundamental protection mechanism. Assertive and refusal

Survey and qualitative information of children aged between

skills were almost entirely absent in the children surveyed.

5 and 17 years of age was incorporated. This is one of only a few studies

There appeared to be little evidence of promoting healthy sexuality as

to have undertaken a qualitative investigation of SRH of children

part of a comprehensive approach to healthy lifestyles and utilising a

aged 5-11.

gendered and human rights perspective among children in the regions
surveyed. Significant challenges exist for such a programme to be viable,

In a clear break from the tradition of only focusing on sexually active

given the lack of a coherent approach to SRH.

youth, the survey helps identify the various challenges that confront
SRH specialists, educators and policy-makers. The research used

These findings support the view that most children access SRH

UNESCO’s recently published guidelines, endorsed by the Department

information and services through the healthcare system rather than

of Basic Education’s Draft Integrated Strategy on HIV and AIDS

from the parents or through the educational system. This, while there

2012-2016, to determine age-appropriate sexuality information

are various policy documents that support the establishment of SRH

for this age group.

services in schools. These services appeared to be based largely at
primary healthcare clinics.
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Young People in Focus

Almost two-thirds indicated that they would use the SRH facilities again.

PREVENTING THE MALTREATMENT OF CHILDREN

For girls the primary reasons are that they receive better treatment
(30%) and that SRH services are made available to them (24%). It is

Two studies investigated other factors that have a bearing on the

noteworthy that only a quarter (26%) had an adult accompanying them

wellbeing of our children.

to these services, with fewer adults accompanying girls and boys (39%)
for SRH services than for general treatments (59%).

They covered maltreatment by individuals who are in a relationship
of responsibility, trust and power with children. The research included

Introducing SRH services earlier

all forms of action and inaction, physical and emotional ill-treatment,

A dissemination strategy involving key stakeholders is being planned

sexual abuse, neglect and negligent treatment or commercial or other

so that some of the key issues relating to programmatic eorts to

exploitation.

strengthen SRH services could be included in programmes targeting
boys and girls. In addition, it may help to provide important evidence-

Both these studies were done in collaboration with the World

based information to strengthen the work of the Department of Basic

Health Organisation’s Department of Violence and Injury Prevention

Education in promoting an integrated strategy on HIV and AIDS.

and Disability.

-

Asking the right questions

Human and Social Development programme

There is currently no instrument available for assessing the prevalence
of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) in the developing world.
A ground-breaking study, titled the Childhood Experience Questionnaire
Pilot: Western Cape Province, forms part of a larger project to develop a
questionnaire for measuring the occurrence of ACEs in low- and middleincome settings.
Findings from six pilot studies in China, Macedonia, Philippines,
Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Thailand, each based on a sample of
about 120 male and female respondents aged 20 to 75, have been used
to finalise an international questionnaire (ACE-IQ).
The questionnaire, with accompanying training materials, will be
available as a module for integration into national health surveys. Apart
from its intended use – measuring the prevalence of ACEs at population
level – the questionnaire can also be used to better grasp health issues,
including risky lifestyles, chronic disease and mental illness.
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Are we ready to implement programmes of this scale?

Table 3: Poverty and youth morality

The South African study on Child Maltreatment Prevention Readiness
(CMPR), also implemented in Brazil, China, Macedonia, Malaysia and

What poverty does

What young people need

Saudi Arabia, aimed to assess how ready South Africa is to implement

Leaves youths tired and apathetic

Good nutrition and a changing

large-scale evidence-based programmes of this nature.

due to the stress hormones

environment that provides hope

produced by living in a constant
The next step will be to increase readiness in those areas where this may

state of anxiety

be necessary and then implement the child maltreatment prevention

Results in youths being

Adult involvement at multiple

programmes on a scale in line with the magnitude of the problem in

unsupervised for much of the day

levels – from home, community

South Africa.

and school. It’s especially
important to develop advanced

Interviews were conducted at national level with policy-makers and
planners in the Department of Health and Social Development, with
practitioners working for non-governmental organisations in the child

reflection skills
Exposes youths to a lifestyle of

Role models and increased

crime and violence

opportunities for recreation and

sector, and with researchers. The interview schedule, developed by

diversion, and an increase in the

the HSRC in collaboration with WHO, explores eight dimensions of

circle of those about whom they

prevention readiness.
The next step will be producing a report on all the low- and middleincome countries participating in the study and a country report
for South Africa.
Making prevention the priority
Findings from both these projects will help prioritise child maltreatment
prevention programmes and improve child protection, as envisaged
in Chapter 8 (Prevention and Early Intervention programmes) of the
Children’s Act (No 38 of 2005, as amended).

NURTURING MORALS IN A DISHEARTENED YOUTH
The book Ikasi: The moral ecology of South Africa’s township youth by

care
Aects young people’s thinking

Remedial education and greater

ability that in turn aects moral

adult connection

reflection
Neglects treatment for substance

Adult supervision and improved

abuse, fetal alcohol spectrum

mental health resources in poor

disorders and other mental

communities

health conditions (many of which
result in aggressive behaviour)
Oers no compelling motivating

An attainable future supported

vision of the future, resulting in

by good education

di culty in delaying gratification
and making investments for the
future

Sharlene Swartz (published in hardback by Palgrave Macmillan and in
paperback by Wits Press) investigated young people’s moral lives from
a social context. It also, for the first time, oers insight into the very real
eect of poverty on young people’s moral lives as they are frequently
held responsible for high levels of crime, violence and delinquency

Sparking a national dialogue on morality
The book has been well received and has been instrumental in sparking
public, practitioner and policy debate. A series of public practitioner and
academic events was arranged following the book’s release.

in South Africa.
On a policy level, this publication has contributed to the national debate
Bridging the gaps
There is often a gap between moral belief and moral behaviour.
Young people want to be good people; they know the dierence
between right and wrong and see themselves as good, but frequently
fail to act on their beliefs.

on morality and values. There has been extensive collaboration between
the Race and Values Directorate of the Department of Education
(regarding how this research will inform social cohesion intervention
initiatives in South African schools) with the Department of Arts and
Culture (regarding broadening the empirical basis for an ongoing
national dialogue on morality and social cohesion).
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Map of Collaboration in Africa

Touching millions of lives through

strategic
partnerships
1 The African sexual knowledge project details a

process whereby sex education in primaryschool classrooms in African countries might
be improved through a process of consultation
between teachers, children and community
groups. South Africa, Tanzania, Kenya, Ghana,
Swaziland and Botswana - Human and Social
Development

4

2
2. A project on children’s knowledge, attitudes,

perceptions and behaviour in relation to
sexuality and gender; access to sexuality and
HIV information; and sexual and reproductive
health services, conducted in Zambia and
South Africa – Human and Social Development

An assessment of the state of services for orphans and vulnerable children
regarding the nature, coverage and relevance of governmental and nongovernmental services in Lesotho - Human and Social Development

3 A multi-country project to raise the visibility of

lesbian, bisexual and other women who have
sex with women (WSW) in relation to HIV and
AIDS in southern Africa. Ghana, Uganda,
Zambia and South Africa - Human and
Social Development

5 Reconciling Africa’s fragmented institutions of governance: a study to find

new approaches to institution building between traditional institutions and
modern state institutions. Somaliland, Ethiopia, Kenya and South Africa
- Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery

The HSRC is involved in 10 key
projects in all countries on the
African continent
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1

with the National University
to evaluate interventions
on multiple concurrent sexual
partnerships in Lesotho
- HIV/AIDS, STIs and TB

7

7

2

3

4

5

7

7
6

1

9 The SAHARA Network partnered

Mauritius

7

1

the status of the implementation
of the Programme of Action of
the International Conference
on Population and Development
in sub-Saharan Africa, which
includes all countries which
are fully or partially located
south of the Sahara desert Population Health, Health
Systems and Innovation

7

6

6

7 Independent assessment of

7

6
6

African Union Commission. Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso,
Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros,
DR Congo, Congo, Djibouti, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia,
Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia,
Libya, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Western Sahara (SADR), São Tomé and Príncipe, Senegal,
Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe – Population Health,
Health Systems and Innovation

6

Comoros
2

6 Development of the status of African youth, a report, commissioned by the

Seychelles

7
6

6

6

7

9

6

6

7

7

7
8 The HSRC’s Social Aspects of

HIV/AIDS Research Alliance
(SAHARA) a network of social
scientists, facilitated a two-day
summer institute in Senegal, with
participants from Senegal,
Burkina Faso, Benin, GuineaBissau and Cameroon
– HIV/AIDS, STIs and TB

10 The first phase of a project to assist NEPAD with training African countries

in conducting research and development (R&D) and innovation surveys.
NEPAD has 20 member countries. Algeria, Benin, Cameroon, Congo, DRC,
Ethiopia, Egypt, Gabon, Lesotho, Libya, Namibia, Nigeria, Madagascar,
Malawi, Mali, Rwanda, Tunisia, Senegal, South Africa, Sudan - Population
Health, Health Systems and Innovation
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Users and Funders

A selection of recent users and funders of the HSRC:
Academy for Educational Development
Amathole District Municipality

London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
LoveLife

Bernard Van Leer Foundation
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Botswana Network of Aids Service Organisations (BONASO)
Cacadu District - Statutory Advisory Board

Loyola University Chicago
Medical Research Council
Michigan State University
National Bureau of Statistics

CAMRIS International
City of Tshwane
Columbia University

National Heritage Council
National Institute of Mental Health
National Institutes of Health

ComMark Trust
CSIR Built Environment
Department for International Development

National Research Foundation
New York University
Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa

Department of Arts and Culture
Department of Education
Department of Health
Department of Home Aairs
Department of Labour
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform
Department of Science and Technology
Department of Social Services and Poverty Alleviation
Department of Sport and Recreation South Africa
Development Bank of Southern Africa
Diana Princess of Wales Memorial Fund
Early Learning Resource Unit
Eastern Cape Department of Health
Economic Rise Consultancy Cc
ECORYS Nederland BV
ETC Foundation
European Union
Free State Provincial Government
FXB International
Gauteng City Region Observatory (GCRO)
Gauteng Department of Economic Development

O’Reilly Institute, Trinity College
Oxfam GB
Pennsylvania State University
Progressive Womens Movement of South Africa
Resources Aimed at the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect
Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Royal Netherlands Embassy Development Cooperation
Small Arms Survey
South African Cities Network
South African Democracy Education Trust
South African National Roads Agency Limited
Southern Africa Trust
Spencer Foundation
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation
Thabo Mbeki Development Trust for Disabled People
The Centre for Common Wealth Education, University of Cambridge
The Financial Services Board
The Penn Center for AIDS Research
The Presidency
The Secretariat of the African Decade of Persons with Disabilities
The World Bank

Gauteng Department of Health and Social Development
Health Systems Trust
HelpAge International
Hivos
Independent Electoral Commission

Tibotec
Trade and Industrial Policy Strategies
Triangle Project
United Nations
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)

Institute for Democracy in South Africa

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

International Labour Organisation
International Partnership for Microbicides, Inc
Kaiser Foundation Research Institute
KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Government
Limpopo Provincial Department of Education

United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)
University of California
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, San Francisco
University of Cape Town
University of Connecticut
University of Fort Hare
University of KwaZulu-Natal
University of Miami
University of Oxford
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pretoria
Wellcome Trust
World Diabetes Foundation (WDF)
World Health Organisation (WHO)
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HSRC Seminars, Policy Discussions and Workshops

The HSRC hosted 40 seminars, several
policy discussions workshops during the
2010/11 financial year on a wide range of
topics, from policy debates on migration,
education and the developmental state,
to hosting many seminars with outside
presenters and research experts.
13 April 2010. Pathways through the education and training system:

26 May 2010. The re-establishment of the African National Congress

Do we need a new model? Michael Cosser, chief research specialist,

(ANC) inside the country, 1990-1994. Dr Greg Houston, Democracy,

Education and Skills Development, HSRC.

Governance and Service Delivery, HSRC.

21 April 2010. Sourcing finance for development. Dr Joao Carlos Ferraz,

2 June 2010. Deepening African regional governance: an assessment

director, National Development Bank, Brazil.

of the Pan African parliament´s capacity to attract and grow legislative
competence. Dr Ogochukwu Iruoma Nzewi, senior researcher, Centre for

11 May 2010. Capacity for development state. Atul Kohli, Woodrow

Policy Studies.

Wilson School of Public and International aairs, Princeton University,
Alan Hirsch, Policy Coordination and Advisory Service, The Presidency,

8 June 2010. The scope of obesity in Africa. Dr Zandile Mchiza,

Dr Bongani Ngqulunga , The Presidency, Dr Omano Edigheji, Democracy,

Population Health, Health Systems and Innovation, HSRC.

Governance and Service Delivery, HSRC.
15 June 2010. New public management (NPM) and accountability in
18 May 2010. From informal settlements to brick structures.

the South African public service: a (slow) work in progress? Dr Zwelakhe

Dr Catherine Ndinda, Population Health, Health Systems and

Tshandu, chief research manager, Democracy, Governance and Service

Innovation, HSRC.

Delivery, HSRC.
6 July 2010. Building on the energy of our people - lessons from the S/E
Africa on local and community-driven development. Dr Ian Goldman,
Programme for Support to Pro-Poor Policy Development, The Presidency.
20 July 2010. Pathways through the education and training system:
do we need a new model? Michael Cosser, chief research specialist,
Education and Skills Development, HSRC.
26 July 2010. Government-wide monitoring and evaluation (GWM
&E) policy: strategies towards anti-corrupt practices and better service
delivery. Prof. Edwin Okey Ijeomah, School of Public Management and
Development, University of Fort Hare.
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6 August 2010. NEPAD strategic direction: 2010 -2013. A synopsis of the

19 October 2010. World Social Science Report 2010: knowledge

NPCA strategic direction and business plan. Dr Ibrahim Assane Mayaki,

divides. Dr Temba Masilela, DCEO research, HSRC, Dr Olive Shisana,

CEO, NEPAD.

CEO, HSRC, Dr Heide Hackmann secretary general, International Social
Sciences Council (ISSC), Dr Francoise Caillods senior managing editor,

6 August 2010. HIV/AIDS and possible social instability in South Africa.

ISSC, Prof. Linda Richter distinguished research fellow, HIV/AIDS, STIs

Prof. Oumar Bouare, o ce of the Prime Minister, Mali.

and TB, HSRC, Prof. Adam Habib deputy vice chancellor, University of
Johannesburg.

17 August 2010. Recycling behavior among urban South African
households: the role of race, history and social status. Prof. Barbara A.

2 November 2010. Stakeholder perceptions of victim empowerment.

Anderson, Prof. John H. Romani, University of Michigan.

Dr Cily Tabane, HIV/AIDS, STIs and TB, HSRC.

18 August 2010. Ikasi: the moral ecology of South Africa’s township

16 November 2010. Health behaviour priority interventions in low and

youth. Dr Sharlene Swartz, research director, Human and Social

middle income countries. Prof. Karl Peltzer, research director, HIV/AIDS,

Development, HSRC.

STIs and TB, HSRC, Prof. Supa Pengpid, University of Limpopo.

24 August 2010. Caring for ill children: research challenges and

17 November 2010. Understanding the dynamics that shape the

opportunities. Dr Laura Campbell, HIV/AIDS, STI’s and TB, HSRC.

low-income and aordable housing market in South Africa. Kecia Rust,
FinMark Trust.

26 August 2010. Prof. Bernard M. Magubane at 80: the celebration of a
life. The African knowledge producer’s series. Deputy President of South

26 November 2010. From the margins to the mainstream: what do

Africa, Kgalema Petrus Motlanthe, Deputy Minister Derek Hanekom,

women with disabilities have to do with the 16 days of activism?

Department of Science and Technology.

Masingita Masunga, Dr Thabi Ntombela, HSRC, Mr Musa Zulu, Ms
Matu Jafta, Department of Social Development, Ms Lorraine Bam,

30 August 2010. A south-south dialogue on sexuality, health, rights

Department of Social Development, Prof. Vasu Reddy, Human and Social

and politics: Argentina and South Africa beyond football? Prof. Mario

Development, HSRC.

Pecheny, University of Buenos Aries, Prof. Jane Bennett, University
of Cape Town.

8 December 2010. The country we want to live in: hate crimes and
homophobia in the lives of black lesbian South Africans. Beverley

7 September 2010. Re-launch of the South African Social Attitudes

Palesa Ditsie , Prof. Vasu Reddy Human & Social Development, HSRC,

Survey (SASAS). Panel: Dr Olive Shisana, CEO, HSRC, Dr Udesh Pillay,

Nonhlanhla Mkhize, Durban Lesbian & Gay Community & Health Centre,

ED Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery, HSRC, Prof. Sir Roger

Prof. Jane Bennett, African Gender Institute, University of Cape Town,

Jowell, director, Centre For Comparative Social Studies, City University,

Prof. Relebohile Moletsane, rural education, University of KwaZulu-Natal.

London, Ben Roberts, Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery,
HSRC, Prof. Sakhela Buhlungu, University of Johannesburg.

13 December 2010. An investigation into educator leave in the South
African ordinary public schooling system. Dr Vijay Reddy, executive

21 September 2010. Debate on the protection of information bill.

director, Education and Skills Development, HSRC.

Dr Alison Tilley, Open Democracy Advice Centre, Dennis Dlomo,
Advisory Services Section, Ministry of State Security.

25 January 2011. Science and society: public understanding of science
(PUS) in South Africa and other collaborations. Dr Hester du Plessis,

23 September 2010. Heritage day, Prof. Vasu Reddy, Human and Social

senior researcher, Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture (FADA) and the

Development, Dr Thobeka Mda, Capacity Enhancement ,

Sustainable energy Technology and Research (SeTAR) Centre, Faculty of

Dr Sithabile Ntombela, Human and Social Development, HSRC.

Science, University of Johannesburg.

27 September 2010. Nigeria @50: contributions towards global peace
and security Ambassador Marwa, Nigerian ambassador to
South Africa, Nigeria.
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HSRC Seminars, Policy Discussions and Workshops

28 January 2011. Slipping between policy and management: (de)

7 March 2011. Knowledge economy and community renewal:

centralised responses to linguistic diversity in Ethiopia and South Africa.

opportunities and challenges for South Africa. Department of Science

Kathleen Heugh, school of communication, international studies and

and Technology, science colloquium. University of Fort Hare. Prof.

languages, University of South Africa.

Wilson Akpan, head of department, sociology, University of Fort Hare,
Dr Janet Cherry, NMMU, Prof. Jimi Adesina, University of Rhodes,

1 February 2011. Experiences, challenges and competencies of

Prof. Richard Haines, Prof. and head of the Department of Development

dieticians completing their community service year in 2009, with

Studies, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, Dr Andrea Hurst,

recommendations for both training institutions and the Department

senior lecturer in the Department of Development Studies, Nelson

of Health. Dr Nelia Steyn, chief research specialist, Population Health,

Mandela Metropolitan University, Dr Glenda Kruss, HSRC, Geci Karuri,

Health Systems and Innovation, HSRC, Dr Whadi-ah Parker, senior

Treasury.

researcher, Population Health, Health Systems and Innovation, HSRC.
15 March 2011. Transformative social policy and the development state.
10 February 2011. Framing migration as the anvil on which both

Department of Science and Technology, policy colloquium,

vectors and discourses of change are shaped. Department of Science

South African Reserve Bank. Prof. Ben Turok, ANC Member or Parliament,

and Technology, science colloquium. Prof. John Oucho, Prof. of

editor of New Agenda, C September, Member of Parliament,

population studies, University of Nairobi, Kenya; Catherine Cross,

Prof. Michael Noble, Oxford Institute of Social Policy, presented by

Economic Performance and Development, HSRC; Dr K.M. Masemola,

Phakama Ntshongwana, Centre for the Analysis of South African Social

senior lecturer, English, North West University, Jimmy Ngandwe, Faculty

Policy, Prof. Robert van Niekerk, Institute for Social and Economic

of Law, North West University, Jean Pierre Misago, African Centre for

Research, Rhodes University.

Migration and Society, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
Prof. Ishmael Kalule-Sabiti , Bernard Mbenga, Prof. Vera Roos, North West

17 March 2011. The applications of GIS in census data. Tholang

University, Jaco Homan, Oxford Institute of Aging, University of Oxford.

Mokhele, GIS doctoral research fellow, Population Health, Health
Systems and Innovation, HSRC.

18 February 2011. Quality improvement in colleges and the role of
national agencies. Dr David Collins, Learning and Skills Improvement

22 March 2011. The tasks and challenges of improving access to

Service (LSIS), United Kingdom.

basic services in developmental states. Department of Science and
Technology, policy colloquium, South African Reserve Bank.
Prof. Shireen Hassim, University of the Witwatersrand, Catherine Cross,
HSRC, Dr Richard Mkandawire, NEPAD, Dr Phakama Ntshongwana,
Centre for the Analysis of South African Social Policy.
23 March 2011. Pathologies and antidotes of corruption in Africa.
Prof. Modimowabarwa Hendrick Kanyane, Democracy, Governance
& Service Delivery, HSRC.
28 March 2011. Household access to basic infrastructural services in
South Africa: implications for local government. Dr Catherine Ndinda,
Population Health, Health Systems and Innovation, HSRC.
29 March 2011. Indigenous research methodologies.
Prof. Bagele Chilisa, Prof. of education, University of Botswana.
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Research Outputs 2010/11
Books and chapters in non-HSRC published books

Rule, S. & Mncwango, B. (2010) Christianity in South Africa: theory and
practice. In: Roberts, B., Kivilu, M. wa & Davids, Y.D. (eds). South African

Davids, Y.D. (2010) Democratic governance versus democratic citizens:

Social Attitudes: 2nd report: reections on the age of hope. Cape Town:

what do South Africans think?. In: Roberts, B., Kivilu, M. wa & Davids, Y.D.

HSRC Press. 185-197.

(eds). South African Social Attitudes: 2nd report: reflections on the age
of hope. (South African Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS)).

Shisana, O., Simbayi, L.C., Rehle, T., Zungu, N.P., Zuma, K., Ngogo, N.,

Cape Town: HSRC Press. 68-86.

Jooste, S., Pillay-van Wyk, V., Parker, W., Pezi, S., Davids, A., Nwanyanwu,
O., Dinh, T.H. & SABSSM III Implementation Team, (2010) South African

Hemson, D. (2010) Winters of discontent?: attitudes towards service

national HIV prevalence, incidence, behaviour and communication survey,

delivery. In: Roberts, B., Kivilu, M. wa & Davids, Y.D. (eds). South African

2008: the health of our children. Cape Town: HSRC Press.

Social Attitudes: 2nd report: reections on the age of hope.
(South African Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS)). Cape Town:

Struwig, J. (2010) South Africans’ attitudes towards the environment.

HSRC Press. 107-127.

In: Roberts, B., Kivilu, M. wa & Davids, Y.D. (eds). South African Social
Attitudes: 2nd report: reections on the age of hope. (South African

Kivilu, M. wa, Diko, M. & Mmotlane, R. (2010) South Africans’ attitudes to

Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS)). Cape Town: HSRC Press. 198-219.

social integration in schools. In: Roberts, B., Kivilu, M. wa & Davids, Y.D.
(eds). South African Social Attitudes: 2nd report: reections on the age of

Books and chapters in non-HSRC published books

hope. (South African Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS)). Cape Town: HSRC
Press. 128-142.

Andrew, N. & Jacobs, P. (2010) Nutrindo a pobreza rural - Relacoes
agrarias inalteradas na Africa do Sul. In: De Briti, L., Castel-Branco, C.N.,

Martin, P., Richter, L., Aber, L., Mathambo, V. & Godfrey, E. (2010)

Chichava, S. & Francisco, A. (eds). Pobreza, desigualdade e vulnerabilidade:

Government-funded programmes and services for vulnerable children in

comunicacoes apresentadas na II conferencia do instituto de estudos sociais

South Africa. Cape Town: HSRC Press.

e economicos. Maputo: IESE. 151-184.

Mkhize, N., Bennett, J., Reddy, V. & Moletsane, R. (2010) The country we

Bennett, J. & Reddy, V. (2010) Investigar pedagogias sobre sexualidades

want to live in: hate crimes and homophobia in the lives of black lesbian

en la educacion superior en Sudafrica. In: Ortiz-Ortega, A. & Pecheny, M.

South Africans. Cape Town: HSRC Press.

(eds). Ensenanza universitaria sobre genero y sexualidades en Argentina,
Chile, China, Mexico y Sudafrica. Buenos Aires: Teseo. 37-67.

Roberts, B. (2010) Fear factor: perceptions of safety in South Africa.
In: Roberts, B., Kivilu, M. wa & Davids, Y.D. (eds). South African Social

Benson, C., Heugh, K., Bogale, B. & Yohannes, M.A.G. (2010) The

Attitudes: 2nd report: reections on the age of hope. (South African

medium of instruction in the primary schools in Ethiopia: a study and

Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS)). Cape Town: HSRC Press. 250-275.

its implications for multilingual education. In: Heugh, K. & SkutnabbKangas, T. (eds). Multilingual education works: from the periphery to the
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in the context of the health MDG’s. (Commissioned by the Global

knowledge economy: a review of relevant literature. (Background paper

Development Network (GDN), March).

for the Cape Town Competitiveness Study, March).
Mohlakoana, N. (2010) Seed funding for Gender and Energy Network
Lorentzen, J., Gastrow, M., Manamela, A. & Muller, L. (2010) The role

South Africa (GENSA): 2nd progress report. (Commissioned by the

of multinational enterprises (MNEs) in Cape Town’s competitiveness.

Gender and Energy Network South Africa (GENSA), August).

(Background paper for the study on Cape Town’s future competitiveness
and the global knowledge economy, August).

Mohlakoana, N. (2010) Seed funding for Gender and Energy Network
South Africa (GENSA): first progress report. (Commissioned by the

Lorentzen, J., Manamela, A., Muller, L. & Gastrow, M. (2010) A technology

Gender and Energy Network South Africa (GENSA), March).

gap analysis of leading firms in Cape Town. (Background paper for the
study on Cape Town’s future competitiveness and the global knowledge

Mokomane, Z., Chikovore, J., Makiwane, M., Makoae, M., Molotja, N.,

economy, October).

Roberts, B. & Tamasane, T. (2010) Independent assessment of the
implementation of the programme of action (POA) of the international
conference on population and development (ICPD). (Commissioned by
the United Nations Population Fund, November).
Moletsane, R., Chikoko, V., Ntombela, S., Kruger, C. & Pithouse-Morgan,
K. (2010) Assessing the impact of the ‘skills revolution’ among women in
South Africa. (Commissioned by the PWMSA).
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Moletsane, R., Reddy, V., Ntombela, S., Dayal, H., Wiebesiek, L., Munthree,

Pillay, U., Rule, S., Rubin, M. & Ntema, L. (2010) A rapid verification study

C., Kongolo, M. & Masilela, T. (2010) Gender and poverty reduction: voice,

on the informal settlements and backyard shacks’ backlog and trends

dialogue and targeting. (Commissioned by Department of Science and

within the Eastern Cape. (Commissioned by the Eastern Cape Provincial

Technology’s (DST) Unit on Technology for Social Impact).

Department of Housing, April).

Ngandu, S., Cross, C., Jacobs, P., Hart, T., Altman, M. & Matshe, I. (2010)

Pluddemann, A., Parry, C., Bhana, A., Dada, S. & Fourie, D. (2010) South

The socio-economic impact of the global economic crisis on South

African Community Epidemiology Network on Drug Use (SACENDU):

Africa: responses and policy implications. (Commissioned by Oxfam,

update: alcohol and drug abuse trends: July - December 2009

South Africa, March).

(Phase 27). (June).

Noble, M., Barnes, H, Wright, G., McLennan, D., Avenell, D., Whitworth,

Reddy, V., Prinsloo, C.H., Netshitangani, T., Moletsane, R., Juan, A. &

A. & Roberts, B. (2009) The South African index of multiple deprivation

Janse van Rensburg, D. (2010) An investigation into educator leave in

2001 at datazone level. (Commissioned by the Department of Social

the South African ordinary public schooling system. (Commissioned by

Development, March).

UNICEF, for the Department of Education, July).

O’Donovan, M., Van Zyl, J. & Barolsky, V. (2010) The measurable impacts

Sanchez, D. (2010) A fresh look at the global economic crisis: Africa’s

of SAPS on contact crimes in Gauteng. (Commissioned by the Gauteng

alternatives. (Report for IDS, April).

Department of Safety and Security, February).
Swartz, S., Van der Heijden, I., Runciman, T., Makoae, M., Rozani, A.,
Peltzer, K., Ladzani, R., Mlambo, M.G., Majaja, M., Phaweni, K., Matseke,

Dube, N., Makiwane, M. & Bhana, A. (2010) ‘Think for yourself - Think

G., Shikwane, E. & Rozani, A. (2010) Implementing a rural programme of

for tomorrow’: Exploring the impact of peer-led HIV intervention and

Prevention of Mother-to-Child Transmission of HIV in Nkangala, South

psychosocial support groups for vulnerable youth in South Africa.

Africa: a baseline evaluation. (Report for PMTCT, Mpumalanga, July).

(Report prepared for the Harvard School of Public Health and the Centre
for the Support of Peer Education).

Pillay, U. (2010) Indigent exit strategy of the city of Tshwane.
(Commissioned by the City of Tshwane, June).

Tamasane, T. (2011) Analysis of services for orphans and vulnerable
children in Lesotho: a desktop review. (Commissioned by the

Pillay, U. (2011) Impact of the 2010 World Cup on social cohesion, nation

Government of Lesotho, the Ministry of Health and Social

building and reconciliation: final report. (Commissioned by the Socio-

Welfare, January).

Economic Partnership of the DST, February).
Tamasane, T., Makoae, M., Swartz, S., Bhana, A., Mokuku, S., Mankayi, N.
Pillay, U., Rule, S. & Dlulane, G. (2011) “Imbi indlela eyihamba kuyo,

& Scott, D. (2011) Situational analysis of services for orphans and other

okokuqala nje”: report on focus group discussions with migrant workers

vulnerable children in Lesotho: final report. (Commissioned by the

resident in vicinity of proposed N2 route from Port Edward to Lusikisiki.

Government of Lesotho, the Ministry of Health and Social

(Commissioned by the National Roads Agency, January).

Welfare, January).

Pillay, U., Rule, S. & Dlulane, G. (2011) “Imbi indlela eyihamba kuyo,

Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance: Bualo

okokuqala nje”: survey of communities along proposed new route of

City municipality report. (Commissioned by South African Local

the N2 between Port Edward and Port St Johns. (Commissioned by the

Government Association (SALGA), August).

South African National Roads Agency, March).
Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance: Cacadu
disrtict municipality report. (Commissioned by South African Local
Government Association (SALGA), August).
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Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance: Limpopo

Van Zyl, J., O’Donovan, M., Faber, M., Kok, P., Wentzel, M., Colvin, M. &

province: Bela Bela local municipality. (Commissioned by South African

Seager, J. (2007) Socio-economic, health and nutrition survey in the

Local Government Association (SALGA), August).

Lesotho Highlands Water Project areas: literature review of selected
aspects of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project. (Commissioned by the

Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance: Limpopo:

Lesotho Highlands Development Authority).

Thabazimbi municipality. (Commissioned by South African Local
Government Association (SALGA), August).

Van Zyl, J., O’Donovan, M., Faber, M., Kok, P., Wentzel, M., Colvin, M.
& Seager, J. (2009) Socio-economic, health and nutrition survey in

Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance: Mbhashe

the Lesotho Highlands Water Project areas: Volume 1: main report.

municipality report. (Commissioned by South African Local Government

(Commissioned by the Lesotho Highlands Development Authority).

Association (SALGA), August).
Van Zyl, J., O’Donovan, M., Faber, M., Kok, P., Wentzel, M., Colvin, M.
Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance:

& Seager, J. (2009) Socio-economic, health and nutrition survey in

Mpumalanga: Nkomanzi Municipality. (Commissioned by South African

the Lesotho Highlands Water Project areas: annotated bibliography\

Local Government Association (SALGA), August).

(Commissioned by the Lesotho Highlands Development Authority).

Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance: Msinga

Van Zyl, J., O’Donovan, M., Faber, M., Kok, P., Wentzel, M., Colvin, M.

municipality report. (Commissioned by South African Local Government

& Seager, J. (2009) Socio-economic, health and nutrition survey in

Association (SALGA), August).

the Lesotho Highlands Water Project areas: methodology report.
(Commissioned by the Lesotho Highlands Development Authority).

Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance: Thaba
Chweu. (Commissioned by South African Local Government Association
(SALGA), August).
Tshandu, Z. (2010) Mid-term review of municipal performance:
eThekwini metro report. (Commissioned by South African Local
Government Association (SALGA), August).
Van Zyl, J., Faber, M., O’Donovan, M., Wentzel, M., Kok, P., Seager,
J. & Colvin, M. (2010) Socio-economic and epidemiology survey in
the upstream areas of LHWP Phase 1 dams: Volume 3: nutrition
and health findings. (Commissioned by the Lesotho Highlands
Development Authority).
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Highlights of progress made against
strategic business objectives, 2010/11
INTRODUCTION

Because of the importance of these developments, the
2010/11 strategic objectives, prioritised activities and indicators of

Important developments had to be accommodated in plans for

performance were revised. Instead of merely updating objectives and

2010/11 and beyond:

performance indicators associated with the PAITECS acronym
(Public purpose, Africa focus, Implementation networking,

t

"OFX)VNBO4DJFODFT3FTFBSDI$PVODJM"DU

organisational Transformation, research Excellence, Capacity building

(Act No 17 of 2008) which clearly outlines the purpose of the

and financial Sustainability), six new integrated strategic business

organisation came into eect in December 2008. Accordingly,

objectives were identified.

the HSRC exists to promote human science research of the

t

highest quality in South Africa. It has a specific developmental

The new strategic business objectives, now associated with the

purpose – to focus its activities and its engagements with members

acronym ‘ADEPTS’, are closely aligned with mandated objectives and

of the broader research community in South Africa, Africa and

organisational imperatives of the HSRC. These, in turn, relate strongly to

the rest of the world, on pressing social issues that are relevant to

national priorities, global development goals, desired outcomes for the

human welfare and prosperity.

Human and Social Dynamics in Development grand challenge in the

"OFX)43$#PBSEXBTBQQPJOUFEBOEUPPLPóDFJO/PWFNCFS

ten-year innovation plan, and to the vision of the HSRC.

2009, and immediately began integrating the requirements

t

of Act 17 of 2008 into the strategy and day-to-day activities of the

When developing the strategic plan of the HSRC for 2010/11 and

organisation.

beyond, nine specific and measurable indicators of performance were

"OFXHPWFSONFOUBENJOJTUSBUJPOUPPLPóDFGPMMPXJOHUIF 

selected to monitor performance against the six strategic business

April 2009 elections. The electoral mandate of government was

objectives – some familiar, others new or redefined. Targets were set for

fully integrated into the national planning process, in the form

each of the indicators.

of 12 national priorities informing government’s Medium Term

t

Strategic Framework (MTSF) for 2010/11 and beyond. These are

Performance against these targets was monitored on a quarterly basis,

all pressing social issues, and relevant to the HSRC’s work. So are

with regular reports submitted to the department and Minister of

the ten broad outcomes of government that were later identified

Science and Technology. A table containing information on the HSRC’s

as priorities for coordinated and monitored delivery actions,

performance against the nine targets appears with the audited

up to 2014.

Annual Financial Statements.

5IF%FQBSUNFOUPG4DJFODFBOE5FDIOPMPHZDPOUJOVFEUPSFöOFJUT
national ten-year innovation plan, and the grand challenges
identified in the context of this plan. In particular, the DST made
with the grand challenge dealing with Human and Social Dynamics
for Development (HSDD), which is closely associated with the
mandated objectives of the HSRC.
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The strategic business objectives and associated indicators of performance are summarised as follows:

Performance area (ADEPTS)

Description in strategic plan and
business plan for 2010/11

Selected performance indicator(s) for 2010/11

1. To advance social sciences

To contribute to global knowledge-

t1FFSSFWJFXFEQVCMJDBUJPOTJOBOJOUFSOBUJPOBMMZBDDSFEJUFETDJFOUJöD

and humanities for public use by

generation and dissemination that

contributing to global knowledge

aim to advance social sciences and

generation and dissemination

humanities for public use

journal, per senior researcher (SRS/SRM and above)

(A - ‘Advance’)
2. To contribute to development

To contribute to Africa’s social

and social progress in Africa

progress through undertaking

through research which is informed

research for development, informed

by government, civil society and

by community or civil society needs

t5IFOVNCFSPGSFTFBSDIGFMMPXTGSPNFMTFXIFSFJO"GSJDBBUUIF)43$

community needs
(D - ‘Develop’)
3. To enhance skills, capacity and

To strengthen social and human

research collaboration

sciences research by developing

(E - ‘Enhance’)

highly skilled researchers working
in a collaborative manner

t5IFOVNCFSPGJOUFSOT SFTFBSDIUSBJOFFT FOSPMMFEJOB.BTUFST
programme, appointed at the HSRC
t5IFOVNCFSPGJOUFSOT SFTFBSDIUSBJOFFT FOSPMMFEJOB1I%QSPHSBNNF 
appointed at the HSRC
t5IFOVNCFSPGQPTUEPDUPSBMGFMMPXT SFTFBSDIBTTPDJBUFT BQQPJOUFEBU
the HSRC

4. To preserve data and share with

To develop methodologies for

others for further analysis

preserving and utilising scientific

(P - ‘Preserve’)

data for further analysis

5. To contribute to the ongoing

To contribute to the transformation

transformation of the organisation

of the organisation

t5IFOVNCFSPG)43$SFTFBSDIEBUBTFUTUIBUXFSFQSFTFSWFE BSDIJWFE
curated) during the period under review
t5IFQFSDFOUBHFPGBMMSFTFBSDIFSTBUTFOJPSMFWFM 43443.BOEBCPWF 
who are African

(T - ‘Transform’)
6. To ensure the financial viability

To ensure the financial viability of

t5IFQFSDFOUBHFPGUPUBMJODPNFUIBUJTFYUSB1BSMJBNFOUBSZ

and sustainability of the

the organisation

t5IFQFSDFOUBHFPGBMMSFTFBSDIHSBOUTUIBUBSFNVMUJZFBS

organisation

(at least three years)

(S - ‘Sustain’)
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The HSRC also provided practical examples of initiatives or activities
that would help implement each of the six broad strategic business
objectives in practice. These were included in its strategic and business
plans. Proposed activities were also identified in consultation with
managers in the HSRC. The 2010/11 business plan contains detailed
operational information on planned activities from across the
organisation, which would contribute towards achieving a particular
strategic business objective. Progress in these activities formed part
of the day-to-day management and reporting processes of the HSRC,
but also contributed to the strategic objectives of the HSRC in a crosscutting and synergistic manner.
The remainder of this document gives a high-level overview of progress
made in implementing activities outlined in the 2010/11 business plan
through work of HSRC research programmes and support units.
The headings used in the business plan, sometimes slightly dierent
from the ADEPTS headings, are maintained for reporting purposes.
1. To contribute to global knowledge-generation and

Five research areas, aligned with priorities identified in the MTSF,

dissemination that aim to advance social sciences and

were identified as key areas of involvement for 2010/11. The six newly

humanities for public use

constituted research programmes of the HSRC were well-positioned
to identify and address questions of human and social dynamics for

1.1 Important activities and developments in support of the
strategic business objective

public use, through research in the important areas of education, health,
rural development and land reform, creating decent work, and fighting
crime. The examples below are derived from quarterly progress reports,

The research portfolio of the HSRC remained focused on activities that

focusing on the implementation of the 2010/11 business plan.

are aligned with national, continental and global priorities.

Other examples of high-impact projects in these areas are. In the

These include the national R&D strategy, priorities highlighted in the

‘Passionate research that changes lives’ section.

Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF), grand challenges identified
in South Africa’s ten-year innovation plan and Millennium Development

t

*OUIFöFMEPGquality education, new projects focused on the eect

Goals (MDGs). During 2010/11, an internal restructuring exercise

of classroom factors on learner performance, and on paradigms and

consolidated research activities to ensure even better alignment with

practices of language learning and teaching. These will be

these priorities.

undertaken in collaboration with counterparts in historically
advantaged as well as rural universities, and are funded by the
National Research Foundation (NRF). The HSRC made good progress
in developing a research-based, computerised classroom
assessment system for teachers. We continue to generate new
knowledge in the areas of teacher quality and learner performance
and completed a comparative study between South Africa
and Botswana. Preparations for the next wave of fieldwork in the
internationally comparative Trends in Mathematics and Science
Survey (TIMSS) were underway. This was all done with the support
of the Department of Basic Education. (Research programme:
Education and Skills Development – ESD.)
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t

*OUIFBSFBPGhealth, the HSRC continued to provide research-based

A project for the City of Cape Town focused on strengthening

support to inform policy options and practical planning linked to

competitive advantage and opportunities for employment

the development of a National Health Insurance (NHI) for

creation in the financial services, business process outsourcing

South Africa. Using funds from the US Centers for Disease Control

and higher education sectors. Contracted research for the

and Prevention (CDC) we prepared for the 2011 South African

Department of Labour helped to inform policy and planning

(population-based HIV/AIDS) behavioural risks, sero-status and

in the context of skills development, leading to better employment

media impact (SABSSM) survey. This regular survey continues to

opportunities. This included an audit of Further Education and

feed into planning, monitoring and evaluation for the HIV/AIDS

Training (FET) colleges, and research-based inputs to support

and STI Strategic Plan for South Africa (NSP 2007-2011). It is also a

the refinement of the national skills development strategy.

key source of information in the context of delivery agreements

(Research programmes: Economic Performance and Development –

signed for Outcome 2, a long and healthy life for all. Good progress

EPD, and Education and Skills Development – ESD.)

was made in the area of nutrition, obesity and healthy lifestyle

t

t

t

)43$SFTFBSDIDPOUSJCVUJOHUPUIFQSJPSJUZBSFBPGfighting crime

research, where continental research networks are already in place.

focuses on the plight of vulnerable communities. Recent research-

We were supported by the Department of Health for a planned

based publications focus on gender-based violence, also with

South African National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey

reference to gender stereotypes and prejudice with regard to

(SANHANES). A dedicated director was appointed for Social Aspects

lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender (LGBT) relationships.

of HIV/AIDS Research Alliance (SAHARA). Planned research work

Other work focuses on the problem of xenophobic attitudes and

around male circumcision was shelved due to the complexity of the

threats of violence. A planned project to develop a crime and

study, in terms of cultural and gender sensitivities as well as

violence barometer for the Western Cape province and then to

constraints experienced in the context of receiving streamlined

roll-out nationally had to be shelved, as a result of the loss

funding approvals. (Research programmes: HIV/AIDS STIs and

of relevant research capacity and restructuring. (Research

TB – HAST, and Population, Health, Health Systems and

programmes: Human and Social Development – HSD, and

Innovation – PHHSI.)

Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery – DGSD.)

*OUFSNTPGrural development and land reform, the HSRC undertook
an audit of available and appropriate technologies for use in rural

The HSRC continued to contribute to the refinement and roll-out of the

areas for the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform.

work plan of the Human and Social Dynamics in Development grand

We completed a study on the role of women in the agricultural and

challenge. We submitted concept notes for research programmes and

agro-processing sector (a key economic sector underpinned by

projects that would help to achieve the objectives identified. Apart from

Science, Engineering and Technology – SET) and a literature review

a consolidated proposal submitted early in 2010/11, the policy options

on agrarian reform and rural poverty reduction. The HSRC also

developed by the HSRC for the non-infrastructure MTEF submission also

prepared proposals for planned research in the area of food

spoke to the four focus areas and relevant instruments and modalities

security monitoring. (Research programme: Economic Performance

for implementation, identified for this grand challenge. A portfolio of

and Development.)

innovative and policy-relevant proposals was developed. These used

Creating decent work remains a strong focus area for the HSRC.

delivery instruments such as DST Centres of Excellence (eg in a proposal

A number of research-based, ‘popular’ research outputs focusing

to support a centre for research on employment creation), short-term

on the plight of out-of-school, out-of-work youth were published.

directed research (several of which focused on aspects of nation-

These aimed to influence public understanding as well as planning

building, values and morality, history, gender or language), and cross-

and policy development in this area. An implementation project

sectional studies as well as research infrastructure (proposals to request

focusing on employment creation for school-leaving youth was

support such as the South African Social Attitudes Survey – SASAS,

launched in partnership with the Gauteng Department of Economic

SABSSM, SANHANES and TIMSS). Several of the proposed programmes

Development and a management consulting firm. The Tshwane

were also conceived to have policy impact, hence provision for

metro provided financial support for a project focusing on

stakeholder engagement, dialogue processes, or policy research

employment creation through preferential procurement.

networks in those concept notes.
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The proposals submitted were clearly aligned to these focus areas:

Workshops held at various universities were also an eective approach
to disseminate research findings on the developmental university in the

t

5IFEZOBNJDTPGIVNBOBOETPDJBMCFIBWJPVS

Global South. There was also a range of media and engagements around

t

4DJFODF UFDIOPMPHZBOETPDJFUZ

Teenage Tata – a book about teenage fatherhood. NGO groups also took

t

4PDJBMDPIFTJPOBOEJEFOUJUZ

research findings forward.

t

4PDJFUBMDIBOHFBOEUIFFWPMVUJPOPGNPEFSOTPDJFUZ
The Corporate Communication unit and HSRC Press continued to

The restructuring of the HSRC during 2010/11 was intended to

monitor the local and global reach of research communication.

help strengthen coordinated support for research dissemination
across the organisation. The establishment of the Research Use

The RIA unit is the central hub for the coordination of seminars, policy

and Impact Assessment (RIA) unit brought together existing and

dialogues and international conferences. Details on seminars are

emerging programmes to support knowledge management and data

provided elsewhere in this annual report. A highlight in 2010/11 was

preservation, media liaison and corporate communication, and research

hosting an international conference in August 2010 to celebrate the life

publishing and dissemination. The Policy > Action Network (P>AN),

and scholarly contributions of Prof. Bernard Magubane, during a wider

hosted by RIA, with support from the Department of Science and

engagement with other African knowledge producers. The conference

Technology, was successfully launched.

was hosted by the HSRC in partnership with the Freedom Park, the
University of South Africa (UNISA), the South African Democracy
Education Trust (SADET), the National Research Foundation (NRF), the
Africa Institute of South Africa (AISA), the Department of Science and
Technology (DST) and the Intellectual Heritage Project
(Rhodes University).
The HSRC also participated in, and hosted, workshops focusing on the
launch of the authoritative World Social Science Report of 2010. With a
subtitle of Knowledge Divides, this joint publication of UNESCO and
the International Social Science Council (ISSC), addresses key issues in
the area of social science research that aect researchers, policy-makers
and other stakeholders in all parts of the world. The book also contains
chapter contributions from HSRC researchers. The CEO, who is President
of the International Social Science Council, presented the report on
the behalf of the ISSC to African scientists. This took place at the tenth
Congress of the Organisation for Social Science Research in Eastern and
Southern Africa (OSSREA) in Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania.
International research collaboration remained vibrant, and was
supported by bilateral agreements as well as focused research projects.
The active Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) allowed the HSRC to be involved
in DST-coordinated activities around the Shanghai Expo from May to
October 2010. A joint seminar focusing on service delivery was hosted
in May. The HSRC and AISA collaborated to prepare book exhibits for
the expo, and to present a seminar on the production of knowledge
by Africans, and the production of knowledge in Africa, in October
2010. The International Liaison unit managed all active international
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MoUs, and identified new MoUs options with institutions working

The HSRC also produced other deliverables as new performance

in prioritised regions (e.g. Brazil) or research areas. Funding from the

indicators included producing and publishing scholarly books and

National Institutes of Health (NIH), European Union (Seventh Framework

policy briefs, and convening seminars. These indicators will be

Programme for Research and Experimental Development – EUFP7

incorporated in the strategic and annual performance plans for

and Cooperation in Science and Technology – COST actions), the

2011/12 and beyond.

Department for International Development (DFiD) as well as the
UK-based Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) make

During 2010/11, five policy briefs were published. They are as follows:

international research collaborations possible.
t
In December 2010, the CEO of the HSRC was elected as the new

8BCJSJ /BOE"NVTB )  South African crude oil import
portfolio risks: Which way out?

president of the International Social Science Council (ISSC) during a

t

meeting of the ISSC in Nagoya, Japan. This provides a unique platform

t

for the HSRC to promote human and social science research in and

.PMFUTBOF 3BOE3FEEZ 7  Gender inequality in the
mathematics and science school curriculum

t

coming from South Africa, Africa and the Global South.

)FNTPO %FUBM  Decisive action to achieve the MDGs

3FEEZ 7BOE.PMFUTBOF 3  The gendered dimensions of food
security in South Africa: A review of the literature

The institutional review of the HSRC took place. The terms of reference
developed for the review were approved by the HSRC Board and DST.

t

.PMFUTBOF 3BOE3FEEZ 7  Women’s participation in
industrial science, engineering and technology

A comprehensive self-reflection paper was also developed and a
seven-person review panel, consisting of local and international
experts, was appointed. The members of the panel were:
t

1SPG,BUTVZB,PEBNB 7JDF1SFTJEFOU*OUFSOBUJPOBM4PDJBM
Science Council and Prof. in Sociology, Mie University, Japan
(Chairperson)

t

1SPG1JZVTIJ,PUFDIB $&04PVUIFSO"GSJDBO3FHJPOBM
Universities Association (SARUA) (Deputy Chairperson)

t

.S1BMJ-FIPIMB 4UBUJTUJDJBO(FOFSBM4UBUJTUJDT4PVUI"GSJDB 4UBUT4"

t

.T4IJSMFZ.BCVTFMB .BOBHJOH.FNCFS#BGFMJMF$POTVMUBODZBOE

t

1SPG-JOFP7VZJTB.B[XJ5BOHB 7JDF$IBODFMMPS$BQF

expert in child rights


Peninsula University of Technology and member of National
Advisory Council of Innovation (NACI) Board
t

%S"EFCBZP0MVLPTIJ %JSFDUPS6/"GSJDBO*OTUJUVUFGPS&DPOPNJD
Development and Planning (IDEP), Senegal and former Secretary
General: Council for the Development of Social Science Research in
Africa (CODESRIA)

t

.T3JBI1IJZFHB $IBJSQFSTPO1SFTJEFOUJBM3FWJFX$PNNJUUFFPO
State Owned Enterprises and former Group Executive: Absa

The panel met from 10 to 16 August in Pretoria and in Cape Town,
and a special meeting with the CEO and management team of the HSRC
took place on 17 August 2010. A preliminary draft report was completed
by the end of October 2010. This report was to be further edited by
the panel prior to formal submission to the HSRC Board. A final review
report will be published in 2011/12.
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From Strategy to Action

1.2 Performance against predetermined objectives: selected indicators and targets

Goal
To contribute to global knowledge
generation and dissemination that
aim to advance social sciences and
humanities for public use

KPI
no
1

Key Performance
Indicator

Target set for
31 March 2011

Peer-reviewed publications in an
internationally accredited scientific
journal, per senior researcher
(SRS/SRM and above)

2. To contribute to Africa’s social progress through
undertaking research for development, informed by

1.5 (at least)

Performance Results

Reason for variance

1.5 (81 by 54)
The target was
achieved

2.1 Important activities and developments in support of the
strategic business objective

community or civil society needs
The HSRC expressed the desire to ‘mainstream Africa’ in its research, by
One of the ten national priorities contained in the July 2009 Medium-

encouraging comparative work, as well as the involvement of expert

Term Strategic Framework is the creation of a better Africa and a better

participants and reviewers from other parts of Africa.

world. The HSRC is also required to undertake research addressing

Research projects with a comparative perspective include a multi-year

developmental challenges in South Africa, Africa and the rest of the

project dealing with the measuring of service delivery in four SADC

world, and to help build research capacity and infrastructure for the

countries, namely Botswana, Malawi, South Africa and Tanzania. The

human sciences in the Republic and elsewhere in Africa. The HSRC

project involved a study measuring progress towards MDGs, developing

is committed to doing research on Africa, in Africa, with research

‘service deprivation indices’ per country, and drew conclusions on key

counterparts in other institutions and countries.

trends in service delivery improvement and impact.

Section 3(f ) of the HSRC Act requires the HSRC to respond to the

Another multi-year, multi-country project is Project Accept which places

needs of vulnerable and marginalised groups in society by researching

a comparative focus on HIV/AIDS-related stigma in four countries: South

and analysing developmental problems, thereby contributing to the

Africa, Tanzania, Zimbabwe and northern Thailand.

improvement of the quality of their lives. The HSRC also wishes to
develop its own capacity as well as potential new methods in areas such

In the field of nutrition research, the HSRC is a member of the African

as community-based participatory research.

obesity task force, and involved in collaborative networks involving
counterparts in Kenya and Zambia. The SAHARA network continued with
collaborative projects and the preparation of joint funding proposals to
support planned future activities.
The creation of networks of potential research partners across the
continent is supported by work of the International Liaison unit, which
was instrumental in building relationships with the Makerere University
(Uganda) and University of Namibia. Information on fellowships and
exchange programmes, including advertisements for appointments as
African research fellows at the HSRC, are distributed throughout the
continent via networks such as CODESRIA.
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We also strengthened our relationship with the Organisation for

The HSRC continued to serve the needs of vulnerable communities

Social Science Research in Eastern and Southern Africa (OSSREA), and

through research. Through Project Size, a multi-year project that

participated in our tenth congress held in February-March 2011, in

commenced in April 2010, we’re obtaining research-based evidence

Dar Es Salaam, Ethiopia. Through ‘National Contact Point’ work around

to assess the impact of grants and services on children’s health and

the EUFP7 programme, we coordinated South African contributions

development in the context of HIV and poverty. Community-based

that fed into the development of three specific research topics with

research and research dissemination in the area of fatherhood, morality

an ‘African focus’, featured in the 2011 call for proposals of the Socio-

and values, is providing valuable inputs to feed into service delivery as

Economic Sciences and Humanities (SSH) theme. An HSRC-led proposal

well as curriculum development for educational programmes. Project

was developed and submitted in response to one of these opportunities

Accept, mentioned above, is a community-based project addressing

We also participated in a successful funding application for an Africa-

the needs of vulnerable communities, and the HSRC is also a member of

wide ‘collaborative hub’ in the field of mental health, to the DFID, and

the Coalition on Children aected by AIDS (CCBA), to promote family-

were provided seed funding to work with partners in Tanzania and the

centred services for children aected by HIV and AIDS.

UK, on the development of a full proposal under the ‘Ecosystem Services
and Poverty Alleviation’ (ESPA) fund of the UK-based funding consortium

In-house training on participatory research methods was oered during

consisting of DFID, ESRC and NERC. The map of Africa in this annual

2010/11. The organisation also engaged with traditional leaders in the

report, provides a visual overview of the continental nature of the

Eastern Cape and Limpopo province, to discuss the history and systems

HSRC’s collaborative research activities.

of traditional leadership.

In terms of collaboration with multilateral partners, the HSRC entered
into negotiations with NEPAD regarding the development of an MoU,
and also attended a workshop with the African Economic Research
Consortium (AERC). Collaboration with NEPAD was brought to life by
means of technical support from HSRC sta to the African Science,
Technology and Innovation Indicators Initiative (ASTII). The active MoU
between the HSRC and CODESRIA led to further engagements during
the year, which focused on current and prospective joint activities.
A successfully completed project under the current MoU with
CODESRIA, is the French translation of the joint HSRC-CODESRIA
publication entitled Meanings of Timbuktu.
A consultative meeting involving various African scholars was held in
August 2010, to engage on the possible establishment of an African
Studies Programme at the HSRC.
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From Strategy to Action

2.2 Performance against predetermined objectives: selected indicators and targets

Goal

KPI
no

To contribute to Africa’s
social progress through
undertaking research for
development, informed by
community or civil society
needs

2

Key Performance
Indicator

Target set for
31 March 2011

Performance
Results

10 (at least)

7

The number of
research fellows from
elsewhere in Africa at
the HSRC

3. To strengthen social and human sciences research by

Reason for variance
The target not achieved. Some di culties were
experienced with recruiting and appointing suitable
candidates, given South African immigration
legislation. Funding constraints, due to nonachievement of the 2010/2011 external income
target, led to a limited number of new appointments
being made

A delegation from CASS was hosted in Cape Town in April 2010. In May

developing highly skilled researchers working in a

2010, a seminar based on a joint HSRC-CASS research project focusing

collaborative manner

on the role of infrastructure in accelerating service delivery was copresented. The HSRC donated the publications that had been exhibited

Section 3(d) of the Human Sciences Research Council Act 17 of 2008

at the Shanghai expo to CASS.

mandates the HSRC to help build research capacity and infrastructure
for the human sciences in the Republic and elsewhere in Africa.

In August 2010, the regular social science conference of the HSRC was
re-launched as the African Knowledge Producers Series. The first in this

Section 3(e) of Act 17 of 2008 encourages the HSRC to foster and

series to celebrate African scholarship was presented in the context

support research collaboration, networks and institutional linkages

of the 80th birthday of Prof. Bernard Magubane. It was hosted by the

within the human sciences research community. Such networks may be

DST, in collaboration with the Freedom Park, UNISA, AISA, SADET, and

built around specific projects, for example, in the form of time-bound

the Intellectual Heritage Project at Rhodes University. The HSRC’s

research consortia, or around areas of common interest, for instance

participation in the XVIII AIDS conference in Vienna (July 2010) also

networking agreements.

involved hosting of a satellite session.

3.1 Important activities and developments in support of the

HSRC Press received a prize for our stand at the 2010 Cape Town Book

strategic business objective

Fair, but was unable to participate in the London Book Fair, due to the
Iceland volcanic ash impacting on international travel in April 2010.

Some of the activities related to research networking, in the interest
of promoting research in the human and social sciences, include joint

At project level, collaboration with research counterparts in other

projects and proposals developed in the context of the MoUs with AISA

science councils and universities led to the successful roll-out of

and CASS. For example, this led to various successful contributions made

capacity development initiatives. Examples are developing a teacher

to the Shanghai expo held in China during 2010.

manual under the Health-Kick programme, editing a community
nutrition textbook, hosting a series of in-country workshops under the
‘measuring service delivery’ project, and an NRF-supported collaborative
project with a German counterpart focusing on aspects of clean water
technology and delivery.
Success stories of collaborative projects, and projects involving capacity
development at community level, are regularly featured in the quarterly
magazine, HSRC Review.
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The HSRC continued to work with the DST in supporting bilateral

Experts from the George Washington University provided technical

and international research collaboration. Participation in funded

assistance in the development of policy briefs. Senior HSRC sta

opportunities for collaboration includes the successful application of the

members as well as colleagues from partner organisations (including

HSRC to join an ‘action’ of the European COST (Cooperation in Science

UNAIDS, University of Namibia and Wits University) participated in

and Technology) programme, focusing on Science and Technology

training events. Several of the policy briefs that were developed during

Research in a Knowledge-based Economy (STRIKE).

these events have subsequently been published.

HSRC-wide research capacity building continued to be coordinated by

Senior sta continue to hold joint or honorary appointments at

the Capacity Enhancement unit. Despite limited funding (the bulk of

universities, usually to support the supervision of post-graduate

funding for capacity enhancement being utilised to support salaries of

students. South African universities where such appointments are held

researcher trainees and post-doctoral researchers), the following serve

include the University of Limpopo, Tshwane University of Technology,

as examples of training support oered:

University of Stellenbosch, University of KwaZulu-Natal, University of the
Western Cape and University of Cape Town.

t

$PBDIJOHBOENFOUPSTIJQUSBJOJOHUPQPTUEPDUPSBMGFMMPXTBOE
A few planned programme-specific activities around capacity

PhD research trainees.
t
t

(SBOUNBOTIJQUSBJOJOH JOUIFDPOUFYUPG/*)GVOEJOH UP



development were discontinued due to restructuring.

researchers, research trainees and administrators.

However, these have been, or will be, picked up and coordinated

*OIPVTFUSBJOJOHFWFOUT GPDVTJOHPOSFMFWBOUUPQJDTTVDIBT

elsewhere in the organisation. Examples include the establishment of

statistics for social science, participatory research methods, proposal

a data management and statistics unit, which was made possible with

development and scientific writing, were oered by HSRC experts to

the constitution of RIA. Also the proposed establishment of a research

research trainees, post-doctoral fellows and interested

methodology and training unit. Training events that could not take

research sta.

place due to budget constraints have been rescheduled for 2011/12.
The number of Master’s and PhD candidates participating in the
HSRC’s researcher trainee programme continued to grow. By the end
of 2010/11, the targets set for both categories had been exceeded.
The HSRC also hosted interns from Canada, by virtue of a CIDA-funded
programme. These interns could participate in HSRC research activities
and had access to HSRC research data to analyse. The HSRC also
responded positively to the NRF-DST invitation to host interns
during 2011.
Although the target that had been set for the appointment of postdoctoral fellows could not be reached by the end of the year,
the HSRC grew this number from 14 in 2009/10, to 18 in 2010/11.
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3.2 Performance against predetermined objectives: selected indicators and targets

Goal
To strengthen social and
human sciences research
by developing highly
skilled researchers working
in a collaborative manner

KPI
no

Key Performance
Indicator

Target set for
31 March 2011

Performance
Results

3

The number of interns
(research trainees)
enrolled in a Master’s
programme appointed
at the HSRC

34 (at least)

37

4

The number of

22 (at least)

25

Reason for variance
Target exceeded. The HSRC remains committed to
research capacity development, and was able to
appoint a few more Master’s level trainees on projectfunded activities.
Target exceeded. The HSRC remains

interns (research

committed to research capacity development,

trainees) enrolled in

and was able to appoint a few more PhD

a PhD programme,

level trainees on project - funded activities.

appointed at the HSRC
5

The number of post-

20 (at least)

18

Target not achieved. Funding constraints,

doctoral fellows

due to non-achievement of the 2010/11

(research associates)

external income target, led to a limited

appointed at the HSRC

number of new appointments being made.
There is also strong competition with the
university sector to appoint recently
qualified post-doctoral fellows.

4. To develop methodologies for preserving and utilising
scientific data for further analysis

4.1 Important activities and developments in support of the
strategic business objective

In Section 3(g) of Act 17 of 2008, the HSRC is authorised to develop

With the establishment of RIA, sta members from previously diverse

and make publicly available new data sets to underpin research, policy

units who shared an interested data curation could join forces. Building

development and public discussion of the key issues of development.

on the data-sharing policy that was approved in 2009/10, the unit

Iin addition, the HSRC is required to develop new and improved

continued to develop best practice guidelines for purposes of data

methodologies for use in the development of these data sets.

preservation and curation. During 2010/11, a Data Reference Group
(DRG) was established to facilitate this. The person responsible for

With limited financial resources to support work against this objective,

these activities also joined the HSRC Research Ethics Committee as a

it is important that the development of new methodologies should be

permanent member, to ensure that requirements for data preservation

focused on aordable alternatives.

as well as the ethical sharing of data are taken into account when
planning new research. The unit developed technology to support data
curation, established organisational processes and continued to raise
awareness and provide training to support such initiatives (for instance,
at the Social Science Data Documentation and Management workshop
which formed part of the national meeting of the CSIR’s Centre for High
Performance Computing). Other capacity building initiatives in the
field of data use and further analysis were conducted at research
programme level.
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Two workshops arranged with support from the Netherlands

In the context of service delivery research, the HSRC identified key data

Fellowship Programme focused on strategies to enable education

sets that would be submitted for preservation and curation. In addition,

o cials to use, assess and produce state-of-the-art evidence on the

an initiative was launched to update an existing dataset on basic service

eects of educational interventions for decisions on the allocation of

delivery backlogs. Most recent contributions to this include mapping all

funds for education.

health service clinics in South Africa. This is a valuable planning tool for
health service provision, including NHI planning.

Funding applications to strengthen the data management, preservation
and curation capacity, from the perspective of infrastructure

Work on existing or new longitudinal and cross-sectional surveys in the

development as well as human resources, were submitted via the

HSRC continued:

July 2010 MTEF process as well as to the NRF (Strategic Research

t

4JYEBUBTFUTGPSUIF4PVUI"GSJDBO4PDJBM"UUJUVEFT4VSWFZ GPS

Infrastructure Grant programme – SRIG), in January 2011. Neither

perspectives on public perceptions and social cohesion) were

was successful.

preserved and data sets for 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006 are now
available in the public domain (http://www.hsrc.ac.za/Data sets-

The number of HSRC data sets available in the public domain increased

TAAMAA.phtml). The second South African Social Attitudes report,

during the year. In response to targets set for the financial year, some

Reections on the Age of Hope, was launched in 2010, and the
annual survey was undertaken in November 2010.

research programmes were able to submit complete data collections
linked to completed surveys. This greatly enhanced the value of the

t

of HIV prevalence, associated knowledge, attitudes and behavioural

preservation and curation processes. By the end of the financial year,

patterns, as well as the success of national strategy implementation.

16 new data sets were preserved, and data collections that have been
made available include:

1SFQBSBUJPOGPS4"#44.DPNNFODFE UPNPOJUPSOBUJPOBMMFWFMT

t

5IFLFZöOEJOHTGSPNUIF/BUJPOBM3%TVSWFZUPNPOJUPS
levels of R&D investment in the country were released, and the

t

4PVUI"GSJDBO4PDJBM"UUJUVEFT4VSWFZ 4"4"4  XXXITSDBD[B
Data sets-TAAMAA.phtml).

t
t

t

'PMMPXJOHEFUBJMFEEJTDVTTFEPOUIFCFOFöUTBOEOFXPQQPSUVOJUJFT

5IF$PMMBCPSBUJWF)*7"*%4BOE"EPMFTDFOU.FOUBM)FBMUI1SPKFDU

oered by SANHANES (to provide benchmarking information

(CHAMP) (www.hsrc.ac.za/Data sets-SAIAAA.phtml).

for health and wellbeing measurement in the country), financial

5SFOETJO*OUFSOBUJPOBM.BUIFNBUJDTBOE4DJFODF4UVEZ
(www.hsrc.ac.za/Data sets-LAAQBA.phtml).

t

2009/10 survey was undertaken.
t

support was secured from the national Department of Health.
t

'VOEJOHXBTPCUBJOFEGSPNUIF%FQBSUNFOUPG#BTJD&EVDBUJPO

3FTFBSDIBOE%FWFMPQNFOU 3% 4VSWFZ XXXITSDBD[B

for TIMSS, to measure mathematics and science achievement.

Page-108.pht).

Preparations for the next survey are underway, with participation in

4PVUI"GSJDBO)*7"*%4#FIBWJPVSBM3JTLT 4FSP4UBUVT BOE

international planning meetings during 2010/11.

Mass Media Impact Survey, 2002 (www.hsrc.ac.za/
Data sets-PFAJLA.phtml).

The administration of Grades 3, 6 and 9 Annual National Assessment
tests, commissioned by the Department of Basic Education, was a

During the year, the HSRC began identifying key data sets that may be

data-rich project that received much attention. This was completed in

used for national monitoring and evaluation activities, also to support

February, with the marking and moderation of test scripts completed in

the Department of Performance Monitoring and Evaluation in the

March 2011.

Presidency. The project was expanded, via COHORT, to involve relevant
data sets from other science councils as well.
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4.2 Performance against predetermined objectives: selected indicators and targets

Goal

KPI
no

To develop methodologies
for preserving and utilising
scientific data for further
analysis

6

Key Performance
Indicator
The number of HSRC
research data sets
that were preserved
(archived/curated)
during the period
under review

Target set for
31 March 2011

Performance
Results

7 (at least)

16

5. To contribute to the ongoing transformation of the

Reason for variance
Target exceeded. This is a new indicator, and linked
to a mandated objective. All research programmes
had existing data sets available for preservation, and
the data preservation team put in extra eorts to
preserve all submitted data sets prior to year-end.

The following activities are noteworthy:

organisation
The need to recruit and retain senior researchers remains a top priority.
Although the HSRC has achieved much in terms of the racial

During the year under review, the number of senior research sta

transformation, areas of improvement that were identified at the

(SRS/SRM or higher) decreased from 63 to 54. This loss prompted the

beginning of 2010/11. These included the recruitment and retention of

CEO to ring-fence funding for the next financial year to ensure that

senior research sta, notably from designated groups, development of

this problem is attended to. The percentage of African senior research

career paths for sta, a focus on diversity training and awareness, and
more focus on gender sensitivity.

sta decreased from 42.9% (27 out of 63) to 40.2% (22 out of 54). The
percentage of female senior research sta increased from 41.2% (26 out
of 63) to 44.4% (24 out of 54).

5.1 Important activities and developments in support of the
strategic business objective

The number of African research fellows remained stable at seven,
although some new appointments were made during the year to
replace those who had left the organisation, or had become permanent

The corporate governance report contains detailed tables and figures
showing the race and gender composition of the HSRC as a whole, as
well as our executive complement. These figures confirm that our sta

residents of South Africa. The HSRC addressed some of the challenges
experienced with attracting and appointing suitable candidates as
African research fellows, as of 2011/12. This included formal provision

complement is transforming, but challenges remain. For instance, we

for hosting African research fellows who would be able to spread their

need a more representative senior researcher level.

stay at the HSRC over a series of shorter visits, rather than in one single
uninterrupted period.
The appointment of two deputy CEOs (DCEO) in the HSRC allowed
for more focused attention on career development and growth
opportunities for sta in research, technical as well as administrative
positions. The DCEO for Operations and Capacity Enhancement, who
took o ce in November 2010, has a particular mandate to provide
leadership in this regard.
Formal diversity and gender sensitivity training did not take place
during 2010/11. The gender and development unit in the former PACE
research programme contributed to the development of an instrument
to review research outputs along gender lines. Although not yet applied
in practice during the year under review, it should be noted that the
majority of policy briefs published during the year had a distinct
gender perspective.
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5.2 Performance against predetermined objectives: selected indicators and targets

Goal
To contribute to the
ongoing transformation
of the organisation

KPI
no
7

Key Performance
Indicator
The percentage of all
researchers at senior
level (SRS/SRM and
above) who are African

Target set for
31 March 2011
48% (at least)

Performance
Results
40.7%
(22/54)

Reason for variance
Target not achieved. Senior research sta remain in
great demand, and the HSRC is under pressure to recruit
and retain its sta. Funding constraints, due to nonachievement of the 2010/11 external income target, led
to a limited number of new appointments being made.
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6. To ensure financial viability of the organisation

The 2010/11 Parliamentary grant allocation to the HSRC showed a
healthy nominal increase of 15.2% compared with the previous financial

6.1 Important activities and developments in support of the
strategic business objective

year. This is up from R147 970 000 (excluding VAT) in 2009/10, to
R170 434 000 (excluding VAT) in 2010/11. This enabled us to introduce a
new financial model, where our Parliamentary grant covers all salaries,

The financial sustainability of the organisation is not only dependent

reducing the pressure on cash flow. The new financial model also

on its ability to achieve its funding targets. It also depends on its ability

enabled us to ensure uniform financial management and reporting

to manage the grants and contracts, by delivering quality products on

across the organisation, in line with the requirements of major donor

time, and to prove itself as a worthy custodian of funds allocated to it.

and development aid organisations.

Good governance is also a prerequisite for financial stability. The HSRC
did well on all counts during 2010/11.
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Key areas were addressed as follows:

Statement of intent in Strategic/Business Plan

Contributions made in 2010/11

Ensure economic and financial sustainability of the HSRC by:
t

Refining and implementing an appropriate financial model for allocating
funds and recovering costs across the organisation. This will help resolve
issues linked to cash flow management, and ensure uniform financial
management and reporting requirements.

The HSRC introduced a new financial model to secure salaries of
sta. This was made possible by increased funding received via the
Parliamentary grant.

t

Obtaining su cient levels of Parliamentary grant funding to
maintain a 60:40 ratio between PG and external funding, thereby
reducing the pressure on sta to earn external income.

Although proposals for additional funding were submitted and
overall budget of the HSRC did not provide for real growth, the MTEF
allocation for 2011/12 and beyond was not su cient to reach the
desired 60:40 ratio. Instead, the ratio used for the 2011/12 financial
year is 54:46.

t

Requesting support from the Department of Science and
Technology and National Treasury to address funding shortfalls
for infrastructural support. These include funds for building
maintenance, IT equipment and software support, as well
as human and infrastructural requirements to support the
recently-expanded unfunded mandate of providing public
access to data sets.

The MTEF infrastructure grant request submitted in July 2010 made
provision for these requirements, but was not approved for 2011/12.
The HSRC Strategic Plan for 2011/12 and beyond highlighted in
more detail the critical infrastructural needs of the organisation. It
was agreed that the HSRC and DST will work together in preparing
forthcoming infrastructure bids.

t

Securing multi-year research grants, particularly to support
research focusing on national priorities as highlighted in the
MTSF, the HSD Grand Challenge focus areas, and longitudinal
work to support M&E activities.

Applications submitted directly to DST to inform the HSDD Plan, as
well as policy options submitted as part of the non-infrastructure
MTEF application addressed these priorities. To date, additional
support via the MTEF (Parliamentary grant) allocation has not been
forthcoming. Some funding for longitudinal work was received
from government departments and international funders (CDC for
SABSSM4; DBE for TIMSS preparatory work, DoH for preparatory work
towards SANHANES).

t

Placing a limit on further growth of the total permanent sta
complement (i.e. including sta appointed on contract for
one year or longer).

Although the HSRC experienced further growth in total sta numbers
as a result of in-sourcing of security and cleaning services, the total
sta complement remained relatively stable over the year.

t

Identifying innovative opportunities for more cost-eective research
and product delivery, including appropriate data management and
data mining.

Support from the International Liaison (notably for identification of
partners in US-based universities) and Business Development o ces
(notably for identification of European partners, via the NET4SOCIETY
research directory project).

t

Ensuring strict adherence to all guidelines set by funding agencies,
to avoid delays in payment or costly audit exercises.

Ongoing support was received from the Finance directorate, and
financial reporting and audit requirements of funding agencies such
as the CDC, European Union and Royal Netherlands Embassy were
adhered to.
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Statement of intent in Strategic/Business Plan

Contributions made in 2010/11

t

Continuing to exercise prudent management of financial resources and
strategic re-alignment of resources where necessary

Although the HSRC did not achieve its external research income
target, the organisation limited its expenditure accordingly through
stringent financial management measures, resulting in a small deficit
by year-end.

t

Providing support to identify opportunities for external funding and to
develop capacity in the areas of grant application and grant management

Ongoing support from the CEO, International Liaison and Business
Development o ces. Training was oered. Training for grant
application and grant management was oered in the context of an
NIH-funded project to support such capacity development.

t

Endeavouring to develop new partnerships and joint proposals to secure
large, multi-year research projects

The CEO and Director: IL visited the USA in November 2010 to identify
appropriate opportunities and partnerships.
An existing MoU with the University of Cape Town was expanded to
allow the HSRC to participate as associated member of a consortium
bid for DFID funding in mental health research across the African
continent.

t

Ensuring that King III recommendations are integrated into governance
processes and are adhered to

The Boards Secretary and Chief Risk O cer took the lead to ensure
that:
t/FX#PBSENFNCFSTXFSFJOEVDUFEJOUIF
context of King III requirements
t#PBSETVCDPNNJUUFFTXFSFFTUBCMJTIFEBOEDIBSUFSTBQQSPWFE
t"OFXQPMJDZPOSFTFBSDIJOUFHSJUZXBTBQQSPWFE
t"O&OUFSQSJTF3JTL.BOBHFNFOU &3. TUSBUFHZ
was developed and approved
t"SJTLCBTFEJOUFSOBMBVEJUQMBOXBTEFWFMPQFE
and approved, and a strategic risk register and
risk profile developed and approved
t5IFBQQSPWFEQPMJDZPOUSBOTBDUJPOTXJUISFMBUFEQBSUJFTXBT
implemented as required
t"EFDMBSBUJPOPGJOUFSFTUTSFHJTUFSJTJOQMBDFBOEBQQSPQSJBUF
completion thereof monitored
t5IF)43$BOUJDPSSVQUJPOTUSBUFHZXBTöOBMJTFEBOEQSFTFOUFEUP
stakeholders. It is expected to be formally approved in May 2011
A successful anti-corruption awareness day was held in
December 2010.
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6.2 Performance against predetermined objectives: selected indicators and targets

Goal
To ensure the financial
viability of the organisation

KPI
no

Key Performance
Indicator

Target set for
31 March 2011

Performance
Results

Reason for variance

8

The percentage of
total income that is
extra-Parliamentary
at the HSRC

48% (at least)

45.9%
(R315.3 m –
R170.4m)/
R315.3m

Target not achieved. Global financial problems
impacted negatively on the availability of external
funding. The HSRC restructuring also had a
temporary impact on externally-focused activities.

9

The percentage of all
research grants that
are multi-year
(at least three years

46% (at least)

34.2 %
(40/117)

Target not achieved. Several shorterterm contracts were signed to meet more
immediate research needs and funding
requirements, with fewer longerterm contracts. It should be noted that the
definition of this indicator was changed in
2010/11 to use the number of grants
(contracts) as unit of analysis. If the definition
used in previous years is applied, the estimated
performance would have been 63.4%, ie the target
would have been exceeded.

Conclusion
The 2010/11 financial year brought new opportunities and challenges
to the HSRC. We embarked on a new strategic path, and met or
exceeded some of the performance targets. The strategic realignment
also led to internal restructuring, which took place without job losses.
The programmes and support units of the HSRC are committed to
the new strategic objectives enable the organisation to rise to new
heights, monitoring and informing desired and strategic outcomes
for the country, the African continent and across the world. This will
be achieved by promoting and undertaking research in the social
sciences and humanities of the highest quality, if su cient funding
and researchers can be found and retained. The HSRC is committed to
remain a valued research partner of stakeholders across all levels of
society, and decision-makers in South Africa and across the world.
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The lattice that supports our
passion for people
MANDATE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES
RESEARCH COUNCIL HSRC

Structure, composition and size of the HSRC Board
The HSRC Board is made up of ten members and is lead by a
chairperson. All are independent, except the CEO, who is an ex-o cio

Our mandate is to promote human science research of the highest

member of the board. The roles of the chair and the CEO are always held

quality in South Africa to better understand social conditions and the

by two dierent people.

processes of social change. It is derived from the Human Sciences
Research Council Act No 17 of 2008 (HSRC Act), which also mandates

The composition of the board is broadly representative of the

that we engage with members of the South African human sciences

demographics of South Africa and of the various sectors in the field of

community, elsewhere in Africa and the rest of the world through

the human sciences. Members are appointed in their personal capacities

networks and joint programmes of research on pressing social issues

and at least one member is a representative of the social science

relevant to human welfare and prosperity.

research community in the rest of Africa.

GOVERNANCE OF THE HSRC

The term of o ce of the board is four years and members may be
re-appointed after their term expires. The maximum number of board

The governing body of the HSRC and relevant legislation

members is 11, and currently there are ten members. During the year

The HSRC is a national public entity, listed under Schedule 3A of the

under review two vacancies became available on the board. One as a

Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) No 1 of 1999, as amended, to

result of a member choosing not to who take up his position and the

which we have aligned our public-purpose mandate.

other was a member who resigned to take up a position at the HSRC.
These positions were filled with eect from 1 November 2010.

We are accountable to the Parliament of the Republic of South Africa,
and report to Parliament via the Minister of Science and Technology

Board members during the period 1 April to 31 March 2011:

(also known as its executive authority, in terms of Section 1 of
the PFMA).

t

.ST1/[JNBOEF DIBJS
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The organisation is governed and controlled by the HSRC Board (also

t

1SPG-2BMJOHF

known as its accounting authority, in terms of Section 49 of the PFMA).

t
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The Minister of Science and Technology is responsible for appointing

t
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members of the board, while the board selects and appoints the chief

t
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executive o cer (CEO) of the HSRC. The CEO is currently serving a

t
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second term.
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Board meetings and attendance of meetings
Board meetings are scheduled a year in advance, in line with
compliance imperatives, to approve the strategic plan, annual
performance plan, annual financial statements and annual report,
among others. Board members attend scheduled meetings in person
or by video conferencing. During the year under review, the following
meetings were held by the board and its committees:
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Committee and No of meetings held
Name of member

Board

Audit and Risk

Human Resources and
Remuneration

Finance

5

4

4

3

Mrs P Nzimande (chairperson)

5

n/a

4

n/a

Prof. R Hassan

2

n/a

2

n/a

Prof. L Qalinge

4

n/a

3

n/a

Prof. P Zulu (chairperson of the Audit and Risk Committee, from 1 June 2010)

3

4

2

n/a

Prof. A Lourens (chairperson of the Finance Committee)

4

n/a

3

3

Prof. A Sawyerr

3

n/a

2

n/a

Prof. P Naidoo (resigned 31 May 2010, also served as chair of the

2

1

1

n/a

Prof. E Webster

3

n/a

3

n/a

Dr O Shisana (CEO)

5

3

4

2

Prof. T Pillay (appointed 1 November 2010)

0

n/a

0

n/a

Dr B Tema (appointed 1 November 2010)

1

n/a

1

n/a

Audit and Risk Committee until that date)

Specialist subcommittee members of the Audit and Risk as well as
Finance Committee
Ms N Mthombeni

n/a

1

n/a

n/a

Mr R Page-Shipp

n/a

4

n/a

n/a

1

4

n/a

3

Ms R Xaba
n/a: member not serving on subcommittee.
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These meetings include the board induction and strategy workshop
held on 14 and 15 April 2010. All board members attended, except for
Prof. Hassan who tendered an apology and Prof. Webster who was based
in Germany at the time.
Board charter and subcommittees
The board adopted its charter at the first meeting held in November
2009. Each of the board’s subcommittees is constituted and operates in
accordance with its own approved terms of reference.
At 31 March 2011, the board had constituted the following
subcommittees:
a.

Audit and Risk Committee: The committee consists of three
specialist external members and a member of the board. The CEO
has a standing invitation to all meetings, as do the deputy chief
executive o cers (DCEOs) for Research, and for Operations and

b.

Finance Committee: This committee consists of one specialist

Capacity Enhancement. Other invited guests include the chief

external member, two members of the board (including the CEO)

financial o cer (CFO), the chief risk o cer (CRO), the directors of

and two internal members; that is the CFO and the director

Human Resources, Finance and Information Technology, as well as

of Finance.

the internal and external auditors of the HSRC. The committee may
meet without executive management.

c.

Human Resources and Remuneration Committee: This committee
consists of three board members, including the chair of the board

A separate report of the Audit and Risk Committee is provided on

who also chairs this committee, the CEO and the two DCEOs.

pages 124 to 126.

The CFO and the director of Human Resources are invited to the
committee meetings when required, and the committee may meet
without executive management.
d.

Research Committee: The committee contributes to the
development of the overall research portfolio and approach of
the HSRC by engaging with HSRC management and sta around
critical developments in the research arena. Members of the
research committee attended and contributed to the HSRC’s annual
strategic planning lekgotla, and the HSRC Research Conference.
The meetings of the committee were not convened during the
reporting period as the research matters were dealt with by the
full board.

Induction and orientation
The CEO introduced the HSRC to the board during its inaugural meeting
in November 2009, presenting the organisation’s activities and plans,
performance and critical matters to note. The introduction also covered
the framework under which the HSRC operates, the organisation’s
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mandate and broad strategy, corporate governance, shareholder’s

Board Secretariat function

compact, performance indicators and targets, organisational structure

The Secretariat provides professional and logistical support to the

and sta ng, as well as budget and sources of funding.

HSRC Board. It is housed in the O ce of the CEO.

This orientation was followed by a more detailed two-day board
induction and strategic planning workshop on 14 and 15 April 2010.

Internal audit

During the workshop the strategic planning process and the internal

The HSRC outsources the internal audit function, whose role is to

restructuring of the HSRC were addressed. A presentation on King III

provide independent and objective assurance services that add value

was followed by a review of its composition, its skills base and the tools

to and improve the HSRC’s operations. The function brings a systematic,

which would help fulfil its corporate governance duties. The Minister

disciplined approach to the evaluation and improvement of the

of Science and Technology was advised on the focus areas in filling

eectiveness of risk management, control and governance processes.

the vacant posts on the board, based on the review of the skills in the
board. The board’s agenda was amended to include key governance

The internal auditors are accountable to management and the Audit and

imperatives as standing items.

Risk committee. The activities of the function are detailed in the Audit
and Risk Committee report.

Following the appointment of the two additional members of the board
in November 2010, another induction workshop was held in February

The shareholder’s compact

2011.

The HSRC concluded a shareholder’s compact with its executive
authority in accordance with requirements of the Department of Science

Board members’ remuneration

and Technology’s (DST) policy on Governance Standards for Science,

Board members who are not government o cials receive honoraria for

Engineering and Technology Institutions (SETIs).

their services to the HSRC in accordance with the relevant stipulation
by the National Treasury. Where additional advisory services are

This compact, updated and signed on an annual basis, represents the

requested, members are reimbursed in line with the Auditor-General’s

agreement between the executive authority and the board. It reflects

recommended fees. These extra services include requests to serve on

the expectations of each party, expressed in terms of outcomes and

interview panels for executive directors (EDs) of the HSRC, in accordance

outputs that need to be achieved. Expectations in relation to the

with an agreement reached with the union (the Public Servants

performance of the HSRC are informed by its mandated objectives,

Association).

as well as strategic objectives and performance targets outlined in its
five-year strategic plan and the annual performance plan. A framework

Non-HSRC members of the Audit and Risk and the Finance committees

for regular reporting and a schedule containing a list of supporting

are reimbursed per hour according to professional fee schedules.

documents to be submitted to DST are also included in the compact.

A breakdown of the board members’ remuneration is included in the

The board is satisfied that the HSRC complied with the requirements

notes to the annual financial statements.

of implementing and managing the shareholder’s compact during
2010/11. Regular monitoring of progress made against performance

Board self-evaluation

targets enabled management to remain proactive in addressing

The board evaluates itself according to the activities for the year under

potential problems throughout the year. The board appreciates the way

review. From the self-assessment review, the areas where the board

in which the Minister and DST honoured the undertakings mutually

has performed well are benchmarked against other science councils

agreed to in the shareholder’s compact.

to enhance the performance of the board, while an action plan will be
developed to address those areas where improvement is required.

A compliance report is included in the quarterly reports submitted via

These will be considered and implemented by the board in the course

DST to the National Treasury. Full compliance was maintained during the

of the 2011/12 financial year.

period under review.
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Delegation of authority
The board delegates powers and duties to its CEO, who in turn delegates
powers to o cials in the HSRC. Nevertheless, the board remains
accountable for actions under delegation.
During the year under review, the board reviewed and approved an
updated version of the delegation of authority. The revised version

The anti-corruption campaign was launched on 9 December 2010 in
partnership with the National Development Agency, the Department
of Social Development, and the South African Social Security Agency
(SASSA). Old Mutual South Africa provided financial support. The
campaign focused on education and demystifying the term ‘corruption’
to ensure understanding of unethical behaviour regardless of the
magnitude of its impact.

incorporated new job designations in the HSRC informed by internal
restructuring. It also improved the e ciency and accountability of
decision-making and performance of the HSRC.

Research ethics and Research Ethics Committee
The HSRC also functions in accordance with a code of research ethics.
The establishment of a Research Ethics Committee (REC) was approved

Corporate ethics
The conduct of board members and employees of the organisation is
governed by the HSRC Code of Ethics and the Code of Conduct.
The codes outline ethical values that underpin ethical behaviour across

by the board in 2002. The mandate of the REC is to review all HSRC
research proposals from a research ethics perspective. The REC aims to
promote a culture of ethical conduct and research integrity in the HSRC,
and reports annually to the board.

the HSRC.
The committee is recognised as the only internal Institutional Review
To foster implementation of these codes, an anti-corruption strategy,
which forms part of the risk-management process, has been approved
by the board. The anti-corruption strategy allows anonymous
whistle-blowing on corrupt activities such as theft, fraud, dishonesty,
harassment or any other unethical behaviour through the Ethics Hotline
and the Fraud Hotline.
The chief risk o cer (CRO) facilitates management of conflict of interest
risks by ensuring that board members and eligible employees declare

Board of the HSRC, and has a current Federal-wide Assurance (FWA)
registration (registration number FWA00006347) to confirm that it
complies with regulations of the US-based Department of Health and
Human Services regarding the protection of human subjects.
The committee is registered with the South African National Health
Research Ethics Council (NHREC No 290808-015).
The current external members of the committee, whose terms expire at
the end of October 2011, are:

their business interests annually to the Enterprise Risk Management
Unit. These are recorded in a register of interests, which is also used in

t
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University of KwaZulu-Natal, Pietermaritzburg

the development of a related transactions report.

Hospital, Soweto
of Witwatersrand
t
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in South Africa, Doris Duke Medical Research Centre,
Nelson R. Mandela School of Medicine, University of KwaZulu-Natal,
Durban
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Programme’s Ethics, Law and Human Rights Collaborating Centre
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Department of Bioethics, University of Bergen, Norway
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The committee met ten times in the reporting period via video- and
teleconferencing, linking members from dierent parts of the country.

The Risk Management Committee works hand-in-hand with the

HSRC research programmes may not execute any project until ethical
clearance is obtained. The committee may recognise the authority of
other ethics committees at other institutions to grant ethics approval.
Where necessary, proposals are submitted by researchers not a liated

risk management responsibilities. The board has delegated the

to the HSRC for ethical review according to approved conditions and a
predetermined management fee is payable.
Approximately 71 new applications were considered: 49 internal and
22 external. There were 13 applications for exemption of ethical review
in the case of desk studies where information is in the public domain
and where no human participants are involved. There were 14 requests
for amendments, extensions and additions to approved studies due to
changes in the scope of work, extension of scope and the coverage area,
etc. There were six applications for the renewal of protocols.
Two REC members attended the Eighth Annual International Research
Ethics Network for Southern Africa (IRENSA) Seminar 2010 held from
6 to 7 September in Cape Town.
During 2010/11, the HSRC Board formally approved a policy on research
integrity. This policy document, which was refined with inputs from the
chair and members of REC, promotes research integrity and provides
guidance in dealing with cases of alleged research misconduct within

Audit and Risk Committee to assist the board in carrying out its
responsibility to integrate risk management into the day-to-day
activities of the HSRC to management. Management monitors and
manages key risk indicators in its respective areas of responsibility and
provides feedback to the risk owners. The CRO oversees and coordinates
all risk management activities throughout the HSRC and is the custodian
of the ERM strategy.
Risk assessments are performed continuously and identified risks
are prioritised and ranked to ensure focused response and eective
utilisation of resources. The following are the top ten risks prioritised for
the period under review:
1.

as donors cut back on research funding.
2.

workshop jointly hosted by the HSRC and the Department of Social

3.

The HSRC Board is responsible for risk governance. This is expressed in
the Risk Policy Statement approved by the board in August 2010 and the
HSRC’s enterprise risk management (ERM) strategy. Risk management
is a standing item on the HSRC Board’s agenda and the board is kept
abreast on progress made in implementing risk-treatment plans and on
new or emerging risks on a quarterly basis.

Retention of critical skills: Key personnel with specialist expertise
and knowledge could be lost.

4.

Payroll fraud: Ghost employees could be loaded onto the payroll
system.

5.

Building infrastructure deterioration: The deterioration of
the Pretoria building’s infrastructure because of old age and high
maintenance costs could cause the building to flood.

6.

Fire and/or explosion: A flammable or explosive atmosphere could
build up if the gas connections or lines for power-supply in the

Development in December 2010.
The governance of risk

Disruption of utilities (electricity, water etc): Power supply, water
and sanitation services in HSRC-occupied buildings could be cut.

the HSRC. To raise awareness, a presentation on research misconduct
and the potential consequences thereof was made at an anti-corruption

Research funding liquidity: Funds to finance projects could be lost

cafeteria develop a leak.
7.

Misrepresentation and falsification: Data or statistics could be
published irregularly rather than factual presentations of research.

8.

Misappropriation and abuse: O cials could use project resources
for individual benefit.

9.

Untraceable historical data: Information could be lost or security
compromised.

10. Supply chain management fraud: Employees could collude with
suppliers for personal benefit.
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Owners of the top ten risks have been appointed by the CEO and

Management reviews the risk management reports every quarter as

tasked to monitor implementation of risk response plans and report

part of their risk management responsibility, and provides feedback

on their eectiveness. These risks have been incorporated into annual

on progress.

performance plans of various units and also form part of the internal
audit coverage plan for 2011-2012.

The governance of information technology
The board is responsible for the governance of information technology
(IT) as prescribed in King III, Chapter 5: ‘The governance of IT’. It has
also taken upon itself to ensure, among others, that maximum return
on investment is derived from all IT investments. In turn, the board
has delegated the responsibility for the implementation of the IT
governance framework to management. The Audit and Risk Committee
assists the board in carrying out its IT responsibilities, thus ensuring that
IT forms an integral part of the organisation’s risk management.
For the year under review, the IT department self-assessed 13 IT
governance focus areas as well as the seven King III governance
principles.
The IT governance focus areas are the following:
1.

IT strategy and business alignment

2.

IT value delivery and performance management

3.

Information security and management

4.

IT governance framework

5.

Roles and responsibilities

6.

IT compliance to laws and regulations

7.

Business continuity planning/disaster recovery planning

8.

IT project management and benefits realisation

As part of risk response planning, risks with high impact and

9.

IT sustainability

low probability have been classified as business continuity risks.

10. IT risk management

Management is tasked to develop business continuity, emergency

11. Third party management

response and disaster recovery plans. The approved business continuity

12. Acquisitions and disposals

plans have been tested and the emergency response team has been

13. IT cost management

educated on its contents.
The outcome of the King III IT governance self-assessment was
benchmarked against other organisations’ and comparisons drawn-up
to ascertain the HSRC’s maturity level, which has consequently been
revealed as good overall. Areas of improvement have been identified
and a roadmap has been drawn-up to address these areas.
Compliance with laws, rules, codes and standards
Compliance risk management forms part of the HSRC’s enterprise risk
management strategy. On a quarterly basis, compliance with applicable
prescripts is assessed and reported to the executive management,
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Risk Management Committee, Audit and Risk Committee, the HSRC

Distinctive research approach

Board, National Treasury and DST.

The Research Ethics Committee helps to raise awareness and oversees
the needs and concerns of potential participants and beneficiaries

The HSRC Code of Conduct and Disciplinary Code regard non-

of research. The HSRC requires informed consent – whether written

compliance as misconduct. Programmes to make employees more

or verbal - in a language understood by a participant (or guardian)

aware of their compliance areas, requirements and the consequences of

detailing what the participant will be told. This includes details such as:

non-compliance, have been implemented.
During the period under review, internal auditors performed an

t
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assessment on King III compliance and the results indicated that the

involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which the participant is

HSRC has already addressed 93% of its King III compliance areas.

otherwise entitled.
t
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without penalty or loss of benefits.
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researchers’ obligation to report statutory oences.

all sta to identify ways of saving and using resources such as energy,
paper, and money more eectively.

telephone number.

There was no capital expenditure allocated in the reporting period to
improve the building and systems to be more energy e cient, however,

counselling) in the event of a negative participant experience.

the HSRC continued to switch o lights and alternate current afterhours using the building management system. Plans are in place to

"CSJFGEFTDSJQUJPOPGUIFSFTFBSDI JUTEVSBUJPO QSPDFEVSFTBOE
what the participant may expect and/or be expected to do.

Environmental and energy awareness
The HSRC is committed to sustainable development, and encourages

5IBUUIFQBSUJDJQBOUNBZEJTDPOUJOVFQBSUJDJQBUJPOBUBOZUJNF

install a number of speed drives on less e cient heavy current motors

shared for secondary research purposes with due regard for the

to improve their e ciency and further save electricity. Further, there is

confidentiality of the participant.

a move to install semiconductor light sources, the type of down-lights
that use less power and last longer compared to ordinary bulbs.

The HSRC has adopted extra avenues of disseminating information

Used fluorescent tubes are no longer dumped at rubbish dumps but are

to improve the uptake of its research by the public and possible

stored until a full load is collected for recycling. Paper and boxes are also

beneficiaries. For instance, free publications are available online, videos

collected for recycling.

and photographic exhibitions are used and all high schools receive our
quarterly news magazine, the HSRC Review, which contains accessible

The HSRC is installing push-type metering taps on wash basins in the

articles of recent research outputs. Regular engagement with decision-

building to minimise water use.

makers, including Parliamentary Portfolio Committees, also remains
a priority. Web-based dissemination strategies are increasingly

Social responsibility

receiving attention.

The HSRC has an ongoing commitment to the economic, social and
environmental aspects of its engagement with stakeholders as well as

Community-oriented activities

the environment, as outlined in the research activities presented in this

The HSRC has instituted initiatives aimed at addressing the

annual report. In executing the public-purpose research mandate of the

developmental needs of communities. For example: community-

HSRC, all sta members are required to be sensitive to developmental

based counsellors were appointed for people involved in research

issues, and to the special needs of marginalised and vulnerable groups.

into the social aspects of HIV and AIDS. Research projects involving
considerable fieldwork create jobs for people serving as field workers
and field managers.
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HSRC sta gave time and donations to communities in need, such

Management

as Casual Day/Loslit Dag for people with disabilities, and World AIDS

Senior management of the HSRC consists of the CEO, the two DCEOs,

Day. Towards the end of November 2010, hospitals were left without

the CFO and executive directors (EDs).

supplies due to public service strikes. Following an appeal by the CEO,
sta contributed generously to a fund to buy baby food and disposable

The CEO is the only executive member serving on the HSRC Board.

nappies for newborns in these hospitals.

Management is responsible for developing organisational strategy and
policy for consideration by the board, for the implementation of this

In December sta donated household items such as soap, toothpaste

strategy and policy, and for the day-to-day running of the organisation.

and other practical items for Eersterust Child Welfare, and gave gifts to

Management also ensures that legislation and regulations are adhered

the Atteridgeville Community crèche.

to and that appropriate internal financial controls are developed,
implemented and maintained.

Business activities
In its procurement policy and practice the HSRC is committed

The internal governance structure is currently being reviewed to

to the promotion of black economic empowerment (BEE) and

maximise e ciencies in the referral of matters to the board and its

the advancement of black-owned small and medium-sized

committees. It currently comprises of bi-monthly ED workshops, chaired

enterprises (SMMEs).

by the DCEO: Research, focusing on strategic issues.

By implementing supply chain management policies and procedures

Regular meetings chaired by the DCEO: Operations and Capacity

across the organisation, the disposal of assets and inventory is managed

Enhancement and attended by the CEO, EDs, deputy EDs and

in a socially responsible way. During the year, computer equipment

senior managers responsible for operations and research (sta at

written o by the HSRC assets register was donated to schools.

unit head or director level upwards), are held for the development
and implementation of policies, procedures and other day-to-day

The HSRC is involved in research capacity development through its

management issues.

research intern scheme, and other forms of short-term appointments
in a research environment. Support service units such as the library and

Governing stakeholder relationships

the HSRC Press provide workplace experience opportunities to students.

The board appreciates that stakeholders’ perceptions aect the
company’s reputation and hence has mandated management to deal
proactively with stakeholder relationships. Stakeholder management
is handled mainly by the Research Use and Impact Assessment unit
under the leadership of the DCEO for Research. The role of Corporate
Communication is to:
t
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output of the HSRC to strategic interest groups.


stakeholders and direct change management processes internally
through prompt communication that build collegiality among sta.
t

.BOBHFUIFCSBOEJOHJOJUJBUJWFTPGUIFPSHBOJTBUJPOCPUIJOUFSOBMMZ
and externally.

Two large projects were tackled, namely, the redevelopment and
redesign of the external HSRC corporate website, and an integrated
marketing communications project, with the intention to more
eectively communicate the HSRC’s specially prepared materials and
demonstrate its research capability.
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The HSRC’s research outputs are translated and communicated to

Highlights of media events include:

the public and other stakeholders through the website, the media,

t

5IFSFMFBTFPGUIFSFQPSUPOAn Investigation into educator

a quarterly news magazine, the annual report, brochures, flyers,

leave in the South African ordinary public schooling system,

decorative posters, research posters, workshops and conferences.

commissioned by the Department of Basic Education, on
13 December 2010 at a media conference in Pretoria.

The website hosted 706 000 visits during the year under review

t

(an increase of 1.78% from the previous year). This includes

our promises to children?, launched in Cape Town on 23 February

335 000 unique visitors (increased by 0.56% from the previous year),
of which 45% were new visitors. This means more people are returning
to the site in as much as the site is attracting new visitors.

"OFXTUVEZPOQPMJDJFTGPSWVMOFSBCMFDIJMESFO Are we keeping
in partnership with UNICEF.

t

"NFEJBSFMFBTFCBTFEPOBKPVSOBMBSUJDMFPOUIFEFDMJOFJOOFX
HIV infections in South Africa, which was widely quoted in the local
and international media.

Webpages were viewed a total of 1.6 million times during the year.
Facebook became the ninth biggest source of referrals to the HSRC

Corporate Human Resources and transformation

website and the HSRC Twitter account has been extremely popular

The HSRC has made substantial progress, especially at lower and

in the social media space, garnering over 500 followers by the end of

middle management levels, with transformation of its sta in line with

March 2011. The followers include major media outlets and editors of

the South Africa’s demographics. The target set for the representation

newspapers including some of South Africa’s important social media

of black women on the sta complement was not only met, but

experts. They also include key partners, researchers at other institutions

significantly exceeded. There is however, still room for improvement at

and international research bodies.

higher levels, especially with regard to gender equity at the executive
and senior researcher levels.

A quarterly news magazine, the HSRC Review, is produced with a
print run of 4 700 and an electronic version distributed to about

As of 31 March 2011, there were 493 people permanently employed or

2 000 subscribers. Readers include Parliamentarians, directors and

on contracts of one year or longer. The HSRC has managed to keep the

heads of government departments, funders and donors, development

sta complement below the 500 threshold while striving to ensure that

organisations, NGOs, the diplomatic community, national and

it delivers on its mandate.

international research institutions, universities and schools.
Total sta by race and gender
Internally, employees are kept abreast of organisational developments
through weekly and monthly electronic newsletters.
Categories

Percentage
of total

March 2011

During the reporting period 24 media alerts and media releases were
Female

sent out, and several media conferences were hosted or co-hosted.

Male

Total

Employment
equity (EE)
targets

Media coverage of the HSRC resulted in a total of 862 articles in the print

African

175

132

307

62.3%

58%

media, 903 broadcasts (radio and TV) and 602 online reports. The

Coloured

51

21

72

14.6%

13.6%

HSRC achieved an advertising value equivalent (AVE) of R81.5 million

Indian

18

12

30

6.1%

6.7%

- the monetary equivalent of free media publicity. This compares

White

54

30

84

17.0%

19%

favourably with the AVE of R84.5 million for the previous financial year.

Total
Percentage

298

195

493

60.4%

39.6%

100%

The percentage of black Africans as at the end of this reporting period
stands at 62.3% and exceeds the EE target of 58.5%. Notably, women
represent 60.4% of the sta complement.
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for the period 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011

Transformation at senior levels against strategic performance

Race
White 17%

Coloured 15%

Indian 6%

African 62%

targets as at 31 March 2011
Research (Senior Research Specialists and above)
African

Coloured

Indian

White

TOTAL

SA citizens
and
foreign
nationals

22

7

6

19

54
(excluding
African
research
fellows)

Achieved
percentage

40.7%

13.0%

11.1%

35.2%

100%

Strategic
target %

48.0%

8%

7%

37%

100%

White 17%
Indian 6%
African 62%
Coloured 15%

Administrative (Adjunct-director and above)
SA citizens
and
foreign
nationals

13

5

1

10

29

Achieved
percentage

44.8%

17.2%

3.5%

34.5%

100%

48%

8%

7%

37%

100%

Strategic
target %

Gender
Male

The strategic target for black Africans stands at 48% and we have been

Female

able to achieve 40.7% in respect of senior research specialists and above,
hence new appointments for 2011/12 will have to take this into account.
The race and gender composition of the executive management
team by race and gender as at 31 March 2011
Female
60%

Male

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Total

%

Female

2

1

1

0

4

40%

Male

2

1

2

1

6

60%
100%

40%

Total
%

4

2

3

1

10

40%

20%

30%

10%

100%

The profile for executive management representation stands at 40% for
females and 60% for males and has remained relatively stable. There is
room for further improvement in terms of race and gender balance at
these levels.
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Performance information management and strategic
performance targets
The HSRC Board monitors progress on the implementation of the
deliverables agreed in the approved strategic plan, annual performance
plan and the shareholder’s compact.
By 31 March 2011, four out of nine targets were achieved or exceeded
with other targets almost achieved. The global financial crisis caught up
with the HSRC and aected the ability to raise international funding,
the largest source of external funding. As a result, the target of
R140 million was under-achieved by R16.7 million, which caused the
HSRC to introduce austerity measures. This impacted negatively on the
ability of the HSRC to appoint more senior sta members, particularly
African senior researchers, African research fellows and post-doctoral
fellows. The targets for these three indicators were not achieved.
The relatively low performance against the target set for multi-year
grants shows that a decline in funding resulted in the HSRC having
to work harder to reach external funding targets. Furthermore,
failure to secure international funding meant that HSRC researchers
took on short-term commissioned research that placed pressure on
sta to prepare proposals, conduct research and produce reports with
tight deadlines.
The target set for the preservation of data sets was exceeded. This is a
new indicator for the organisation that flows directly from our legislative
mandate. Also, the demanding target for internationally-recognised
peer-reviewed journal articles per senior researcher was achieved.
The target set for the appointment of Master’s and PhD level interns
was exceeded.
For further information on the HSRC’s performance, see the chapter on
‘From Strategy to Action.’
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for the period 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011

HSRC PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Goal
To contribute to global
knowledge-generation
and dissemination that
aim to advance social
sciences and humanities
for public use
To contribute to Africa’s
social progress through
undertaking research for
development, informed
by community or civil
society needs

To strengthen social and
human sciences research
by developing highly
skilled researchers working
in a collaborative manner

KPI
No

1
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Peer-reviewed
publications in an
internationally accredited
scientific journal, per
senior researcher (SRS/
SRM and above)

Target
set for 31
March 2011

Performance
results

1.5
(at least)

10
(at least)

2

3

The number of interns
(research trainees)
enrolled in a Master’s
programme, appointed at
the HSRC

4

The number of interns
(research trainees)
enrolled in a PhD
programme, appointed at
the HSRC

6

The number of postdoctoral fellows (research
associates) appointed at
the HSRC

The number of HSRC
research data sets that
were preserved (archived/
curated) during the period
under review

Reason for variance
The target was achieved.

1.5 (81 by 54)

The number of research
fellows from elsewhere in
Africa at the HSRC

5

To develop methodologies
for preserving and utilising
scientific data for further
analysis

Key performance
indicator

34
(at least)

22
(at least)

20
(at least)

7
(at least)

7

37

25

Target not achieved. Some di culties were
experienced with recruiting and appointing
suitable candidates, given South African
immigration legislation. Funding constraints,
due to non-achievement of the
2010/11 external income target, led to a
limited number of new appointments
being made.
Target exceeded. The HSRC remains
committed to research capacity development,
and was able to appoint a few more Master’s
level trainees on project-funded activities.

Target exceeded. The HSRC remains
committed to research capacity development,
and was able to appoint a few more PhD level
trainees on project-funded activities.

18

Target not achieved. Funding constraints, due
to non-achievement of the 2010/11 external
income target, led to a limited number of
new appointments being made. There is also
strong competition from the university sector
in appointing recently-qualified post-doctoral
fellows.

16

Target exceeded. This is a new indicator, and
linked to a mandated objective. All research
programmes had existing data sets available
for preservation, and the data preservation
team put in extra eort to preserve all
submitted data sets prior to year-end.

Back to Contents

Goal

KPI
No

To contribute to the
ongoing transformation of
the organisation
7

To ensure the financial
viability of the organisation
8

Key performance
indicator
The percentage of all
researchers at senior level
(SRS/SRM and above) who
are African

The percentage of total
income that is extraParliamentary

Target
set for 31
March 2011

Performance
results

48%
(at least)

40.7% (22/54)

48%
(at least)

(R320.078 m –

46.8%
R170.434m)/
R320.078m)

The percentage of all
research grants that are
multi-year (at least three
years)
9

46%
(at least)

34.2% (40/117)

Reason for variance
Target not achieved. Senior research sta
remain in great demand, and the HSRC is
under pressure to recruit and retain its sta.
Funding constraints, due to non-achievement
of the 2010/11 external income target, led to a
limited number of new appointments
being made.
Target not achieved. Global financial problems
impacted negatively on the availability of
external funding. The HSRC restructuring
also had a temporary impact on externallyfocused activities.
Target not achieved. Several shorter-term
contracts were signed to meet more
immediate research needs and funding
requirements, with fewer longer-term
contracts. It should be noted that the
definition of this indicator was changed
in 2010/11 to use the number of grants
(contracts) as unit of analysis. If the
definition used in previous years is applied,
the estimated performance would have
been 63.4%, i.e. the target would have
been exceeded.

Achieved or exceeded: 4 out of 9 targets
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Audit and Risk Committee Report
for the period 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011

We are pleased to present our report for the financial year ended

Committee members and meeting attendance

31 March 2011.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP AND
ATTENDANCE

Name of member

Meetings attended

Prof. Paulus Zulu (69) - Interim

4/4

chairperson
PhD, University of Natal.

The audit and risk committee (the committee) is constituted as a

Appointed: February 2010

statutory committee of the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) in

Prof. Pamela Naidoo (48) - Former

respect of its statutory duties in terms of Public Finance Management

chairperson

Act No 1 of 1999, as amended. It is a committee of the HSRC Board in

PhD, University of Natal

respect of all other duties assigned to it by the board and as required by

Appointed: February 2010

activities recommended in King lll.

Ms Nomvula Mthombeni (39)

1/1*

1/4**

CA (SA)
1. Audit and risk committee terms of reference

Appointed: February 2010
Mr R Page-Shipp (68)

The committee has adopted formal terms of reference that have

MSc, University of Natal

been approved by the board. The committee has conducted its aairs

Appointed: February 2001

in compliance with its terms of reference and has discharged its

Ms R Xaba (46)

responsibilities contained therein.

CA (SA)

4/4

4/4

Appointed: June 2004
2. Audit and risk committee members, meeting attendance and
assessment

* Resigned as the HSRC Board member
** Absent with an apology

The committee is independent and consists of independent members.
It meets at least twice per year as per its terms of reference. The Chief

The eectiveness of the committee was assessed by the board through

Executive O cer (CEO), the Deputy CEO: Operations and Capacity

the report of the committee presented at all board meetings and the

Enhancement, the Deputy CEO Research, the Chief Financial O cer

self-evaluation completed by the board.

(CFO), the Chief Risk O cer (CRO), the Directors of Human Resources,
Finance and Information Technology, as well as the internal and external

3. Role and responsibilities

auditors of the HSRC attend the meetings by invitation only.
The committee’s roles and responsibilities include statutory duties per
During the year under review four meetings were held.

the Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999, as amended, and
further responsibilities assigned to it by the board. The committee
executed its duties in terms of the Public Finance Management Act and
the King III Report on Corporate Governance and instances where the
King III requirements have not been applied, have been explained in the
corporate governance report, included elsewhere in the annual report.
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3.1 Internal audit

INTERNAL CONTROLS

The committee is responsible for ensuring that the HSRC’s internal audit

The committee has overseen a process by which internal audit

function is independent and has the necessary resources, standing and

performed a written assessment of the eectiveness of the

authority within the organisation to enable it to discharge its duties.

organisation’s system of internal controls and risk management,

Furthermore, the committee oversees the cooperation between the

including internal financial controls. The board report on the

internal and external auditors and serves as a link between the board

eectiveness of the system of internal controls is included in the

and these functions. The committee’s role is to assess the eectiveness

corporate governance report and the statement of responsibility for

of internal controls and approve the internal audit plan.

the annual financial statements presented by the board in the annual
report. The audit and risk committee supports the opinion of the board

The committee considered and approved the internal audit charter and

in this regard.

the three-year rolling internal audit plan, including the annual audit plan
for the year under review.

Internal controls are mainly designed to manage and reduce any
losses or misstatements, rather than eliminate the risk of failure to

The internal audit function is outsourced and has direct access to the

achieve the HSRC’s objectives. They are also designed to provide

committee primarily through the chairperson, with responsibility for

reasonable but not absolute assurance against misstatements or losses.

reviewing and providing assurance on the adequacy of the internal

The internal controls are established based on written organisational

control environment across all of the organisation’s operations.

policies and procedures, organisational structures and serve to ensure

The findings in execution of the approved internal audit plan are

adequacy of segregation of duties and clarity of defined lines of

reported to the committee on a quarterly basis.

authority within the HSRC. The committee is satisfied that internal
control systems and procedures are implemented, maintained and are

3.2 External auditor

monitored on an ongoing basis to ensure the organisational objectives
and mandate is achieved.

The committee has satisfied itself that the external auditor was
independent of the organisation. Requisite assurance was sought

DUTIES ASSIGNED BY THE BOARD

and provided by the external auditor and the internal governance
processes within the audit firm support and demonstrate its claim to

In addition to the statutory duties of the committee reported above,

independence.

the board has determined further functions for the audit and risk
committee to perform, as set out in the committee’s terms of reference.

The committee, in consultation with executive management, agreed to

These functions include the following:

the engagement letter, terms of engagement, audit plan and budgeted
audit fees for the 2010/11 financial year. The committee assessed and

INTEGRATED REPORTING AND COMBINED ASSURANCE

reviewed the quality and eectiveness of the external audit process.
The committee fulfils an oversight role regarding the organisation’s

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND ACCOUNTING PRACTICES

integrated report and the reporting process.

The committee has reviewed the accounting policies and the quarterly

The committee considered the organisation’s sustainability information

and annual financial statements of the organisation and is satisfied

as disclosed in the annual report and has assessed its consistency with

that they are appropriate and comply with the eective standards of

operational and other information known to the committee members,

Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP).

and for consistency with the annual financial statements.
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Audit and Risk Committee Report
for the year ended 31 March 2011

The committee is satisfied that the organisation has optimised the

CONCLUSION

assurance coverage obtained from management, internal and external
assurance providers in accordance with appropriate combined

The audit and risk committee concurs and accepts the Auditor-General

assurance model.

of South Africa’s conclusions on the annual financial statements and is
of the opinion that the audited annual financial statements be accepted

GOING CONCERN

and read together with the audit report of the Auditor-General of South
Africa and has therefore recommended the adoption and approval of

The committee has reviewed a documented assessment, including key

the financial statements by the board.

assumptions, prepared by management on the going concern status
of the organisation and has accordingly made recommendations to
the board. The board’s statement on the going concern status of the
organisation, as supported by the audit and risk committee, is included
in the statement of responsibility for the annual financial statements
presented by the board in the annual report.

GOVERNANCE OF RISK

Prof. Paulus Zulu
Interim chairperson of the audit and risk committee

The board has assigned oversight of the organisation’s risk management
function to the committee.
Reviewing of risk management policy and processes, play an integral
role in integration of risk management into business operations,
ensuring that management identify and implement appropriate risk
responses, monitoring of compliance with regulations and legislation
incorporating King III, reviewing and ensuring that the internal audit
plan is well aligned to the risk management process and involved in
the identification of emerging risk areas which may have unfavourable
outcomes.
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Annual Financial Statements as at 31 March 2011

Statement of Responsibility and
Report by the HSRC Board
The HSRC Board is responsible for the maintenance of accounting

The board is satisfied that the organisation acted swiftly and

processes and records, internal controls, preparation, integrity and fair

comprehensively to address all the matters identified during

presentation of the financial statements and this has been delegated

the 2010/11 financial year.

by the board to the Chief Executive O cer (CEO). In the opinion of the
board this requirement has been complied with.

The irregular expenditure reported is a result of non-compliance with
the procurement processes. The fruitless and wasteful expenditure

The board considers that in preparing the financial statements the

reported was as a result of the payment of interest on late payments

HSRC has used the most appropriate accounting policies, consistently

to one of our service providers.

applied and supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and
estimates, and that all standards of Generally Recognised Accounting

Discontinued activities and/or activities to be discontinued

Practice (GRAP) which they consider to be applicable, have been
followed. The board is satisfied that the information contained in the

There were no discontinued activities in the year under review for

financial statements fairly presents the results of operations for the year,

the HSRC.

cash flows and the financial position of the HSRC at year-end. The CEO,
as delegated by the board, also prepared the other information included

New/proposed activities

in the annual report and is responsible for both its accuracy and its
consistency with the financial statements.

There are no new/proposed activities for the financial year

The annual financial statements have been audited by the Auditor-

2011/12 for the HSRC.

General of South Africa (AGSA) which was given unrestricted access to
all financial records and related data, including minutes of meetings

Subsequent events

of the board and committees of the board. The board believes that all
representations made to the independent auditors during their audit

No material facts or circumstances have arisen between the date of the

were valid and appropriate.

balance sheet and the date of approval, other than those listed in Note
24, which aect the financial position of the HSRC as reflected in these

The report of the AGSA is presented on page 130-133 of the

financial statements.

annual report.
The Board of the HSRC approved the 2010/11 audited annual financial

GOING CONCERN STATUS OF THE HSRC

statements set out on pages 134 to 179 on 17 August 2011 and are
signed on its behalf:

The going concern basis has been adopted in preparing the financial
statements. The board has no reason to believe that the HSRC will not
be a going concern in the foreseeable future, based on forecasts and
available cash resources. These financial statements support the viability
of the HSRC.

Mrs P Nzimande
Chairperson: HSRC Board

Material losses, irregular expenditure and fruitless and
wasteful expenditure
Material losses referred to in Section 55(2)(b) of the PFMA are defined in
the Materiality Framework that was developed and agreed to in terms of
Treasury Regulation 28.1.3. This framework is attached to the approved

Dr O Shisana

strategic plan of the HSRC. Any such losses, irregular expenditure and

CEO

fruitless and wasteful expenditure are disclosed in Notes 31 and 32 to
the annual financial statements accompanying this report.

17 August 2011
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Report of the Auditor-General to Parliament
on the Human Sciences Research Council
REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

4.

I conducted my audit in accordance with International Standards
on Auditing and General Notice 1111 of 2010 issued in Government
Gazette 33872 of 15 December 2010. Those standards require that

Introduction

I comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the
1.

I have audited the accompanying financial statements of the

audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial

Human Sciences Research Council, which comprise the statement

statements are free from material misstatement.

of financial position as at 31 March 2011, and the statement of
financial performance, statement of changes in net assets and cash

5.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence

flow statement for the year then ended, and a summary of

about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.

significant accounting policies and other explanatory information,

The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement,

as set out on pages 134 to 179.

including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control

Accounting authority’s responsibility for the financial statements

relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the
2.

The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation

financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are

and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance

appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of

with South African Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting

expressing an opinion on the eectiveness of the entity’s internal

Practice (SA Standards of GRAP) and the requirements of the Public

control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness

Finance Management Act of South Africa, 1999 (Act No 1 of 1999)

of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting

(PFMA), and for such internal control as management determines

estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall

necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are

presentation of the financial statements.

free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
6.

appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Auditor-General’s responsibility
3.

As required by section 188 of the Constitution of the Republic

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is su cient and

Opinion

of South Africa, 1996 (Act No 108 of 1996) and, section 4 of the
Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No 25 of 2004) (PAA),

7.

In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material

my responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial

respects, the financial position of the Human Sciences Research

statements based on my audit.

Council as at 31 March 2011, and its financial performance and cash
flows for the year then ended in accordance with the South African
Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice
(SA Standards of GRAP) and the requirements of the Public Finance
Management Act of South Africa, 1999 (Act No 1 of 1999) (PFMA).
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Emphasis of matter

13. Reported performance against predetermined objectives is not
consistent with the approved strategic plan.

8.

I draw attention to the matter below. My opinion is not modified in
respect of this matter.

14. The actual achievements with regard to 94% of all planned
indicators relating to the strategic plan for the year under review

Irregular expenditure

were not included in the report on predetermined objectives
submitted for audit purposes.

9.

As disclosed in note 31 to the financial statements, irregular
expenditure of R20 337 000 was incurred, of which

Planned and reported indicators are not verifiable

R16 813 000 relates to the 2009/10 financial year. Current year
irregular expenditure of R3 524 000 was incurred as a result of the
contravention of supply chain management regulations.

15. For selected objectives valid performance management processes
and systems that produce actual performance against the planned
indicators do not exist for 56% of the indicators.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS

Reliability of information

10. In accordance with the PAA and in terms of General notice

16. The following criteria were used to assess reliability:

1111 of 2010, issued in Government Gazette 33872 of 15 December

Accuracy: The amounts, numbers and other data relating to

2010, I include below my findings on the annual performance report

reported actual performance have been recorded and reported

as set out on pages 93 to 109 and material non-compliance with

appropriately.

laws and regulations applicable to the public entity.
Completeness: All actual results and events that should have
Predetermined objectives

been recorded have been included in the reported performance
information.

Usefulness of information
Validity: The reported performance did occur and pertains to
11. The following criteria were used to assess usefulness:
Measurability: Indicators are well-defined and verifiable, and

the entity.
17. The following audit finding relates to the above criteria:

targets are specific, measurable and time-bound.
Relevance: A clear and logical link exists between the objectives,

The content of the strategic plan is incomplete

outcomes, outputs, indicators and performance targets.
Consistency: Objectives, indicators and targets are consistent
between planning and reporting documents.

18. The strategic plan did not include objectives and outcomes as
identified by the executive authority as well as key performance
measures and indicators for assessing the entity’s performance in

12. The following audit finding relates to the above criteria:

delivering the desired outcomes and objectives, as required by
Treasury Regulation 30.1.3.

Reported indicators are not complete and consistent when
compared with the planned indicators

The validity of reported performance against indicators could not
be confirmed as no supporting source information was provided
19. For the selected objective the validity of 44% of the planned
indicators could not be established as no supporting information
could be provided.
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Report of the Auditor-General to Parliament
Human Sciences Research Council
Compliance with laws and regulations

Financial and performance management

Public Finance Management Act

24. Performance reports are not reliable and supported by reliable and
accurate information.

Expenditure management
25. Lack of controls over IT systems to ensure the reliability of the
20. The accounting authority did not take eective and appropriate

systems and availability, accuracy and protection of information.

steps to prevent irregular expenditure as per the requirements of
section 51(1)(b)(ii) of the PFMA.

INTERNAL CONTROL

Governance
26. Risks relating to performance information are not adequately
monitored.

21. In accordance with the PAA and in terms of
General notice 1111 of 2010, issued in Government Gazette 33872 of

OTHER REPORTS

15 December 2010, I considered internal control relevant to
my audit, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on

Investigations

the eectiveness of internal control. The matters reported below
are limited to the significant deficiencies that resulted in the basis

27. An investigation was conducted by an independent consulting

for opinion, the findings on the annual performance report and

firm on request of the entity. The investigation was initiated based

the findings on compliance with laws and regulations included in

on the allegation of possible fraud in the supply chain management

this report.

department. The investigation uncovered irregular expenditure
amounting to R3 305 823.75 as proper supply chain management

Leadership

processes were not followed.

22. The accounting authority did not ensure adequate monitoring
controls over compliance with supply chain management processes
were implemented. This resulted in irregularities.
23. The accounting authority does not exercise adequate oversight
responsibility on performance reporting, compliance with laws

Pretoria
29 July 2011

and regulations over expenditure management which resulted
in irregularities and internal control over the reporting of
performance information and IT systems. Actions are not
taken to address risks relating to the achievement of complete
and accurate performance reporting.
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Statement of Financial Position
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Note

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

9

28, 370

15, 993

Trade and other receivables from exchange transactions

10

25, 512

40, 517

Inventories

11

3, 551

4 ,801

Prepayments and advances

12

5, 263

2, 643

VAT receivable

13

-

3, 837

62, 696

67, 791

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

14.1

175, 342

179, 655

Intangible assets

14.2

6, 315

6 ,593

Prepayments and advances

12

17

29

Operating lease accrual

15

1, 070

76

182, 744

186, 353

245, 440

254, 144

21, 273

30, 554

Total assets
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables from exchange transactions

16

VAT payable

13

2, 400

-

Income received in advance

17

40, 309

43, 100

Current finance lease liability

18

3, 572

3, 290

Current provisions

20

12, 912

12, 041

80, 466

88, 985

18

1, 406

2 ,181

22.1

3, 391

3, 420

Non-current liabilities
Non-current finance lease liability
Post-retirement medical aid accrual
Operating lease commitments

Total liabilities

Net assets

15

345

716

5, 142

6, 317

85 ,608

95 ,302

159, 832

158, 842

144,404

144, 404

15, 428

14 ,438

159, 832

158, 842

NET ASSETS
Reserves
Accumulated surplus/(deficit)
Total net assets
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Statement of Financial Performance
for the year ended 31 March 2011

Note

Revenue

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

320, 078

337, 049

Research revenue

2.1

123, 340

152, 105

Parliamentary grants

2.2

170, 434

147, 970

3

26, 304

36 ,974

319, 086

339, 722

Other operating revenue

Expenses
Administrative expenses

4

52, 995

56, 727

Research cost

5

73, 302

88, 263

Sta cost

6

156, 886

154, 439

Other operating expenses

7

23, 965

24, 951

Finance cost
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment expense

Surplus/(deficit) for the period

8

1, 524

2, 483

14.1 /14.2

10, 414

12, 859

992

(2, 673)
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Statement of Changes in Net Assets
for the year ended 31 March 2011

Note

Balance at 1 April 2009
Surplus/(deficit) on revaluation of property, plant and equipment

14.1.1

Change in accounting policy
Correction of prior period errors
Restated balance at 1 April 2009

Surplus/(deficit) for the period
Balance at 1 April 2010
Surplus/(deficit) on revaluation of property, plant and equipment
Surplus/(deficit) for the period
Balance at 31 March 2011
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30.10

Revaluation
Reserve
R’000

Total:
Reserves
R’000

Accumulated
surplus/(deficit)
R’000

Total: Net
assets
R’000

143, 653

143, 653

25, 135

168, 788

751

751

-

751

-

-

7, 136

7, 136

-

-

(15, 160)

(15, 160)

144, 404

144, 404

17, 111

161, 515

-

-

(2, 673)

(2, 673)

144, 404

144, 404

14, 438

158, 842

-

-

(2)

(2)

-

-

992

992

144, 404

144, 404

15, 428

159, 832
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Cash Flow Statement
for the year ended 31 March 2011

Note

2011

2010

R’000

R’000

330, 449

316, 286

Sales of goods and services

123, 340

152, 105

Grants

170, 434

147, 970

(3, 499)

(2, 464)

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts

Interest received from short-term investments
Other receipts
Payments
Employee costs
Suppliers
Interest paid
Other payments
Net cash flows from operating activities

21

40, 174

18, 675

315, 447

334, 592

156, 886

154, 439

73, 302

88, 263

1, 524

2, 483

83, 735

89, 407

15, 002

(18, 306)

(3, 270)

(12, 615)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of fixed assets
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets

61

18

3, 499

2, 464

290

(10, 133)

Repayment of finance lease liability

(2, 915)

(2, 594)

Net cash flows from financing activities

(2, 915)

(2, 594)

Net increase/(decrease) in net cash and cash equivalents

12, 377

(31, 034)

Net cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period

15, 993

47, 027

28, 370

15, 993

Interest received from short-term investments
Net cash flows from investing activities

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Net cash and cash equivalents at end of period

9
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Accounting Policies
for the year ended 31 March 2011

1.1 Basis of preparation

1.4 Revenue recognition

The annual financial statements have been prepared using the

Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the

accrual basis of accounting, in terms of which items are recognised

economic benefits will flow to HSRC and revenue can be reliably

as assets, liabilities, net assets, revenue and expenses when they

measured. Revenue is measured at fair value of the consideration

satisfy the definitions and recognition criteria for those elements,

receivable on an accrual basis. Revenue includes investment and

which in all material aspects are consistent with those applied in

non-operating income exclusive of value-added taxation, rebates

the previous years, except where a change in accounting policy has

and discounts. The following specific recognition criteria must also

been recorded.

be met before revenue is recognised:

The financial statements are prepared in South African Rand (R) and

a.

Research revenue

all values are rounded to the nearest thousand (R’000) except where
otherwise indicated.

Revenue that resulted from the rendering of research and
related services is recognised at the stage of completion,

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance

determined according to the percentage cost to date

with the eective Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting

in relation to the total estimated cost of the project.

Practice (GRAP), including any interpretations and directives issued
by the Accounting Standards Board (ASB).

b.

Other revenue
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when

1.2 Going Concern Assumption

significant risk and rewards of ownership of goods
are transferred to the buyer. Sale of goods includes

The annual financial statements have been prepared on a going

publications, sale of food and parking. Revenue from

concern basis.

royalties is recognised on an accrual basis in accordance
with the substance of the relevant agreement. Rental income

1.3 Offsetting

is recognised as revenue on a straight-line basis over the
lease term, unless another systematic basis is more

Assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses have not been oset

representative of the time pattern in which benefit derived

except when osetting is required or permitted by a Standard

from the leased asset is diminished.

of GRAP.
c.

Interest income
Revenue is recognised as interest accrued using the eective
interest rate, and is included in other revenue in the
statement of financial performance.

d.

Parliamentary grants
Revenue from parliamentary grants shall be measured at the
amount of the increase in net assets recognised by the entity.

1.5 Taxes
HSRC is exempt from income tax in terms of section 10(1)a of the
Income Tax Act No 58 of 1962.
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1.6 Property, plant and equipment

Artwork is measured at fair value less accumulated depreciation
on artwork and impairment losses recognised after the date of the

Property, plant and equipment (other than land and buildings and

revaluation. Valuations of artwork are performed every five years

artwork) are measured at cost, net of accumulated depreciation

based on the current market value method. The market value

and/or accumulated impairment losses, if any.

factored into each assessment is the artist, the medium used, the
size in relation to the overall aesthetic appeal (to the market) of

The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised

each artwork. Any surpluses that occur due to the revaluation of

as an asset when:

artwork is allocated to the revaluation reserve, except to the extent
that it reverses a revaluation decrease of the same asset previously





t *UJTQSPCBCMFUIBUGVUVSFFDPOPNJDCFOFöUTBTTPDJBUFEXJUI





t 5IFDPTUPGUIFJUFNDBOCFNFBTVSFESFMJBCMZ

recognised in the statement of financial performance. A revaluation

the item will flow to the entity; and

deficit is recognised in the statement of financial performance,
except to the extent that it osets an existing surplus on the same
asset recognised in the asset revaluation reserve.

Costs include costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item
of property, plant and equipment and costs incurred subsequently

The revaluation surplus included in net assets in respect of an

to add to, replace part of, or service it. If a replacement cost is

item of property, plant and equipment is transferred directly to

recognised in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant

accumulated surpluses or deficits when the asset is derecognised.

and equipment, the carrying amount of the replaced part is

This involves transferring the whole of the surplus when an asset

derecognised.

is retired or disposed of. Transfers from revaluation surplus to
accumulated surpluses or deficits are not made through surplus

All other repair and maintenance costs are recognised in the

or deficit.

statement of financial performance as incurred. The present value
of the initial expected estimate cost for the decommissioning of the

Depreciation is applied on a straight-line basis, as follows:

asset after its use is included in the cost of the respective asset if the
recognition criteria for a provision are met.

a. Freehold land
Land has an unlimited useful life and therefore is not

Land and buildings are measured at fair value less accumulated

depreciated but stated at fair value.

depreciation on buildings and impairment losses recognised
after the date of the revaluation. Valuations of owner occupied

b. Freehold buildings

property are performed every three years based on the income

The HSRC identified the following major components of

capitalisation method. The market value is determined from the

buildings:

ability of the property to generate rental income taking into
t -JGUT

account the related expenses, the rental income which is capitalised
at a market-related rate and taking into account the risk, age and



t 5FMFQIPOFTZTUFN

condition of the property with existing buildings. Any surpluses




t 'JYUVSFT
t #VJMEJOHT

that occur due to the revaluation of land and buildings are allocated
to the revaluation reserve, except to the extent that it reverses

The useful lives of the various components of buildings have been
assessed to be:

a revaluation decrease of the same asset previously recognised.
A revaluation deficit is recognised in the statement of financial
performance, except to the extent that it osets an existing surplus
on the same asset recognised in the asset revaluation reserve.







t -JGUT

t 5FMFQIPOFTZTUFN







ZFBST
ZFBST





t 'JYUVSFT







ZFBST





t #VJMEJOHT 





ZFBST
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c.

Equipment, motor vehicles and artwork

1.7 Intangible assets

The useful lives of the various categories of equipment have

An intangible asset is recognised when:

been assessed to be:


t



t

JUJTQSPCBCMFUIBUUIFFYQFDUFEGVUVSFFDPOPNJDCFOFöUTUIBU



t

0óDFGVSOJUVSF





ZFBST



t

.PUPSWFIJDMFT





ZFBST



t

$PNQVUFSBOEPUIFSFRVJQNFOU 



t

-JCSBSZCPPLTBOENBOVTDSJQUT



ZFBST

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.



t

"SUXPSL



ZFBST

Expenditure on research (or on the research phase of an internal





are attributable to the asset will flow to the entity; and
UIFDPTUPGUIFBTTFUDBOCFNFBTVSFESFMJBCMZ

oZFBST

project) is recognised as an expense when it is incurred.
d. Leasehold assets
An intangible asset arising from development (or from the

These assets are depreciated over the contract period.

development phase of an internal project) is recognised when:
All assets that were bought with donor funds or grants except



t

JUJTUFDIOJDBMMZGFBTJCMFUPDPNQMFUFUIFBTTFUTPUIBUJUXJMMCF
available for use or sale;

freehold land and buildings and that were donated to the
community, on termination of the project, are depreciated over the



t

UIFSFJTBOJOUFOUJPOUPDPNQMFUFBOEVTFPSTFMMJU

shorter of the lease term or the useful life of project.



t

UIFSFJTBOBCJMJUZUPVTFPSTFMMJU



t

JUXJMMHFOFSBUFQSPCBCMFGVUVSFFDPOPNJDCFOFöUT



t

An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon
from its use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition
of the asset (calculated as the dierence between the net disposal

UIFSFBSFBWBJMBCMFUFDIOJDBM öOBODJBMBOEPUIFSSFTPVSDFTUP
complete the development and to use or sell the asset; and

disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected


t

UIFFYQFOEJUVSFBUUSJCVUBCMFUPUIFBTTFUEVSJOHJUT



development can be determined reliably.

proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset) is included in the
statement of financial performance in the year the asset

Subsequent expenditure is capitalised only when it increases the

is derecognised.

future economic benefits embodied in the asset to which it relates.
The amortisation is calculated at a rate considered appropriate to

The assets, residual values, useful lives and methods of depreciation

reduce the cost of the asset less residual value over the shorter of

are reviewed at each financial year end, and adjusted prospectively

its estimated useful life or contractual period. Residual values and

if appropriate.

estimated useful lives are reviewed annually.
Intangible assets that meet the recognition criteria are stated in the
statement of financial position at amortised cost, being the initial
cost price less any accumulated amortisation and
impairment losses.
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Amortisation is charged to the statement of financial performance

1.9 Inventory

so as to write o the cost of intangible assets over their estimated
useful lives, using the straight-line method as follows:

Inventories are valued at the lower of cost price or net realisable
value. The net realisable value is the estimated selling price, less the



t

*5TPGUXBSF 



"WFSBHFPGoZFBST



t

6TFSSJHIUT 



ZFBST

estimated completion costs or selling costs.
Cost for the cafeteria is determined on the weighted average

1.8 Impairment of non-financial assets

method.

The HSRC assesses at each reporting date whether there is any

Cost for publications is determined by using specific identification

indication that an asset may be impaired. If any such indication

of their individual costs.

exists, the entity estimates the recoverable amount of the individual
asset. If it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of the

When inventories are sold, the carrying amount of those inventories

individual asset, the recoverable amount of the cash-generating

is recognised as an expense in the period in which the related

unit to which the asset belongs is determined.

revenue is recognised.

A cash-generating unit is the smallest identifiable group of assets

The amount of any write-down of inventories to net realisable value

that generates cash inflows that are largely independent of the cash

and all losses of inventories are recognised as an expense in the

inflows from other assets or groups of assets.

period the write-down or loss occurs.

The recoverable amount of an asset or a cash-generating unit is the

1.10 Leases

higher of its fair value less costs to sell and its value in use. If the
recoverable amount of an asset is less than its carrying amount, the

A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all

carrying amount of the asset is reduced to its recoverable amount.

the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. A lease is classified

That excess is an impairment loss and it is charged to the statement

as an operating lease if it does not transfer substantially all the

of financial performance.

risks and rewards incidental to ownership. The classification of the
leases is determined using GRAP 13 - Leases.

An impairment loss of assets carried at cost less any accumulated
depreciation or amortisation is recognised immediately in the
statement of financial performance. Any impairment deficit of a

a. Operating leases - lessee
Lease agreements are classified as operating leases where

revalued asset is treated as a revaluation decrease in the revaluation

substantially the entire risks and rewards incident to ownership

reserve only to the extent of the existing reserve.

remain with the lessor. Operating lease payments are
recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease

The HSRC assesses at each reporting date whether there is any

term. The dierence between the amounts recognised as an

indication that an impairment loss recognised in prior periods for

expense and the contractual payments is recognised as an

assets may no longer exist or may have decreased. If any such

operating lease asset/liability. The asset is not discounted.

indication exists, the recoverable amounts of those assets are
estimated and matched against their carrying values and any excess

b. Finance leases - lessee

of the recoverable amounts over their carrying values is reversed

Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the

to the extent of the impairment loss previously charged in the

statement of financial position at amounts equal to the

statement of financial performance.

fair value of the leased assets or, if lower, the present value
of the minimum lease payments. The corresponding liability
to the lessor is included in the statement of financial position
as a finance lease obligation.
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The discount rate used in calculating the present value of the

b. Post-employment benefit costs

minimum lease payments is the incremental borrowing rate for the
HSRC. The lease payments are apportioned between the finance

Pension funds

charge and reduction of the outstanding liability. The finance

The entity contributes to a pension fund for the benefit of its

charge is allocated to each period during the lease term so as to

employees. The plan is a defined benefit plan. The cost of providing

produce a constant periodic rate on the remaining balance of the

these benefits is determined based on the projected unit credit

liability.

method and actuarial valuations are performed every second year.
Pensions are provided for employees by means of two separate

The depreciation policy for depreciable leased assets is as follows:

pension funds to which contributions are made. With regard
to the HSRC Pension Fund (HSRCPF), and with eect from

Computer and other

3 – 5 years

1 April 1992, previous and current service costs and adjustments

Vehicles

5 years

based on experience and additional funding for retired employees

User rights

20 years

are acknowledged in the statement of financial performance as
soon as the liability is known.

c.

Operating leases - lessor
Lessors shall present assets subject to operating leases in their

With regard to the Associated Institutions Pension Fund (AIPF), only

statement of financial position according to the nature of the asset.

the Council’s contributions to the respective pension fund is
recognised in the statement of financial performance, thus a

Lease revenue from operating leases shall be recognised as

defined contribution plan.

revenue on a straight-line basis over the lease term, unless another
systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in

Post-retirement medical aid benefits

which benefit derived from the leased asset is diminished.
The depreciation policy for depreciable leased assets is consistent

The entity contributes to a medical aid for the benefit of its

with the lessor’s normal depreciation policy for similar assets.

employees. The plan is a defined benefit plan. The cost of providing
these benefits is determined based on the projected unit credit

1.11 Employee benefits
a. Short-term employee benefits

method and actuarial valuations are performed every second year.
The HSRC contributed voluntarily to post-retirement medical aid

The cost of short-term employee benefits (those payable within

benefits of specific employees who opted to remain on the previous

12 months after the service is rendered, such as paid vacation

conditions of service when the benefit was terminated. The HSRC

leave, bonuses and non monetary benefits such as medical

does not provide for post-retirement medical aid benefits to any

care) are recognised in the period in which the service is

other category of employees.

rendered and are not discounted.
1.12 Foreign currency transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are accounted for at the
rate of exchange ruling on the date of the transaction. Liabilities
in foreign currencies are translated at the rate of exchange
ruling at the reporting date or at the forward rate determined
in forward exchange contracts. Exchange dierences arising
from translations are recognised in the statement of financial
performance in the period in which they occur.
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1.13








Provisions and contingencies

c.

Cash and cash equivalents

Provisions are recognised when:

Cash and cash equivalents in the statement of financial position

t )43$IBTBQSFTFOUPCMJHBUJPOBTBSFTVMUPGQBTUFWFOUT

comprise of cash at banks and on hand, including investments

probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic

and short-term deposits with an original maturity of three

benefits or service potential will be required to settle the

months or less. For the purpose of the cash flow statement, cash

obligations; and

and cash equivalents consist of cash and cash equivalents as

t BSFMJBCMFFTUJNBUFDBOCFNBEFPGUIFPCMJHBUJPO

defined above, net of outstanding bank overdrafts.

Provisions are not recognised for future operating losses.

These are initially and subsequently recorded at fair value.

If HSRC has a contract that is onerous, the present obligation
under the contract is recognised and measured as a provision.

1.15

Related parties

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised.
The HSRC operates in an economic sector currently
1.14

Financial instruments

dominated by entities directly or indirectly owned by the South
African Government. As a consequence of the constitutional

a. Trade and other receivables

independence of the three spheres of government in South

Trade receivables are measured at initial recognition at fair

Africa, only entities within the national sphere of government

value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using

are considered to be related parties.

the eective interest rate method. Appropriate allowances for
estimated irrecoverable amounts are recognised in profit or

Key management is defined as being individuals with

loss when there is objective evidence that the asset is impaired.

the authority and responsibility for planning directing and

Significant financial di culties of the debtor, and default or

controlling the activities of the entity. We regard all individuals,

delinquency in payments (more than 120 days overdue) are

from the level of executive director and council members as

considered indicators that the trade receivable is impaired.

key management per the definition of the financial reporting

The allowance recognised is measured for all debtors with

standard.

indications of impairment.
Close family members of key management personnel are
The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of

considered to be those family members who may be expected

an allowance account, and the amount of the loss is recognised

to influence, or be influenced by key management individuals,

in the statement of financial performance within operating

in their dealings with the entity.

expenses. When a trade receivable is uncollectable, it is
written o against the allowance account for trade receivables.

1.16 Comparative figures

Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written o are
credited against operating expenses in the income statement.

When necessary, comparative figures have been adjusted to
conform to changes in presentation in the current period.

Trade and other receivables are classified as loans and

The note aected by prior year adjustments in the current

receivables.

year is Note 30.

b. Trade and other payables
Trade and other payables are initially measured at fair value,
and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the
eective interest rate method.
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1.17

Significant accounting judgments, estimates

Property, vehicles, plant and equipment and intangible assets

and assumptions

Property, vehicles, plant and equipment and intangible
assets are depreciated over their useful life taking into account

The preparation of HSRC financial statements requires

residual values, where appropriate. The actual lives of the

management to make judgments, estimates and assumptions

assets and residual values are assessed annually and may vary

that aect the reported amounts of revenues, expenses, assets

depending on a number of factors. In re-assessing asset lives,

and liabilities, and the disclosure of contingent liabilities, at the

factors such as technological innovation and maintenance

reporting date. However, uncertainty about these assumptions

programmes are taken into account. Residual value

and estimates could result in outcomes that require a material

assessments consider issues such as future market conditions,

adjustment to the carrying amount of the asset or liability

the remaining life of the asset and projected disposal values.

aected in future periods.
Impairment testing
Judgments

Property, vehicles, plant and equipment and intangible assets

In the process of applying the HSRC accounting policies,

are considered for impairment if there is a reason to believe that

management has made the following judgments which have

impairment may be necessary. The future cash flows expected

the most significant eect on the amounts recognised in the

to be generated by the assets are projected taking into account

financial statements:

market conditions and the expected useful lives of the assets.
The present value of these cash flows, determined using an

Operating lease commitments - HSRC as lessor

appropriate discount rate, is compared to the current carrying

HSRC has entered into commercial property leases on buildings.

value and, if lower, the assets are impaired to the present value.

HSRC has determined, based on evaluation of the terms and
conditions of the arrangements, that it retains all the significant

Revaluation of property, plant and equipment

risks and rewards of ownership of these properties and so

HSRC measures its land and buildings at revalued amounts

accounts for these contracts as operating leases.

with changes in fair value being recognised in statement
of changes in net assets. The entity engaged independent

Estimates and assumptions

valuation specialists to determine fair value as at

The key assumptions concerning the future and other key

31 March 2009. The key assumptions used to determine the fair

sources of estimation uncertainty at the balance sheet date,

value of the land and buildings are further explained in Note 14.

that have significant risk of causing material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next

Fair value of financial instruments

financial year are discussed below:

Where the fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities
recorded in the statement of financial performance cannot
be derived from active markets, they are determined using
valuation techniques including the discounted cash flows
model. The inputs to these models are taken from observable
markets where possible, but where this is not feasible,
a degree of judgment is required in establishing fair values.
The judgments include considerations of inputs such as
liquidity risk, credit risk and volatility. Changes in assumptions
about these factors could aect the reported fair value of
financial instruments.
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Pension benefits

1.19 Prepayments and advances

The cost of defined benefit pension plans and other postemployment medical benefits as well as the present value of

Payments made in advance to suppliers are in

the pension obligation is determined using actuarial valuations.

respect of computer warranties. There is no

The actuarial valuation involves making assumptions about

contractual right to receive a refund in cash or

discount rates, expected rates of return of assets, future salary

another financial instrument from the suppliers.

increases, mortality rates and future pension increases.
All assumptions are reviewed at each reporting date.

1.20 Irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure

Future salary increases and pension increases are based

Irregular expenditure means expenditure

on expected future inflation rates. For details about the

incurred in contravention of, or not in accordance

assumptions used are given in Note 22.

with, a requirement of any applicable legislation,
including:

1.18

Translation of foreign currencies
A foreign currency transaction is recorded, on initial recognition



t

5IF1'."  "DU/PPG PS



t

5IF4UBUF5FOEFS#PBSE"DU  "DU/PPG

in the functional currency, by applying to the foreign currency
amount the spot exchange rate between the functional

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure means expenditure

currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction.

that was made in vain and would have been avoided had
reasonable care been exercised. All irregular, fruitless and

At each reporting date:

wasteful expenditure is recognised against the specific class
of expense to which it relates and disclosed in a note to the



t GPSFJHODVSSFODZNPOFUBSZJUFNTTIBMMCFUSBOTMBUFEVTJOHUIF

financial statements when it has been identified.

closing rate;


t OPONPOFUBSZJUFNTUIBUBSFNFBTVSFEJOUFSNT



of historical cost in a foreign currency shall be translated
using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction; and


t OPONPOFUBSZJUFNTUIBUBSFNFBTVSFEBUGBJSWBMVFJOB
foreign currency shall be translated using the exchange rates
at the date when the fair value was determined.
Exchange dierences arising on the settlement of monetary
items or on translating monetary items at rates dierent from
those at which they were translated on initial recognition
during the period or in previous financial statements shall be
recognised in surplus or deficit in the period in which
they arise.
When a gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised
directly in net assets, any exchange component of that gain or
loss shall be recognised directly in net assets. Conversely, when
a gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised in surplus
or deficit, any exchange component of that gain or loss shall be
recognised in surplus or deficit.
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2011
R’000
2

Revenue

2.1

Research revenue
Private sector
Public corporations

3, 396
2, 659

Public sector

12, 153

4, 802

74, 333

97, 916

National and provincial funding agencies

34, 092

43, 253

458

79

123, 340

152, 105

170, 434

147, 970

170, 434

147, 970

Parliamentary grants
Parliamentary grants received

3

646
1, 658

International funding agencies

Professional services

2.2

2010
R’000

Other operating revenue
15, 930

10, 587

Publication sales

Rental income

1, 134

1, 052

Interest received

3, 499

2, 464

Cafeteria income

2, 568

2, 769

262

304

1, 672

18, 563

56

-

1, 183

1, 235

26, 304

36, 974

Royalties received
Revenue capital assets
Profit on disposal of assets
Secondment income
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4

Skill development levy

5, 062

7, 923

490

428

1, 340

1, 164

Sundry operating expenses

2, 022

3, 114

Hire of equipment

1, 162

29

Insurance

Consumable goods

4, 672

5, 263

Printing and photocopying

2, 476

3, 031

Postal, telecom and delivery fees

7, 713

8, 002

Publicity functions and conferences
Audit fees
Consultant fees

643

1, 710

4, 909

3, 684

11, 709

12, 305

Occasional and ad hoc labour

6, 558

5, 670

Travel and subsistence

3, 827

4, 158

412

246

52, 995

56, 727

Net foreign exchange gains/(loss)

6

2010
R’000

Administrative expenses
General expenses

5

2011
R’000

Research cost
Direct labour expense

18, 106

23, 865

Direct research cost

55, 196

64, 398

73, 302

88, 263

143, 985

142, 383

12, 420

11, 835

114

88

Staff cost
Wages and salaries
Defined contribution plan
Social contributions (employer's contributions)
- o cial unions and associations
Post-retirement medical benefit
- Employer contributions

396

396

- Decrease in liability

(29)

(263)

156, 886

154, 439

493

487

Total

Average sta for the financial year ending at 31/03/2011
Note:
Council members and executive directors remuneration is disclosed separately on Note 29.3
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7

Sta training and development

Maintenance, repairs and running costs
- Property and buildings

R’000

R’000

1, 519

2, 197

568

394

17, 971

17, 949

5, 973

6, 136

- Property taxes and municipal rates

4, 775

3, 501

- Other maintenance repairs and running costs

7, 223

8, 312

384

432

Entertainment
Loss on disposal of assets
Bad debts written o

-

2, 396

2, 208

1, 619

Inventory written o

845

-

Non-research related expenses

470

(36)

23, 965

24, 951

Finance cost
Finance lease cost

219

959

1, 305

1, 524

1, 524

2, 483

6, 419

3, 728

48

45

Short-term Investments*

21, 903

12, 220

Total

28, 370

15, 993

Interest

9

2010

Other operating expenses

Legal fees

8

2011

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash at bank
Cash on hand

*Included in the short-term investments are project funds received by the HSRC and which have not yet been fully utilised at year end.

10

2011

2010

R’000

R’000

Trade receivables

28, 620

41, 241

Other receivables

2,137

3, 181

Less: Impairment allowance

(5, 245)

(3, 905)

Trade and other receivables

25, 512

40, 517

Trade and other receivables from exchange transactions
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10.1.1

Current (0-30 days)

36, 376

7, 522

999

61-90 days

167

730

583

380

4, 941

2, 756

28, 620

41, 241

Total
Impairment allowance: Ageing
121-365 days

(1, 340)

(1, 957)

+365 days

(3, 905)

(1, 948)

Total

(5, 245)

(3, 905)

Reconciliation of the impairment allowance
Balance at the beginning of the year

(3, 905)

(3, 867)

Contributions to provision

(1, 340)

(1, 802)

-

1, 764

(5, 245)

(3, 905)

Impaired debts written o against provision
Balance at year end
10.2.2

15, 407

91-120 days
+365 days

10.2.1

2010
R’000

Trade receivables: Ageing

31-60 days

10.1.2

2011
R’000

Trade receivables past due but not impaired
Trade receivables which are less than 3 months past due are not considered to be impaired. At 31 March 2011,
R 8, 272 million (2010: R 2,109 million) were past due but not impaired.
The ageing of amounts past due but not impaired is as follows:
1 month past due

10.2.3

7, 522

999

2 months past due

167

730

3 months past due

583

380

8, 272

2, 109

876

1, 175

Trade receivables impaired
As of 31 March 2011, trade receivables of R 5, 245 million (2010: R 3, 905 million) were impaired and provided for.
The aging of these receivables is as follows:
3 to 6 months
Over 6 months

4, 369

2, 730

5, 245

3, 905

The fair value of trade receivables approximates their carrying amounts.
11

Inventories
Finished goods

3, 495

4, 715

Publications

3, 430

4, 564

65

151

56

86

3, 551

4, 801

Cafeteria

Work in progress *
* The amount of the write down of inventories recognised as an expense for the year ended
31 March 2011 is R 844, 950 (2010: R0)
* Work in progress consists of books in production
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12

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

Prepayments and advances (short term)

5, 263

2, 643

Prepayments and advances (long term)

17

29

5, 280

2, 672

4, 906

5, 720

VAT output

(7, 306)

(1, 883)

VAT (payable)/receivable

(2, 400)

3, 837

Prepayments and advances

Total

The long-term portion of prepayments is in respect of computers warranties.

13

VAT
VAT input
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14.1 Property, plant and equipment
Total

Land

Lifts

Telephone
systems

Fixtures

Buildings

Leasehold
property

Artwork

Motor
vehicles

Office
furniture

Computer
and other
equipment

Library
books &
manuscripts

Reconciliation of
carrying value

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

Opening net
carrying amount

179, 655

23, 000

2, 416

607

4, 079

118, 812

2, 743

1, 997

4, 241

8, 574

13, 186

-

Gross carrying
amount

217, 925

23, 000

3, 335

765

4, 360

124, 242

4, 094

2, 097

5, 085

10, 273

35, 948

4, 726

Accumulated
depreciation

(38, 270)

-

(919)

(158)

(281)

(5, 430)

(1, 351)

(100)

(844)

(1, 699)

(22, 762)

(4, 726)

Additions and
revaluations

5, 473

-

-

-

-

34

-

-

347

137

4, 955

-

Additions

3, 270

-

-

-

-

34

-

-

347

137

2, 752

-

Adjustment to cost

2, 203

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2, 203

-

Disposals and
adjustments

(134)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(4)

-

Cost of disposal

(184)

-

-

-

(130)

-

-

-

-

-

(54)

-

Accumulated
depreciation of
disposal

50

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

50

-

(9, 652)

-

(133)

(30)

(164)

(1, 375)

(409)

(84)

(491)

(469)

(6, 498)

-

Closing net
carrying amount

175, 342

23, 001

2, 283

577

3, 785

117, 471

2, 334

1, 913

4, 097

8, 242

11, 639

-

Gross carrying
amount

223, 214

23, 000

3, 335

765

4, 230

124, 276

4, 094

2, 097

5,432

10, 410

40, 849

4, 726

Accumulated
depreciation

(47, 873)

-

(1, 052)

(188)

(445)

(6, 805)

(1, 760)

(184)

(1, 335)

(2, 168)

(29, 210)

(4, 726)

79, 601

5, 138

2011

Depreciation

Historical cost
would have been:

73, 117

1, 346

The land is registered as Stand 3242 Pretoria, measuring 7 655 m², Registration division JR, Transvaal and is situated at 134 Pretorius Street, Pretoria.
Buildings classification combines land, lifts, telephone systems, fixtures and buildings. This also consists of a reception area, o ces, parking area, conference
centre and a cafeteria built on land as mentioned above. The valuation was conducted in March 2009 by an independent valuer, Mr L Nel of Dijalo
Valuation Services Management (Pty) Ltd, using the income capitalisation method. Transactions involving the sale of other buildings were investigated
as an alternative basis of valuation but were not used because of uncertain comparability. Under the income capitalisation method, the market value is
determined from the ability of the property to produce a rental income, taking into account the expense to produce the rental income, capitalised at a
market-related rate, taking into account the risk, age and condition of the property with existing buildings.
The rental income is based on the ability of the building to produce market-related income stream, based on market-related rentals, and it is determined on
a five-year lease period with an escalation of 10% per year.
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2010

Total

Land

Lifts

Telephone
systems

Fixtures

Buildings

Leasehold
property

Artwork

Motor
vehicles

Office
furniture

Computer
and other
equipment

Library
books and
manuscripts

Reconciliation of
carrying value

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

Opening net
carrying amount

177, 131

23, 000

2 ,550

638

4, 213

118, 246

3, 088

89

1, 522

4, 998

18, 787

-

(SPTTDBSSZJOH
amount

219, 690

23, 000

3, 335

765

4, 321

122, 350

4, 033

214

2, 037

6, 484

48, 425

4, 726

Accumulated
depreciation

(42, 559)

-

(785)

(127)

(108)

(4, 104)

(945)

(125)

(515)

(1, 486)

(29, 638)

(4, 726)

Additions and
revaluations

17, 178

-

-

-

39

1, 892

61

1 927

3, 048

4, 474

5, 737

-

Additions

16, 427

-

-

-

39

1, 892

61

1, 176

3, 048

4, 474

5, 737

-

751

-

-

-

-

-

-

751

-

-

-

-

Disposals and
adjustments

(2, 408)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(12)

-

(349)

(2, 047)

-

Cost of disposal

(18, 944)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(44)

-

(685)

(18, 215)

-

Accumulated
depreciation of
disposal

16, 536

-

-

-

-

-

-

32

-

336

16, 168

-

Depreciation

(12, 247)

-

(134)

(31)

(173)

(1, 326)

(406)

(7)

(329)

(549)

(9, 292)

-

Closing net
carrying amount

179, 655

23, 000

2, 416

607

4, 079

118, 812

2, 743

1, 997

4, 241

8, 574

13, 186

-

(SPTTDBSSZJOH
amount

217, 925

23, 000

3, 335

765

4, 360

124, 242

4, 094

2, 097

5, 085

10, 273

35, 948

4, 726

Accumulated
depreciation

(38, 270)

-

(919)

(158)

(281)

(5, 430)

(1, 351)

(100)

(844)

(1, 699)

(22, 762)

(4, 726)

79, 601

5, 138

Revaluation

)JTUPSJDBMDPTUXPVME
have been:

73, 117

1, 346

The land is registered as stand 3242 Pretoria, measuring 7 655 m2, Registration division JR, Transvaal and is situated at 134 Pretorius Street, Pretoria.
Buildings classification combines land, lifts, telephone systems, fixtures and buildings. This also consists of a reception area, o ces, parking area, conference
centre and a cafeteria built on land as mentioned above. The valuation was conducted in March 2009 by an independent valuer, Mr L Nel of Dijalo Valuation
Services Management (Pty) Ltd, using the income capitalisation method. Transactions involving the sale of other buildings were investigated an alternative
basis of valuation but were not used because of uncertain comparability. Under the income capitalisation method, the market value is determined from
the ability of the property to produce a rental income, taking into account the expense to produce the rental income, capitalised at a market-related rate,
taking into account the risk, age and condition of the property with existing buildings.
The rental income is based on the ability of the building to produce market-related income stream, based on market related rentals, and it is determined on
a five-year lease period with an escalation of 10% per year.
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14.1.1

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

Leasehold property *

-

14

Computer and other equipment *

-

1, 925

O ce furniture *

-

4, 020

Artwork *

-

1, 176

Net assets *

-

7, 135

Property, plant and equipment at deemed cost

Property, plant and equipment recognised at deemed cost

Adjustment to carrying amounts previously reported
Leasehold property *

-

10

Computer and other equipment *

-

1, 583

O ce furniture *

-

3, 859

Artwork *

-

1, 176

-

18

-

18

-

751

-

751

* Deemed costs were adopted during the first time of GRAP implementation in financial year ended 31 March 2010

14.1.2

Compensation received for losses on property, plant and equipment – included in
operating surplus

Computer and other equipment

14.1.3

Details of valuation

The eective date of the revaluations was 31 March 2010. Revaluations were performed by an
independent professional valuer from Gillian Scott-Berning, Harriet Hedley, BA (Hons) History
and Christie's Fine Arts Course. Harriet Hedley is not connected to the entity. Artwork is revalued
independently every five years.

Artwork
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14.2

Intangible assets
2011
Reconciliation of carrying value

Opening net carrying amount

Total
R’000

Software
R’000

Usage rights
R’000

6, 593

4, 495

2, 098

7, 700

5, 520

2, 180

(1, 107)

(1, 025)

(82)

Additions and revaluations

483

-

483

Adjustment to cost

483

-

483

(762)

(653)

(109)

Closing net carrying amount

6, 315

3, 843

2, 472

Gross carrying amount

8, 183

5, 520

2, 663

(1, 869)

(1, 678)

(191)

2010
Reconciliation of carrying value

Total
R’000

Software
R’000

Usage rights
R’000

Opening net carrying amount

3, 882

3, 882

-

Gross carrying amount

4 ,377

4, 377

-

(495)

(495)

-

Additions and revaluations

3, 323

1, 143

2, 180

Additions

3, 323

1, 143

2, 180

Amortisation

(612)

(530)

(82)

Amortisation

(612)

(530)

(82)

6, 593

4, 495

2, 098

7, 700

5, 520

2, 180

(1, 107)

(1, 025)

(82)

Gross carrying amount
Accumulated depreciation

Depreciation

Accumulated depreciation

Accumulated depreciation

Closing net carrying amount
Gross carrying amount
Accumulated depreciation
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15

2011

2010

R’000

R’000

Operating leases accruals and commitments
Operating lease accruals
Movement for the year
Balance at year end

Operating lease commitments
Movement for the year
Balance at year end
15.1

Operating lease arrangements as the lessee:-

15.1.1

Future minimum lease payments

76

905

994

(829)

1, 070

76

(716)

(806)

371

90

(345)

(716)

1, 311

2, 515

Up to 12 months
Cape Town lease

907

1, 030

Port Elizabeth lease

Durban lease

50

147

Sweetwaters lease

81

73

2, 349

3, 765

1 to 5 years
Cape Town lease
Durban lease
Port Elizabeth lease
Sweetwaters lease

-

1, 311

76

1, 228

-

50

81

161

157

2, 750
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15.1.2

Other disclosures
Cape Town lease
The HSRC has leased o ce space from Old Mutual Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited at Plein Street, Cape Town, portions of the
10th, 14th and 16th floors and the entire 12th and 13th floors for a period of six years, eective from 1 October 2005. The lease payment is
R217 193 per month (VAT excluded). The contract is expected to include an annual escalation of 9% in the rental.
Durban lease
The HSRC has also leased property in Durban from Alliance Properties. The lease agreement is for three years commencing on 1 May 2009.
The lease payment has an escalation clause of 10%. The lease payments per month are R62 965 (VAT excluded).
Port Elizabeth lease
The HSRC is leasing a property from the Masig Family Trust, 44 Pickering Street, Newton Park, Port Elizabeth. The lease arrangement
commenced on 31 of August 2008 and expires on the 31 July 2011 with an option to renew. The lease payment is R12 594 per
month (VAT excluded).
Sweetwaters lease
A lease agreement was signed between the HSRC and Mr F.A. Bhalya in respect of a property referred to as Sweetwaters Bus Depot. The
agreement came into operation on 1 March 2008 and is valid for five years. Rental payments were R6 655 per month. The contract includes
an annual escalation of 10%.

15.2

Operating lease arrangements as the lessor:-

15.2.1

Future minimum lease payments

2011

2010

R’000

R’000

13, 628

10, 388

16, 101

866

Up to 12 months
National Department of Public Works lease (Pretoria)
1 to 5 years
National Department of Public Works lease (Pretoria)

Other disclosures
National Department of Public Works lease (Pretoria)
The operating lease is undertaken between the HSRC, as the lessor and the Department of Public Works, as the lessee. The lease contract was
initially for a period of three years, eective from 1 May 2007 and ended on 30 April 2010. The lease was renewed for an additional three year
period, eective from 1 May 2010. The lease payment is R1 049 138.50 per month (VAT excluded) with an annual escalation of 9%.
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16

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

7, 530

21, 917

13, 743

8, 637

21, 273

30, 554

Trade and other payables from exchange transactions
Trade creditors
Accruals

The HSRC considers that the carrying amount of trade and other payables approximates their fair value.

17

Income received in advance
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Water Services

2, 475

5, 094

-

4, 632

CASP

2, 536

3,592

RNE

2, 499

2 ,321

Going to Scale

3, 376

1, 836

Department of Education

280

1, 805

Project Accept

755

1, 653

IPDM

(92)

1, 153

Open Society Initiative

218

1, 064

Wellcome Trust

(4)

1, 005

Sahara OVC

1, 024

1, 217

Department of Basic Education

4, 946

-

Department of Science and Technology

1, 754

-

Department of Health
Other projects/funding agencies

5, 303

-

15, 239

17, 728

40, 309

43, 100

Income received in advance relates to research work still to be completed in the new financial year.
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Finance lease liability

Minimum lease
payment
R’000

Future finance
charges
R’000

Present value
of minimum
lease payments
R’000

Within one year

3, 931

359

3, 572

Within two to five years

1, 618

212

1, 406

31 March 2011
Amounts payable under finance leases

After five years

-

-

-

5, 549

571

4, 978

Less: Amount due for settlement within 12 months
(current portion)

(3, 572)
1, 406

The average lease term is 43 months and the average eective borrowing rate
is prime plus 2%. Interest rates fluctuate with the bank repo rate. Some leases
have fixed repayment terms and other escalate between 15% per annum.
Obligations under finance leases are secured by the lessor's title to the
leased asset.

31 March 2010
Amounts payable under finance leases

Minimum lease
payment
R’000

Future finance
charges
R’000

Present value
of minimum
lease payments
R’000

Within one year

3, 759

469

3, 290

Within two to five years

2, 758

577

2, 181

After five years

Less: Amount due for settlement within 12 months (current portion)

-

-

-

6, 517

1, 046

5, 471
(3, 290)
2, 181

The average lease term is 43 months and the average eective borrowing rate is prime plus 2%. Interest rates fluctuate with the bank repo
rate. Some leases have fixed repayment terms and other escalate between 15% per annum. Obligations under finance leases are secured by
the lessor's title to the leased asset.
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19

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

3, 147

2, 892

Capital commitment

The HSRC had no approved capital commitments as at 31 March 2011

20

Current provisions
Annual bonus
Provision for leave

9, 765

9, 149

12, 912

12, 041

The ‘Provisions’ balance includes leave pay and bonus provisions which relate to the HSRC’s estimated liabilities arising as a result of services
rendered by employees. Bonus provision is payable in the birthday month of the employee and leave provision reduces when an employee
takes o cial leave days or leaves the HSRC.

1 April 2010
Contributions to provision

Provision for leave

2, 892

9, 149

5, 778

2, 809

(5, 523)

(2, 193)

31 March 2011

3, 147

9, 765

1 April 2009

2, 612

8, 035

Expenditure incurred

Contributions to provision
Expenditure incurred
31 March 2010

21

Annual bonus

6, 607

12, 481

(6, 327)

(11, 367)

2, 892

9, 149

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

992

(2, 673)

10, 414

12, 859

Net cash flows from operating activities

Surplus/(deficit) for the year
Adjustment for:
Depreciation and amortisation
(Gains)/losses on sale of property, plant and equipment

(56)

2, 396

Increase in provisions - current

871

4, 814
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Net cash flows from operating activities (continued)

2011

2010

R’000

R’000

219

959

2, 208

1, 619

844

-

(3, 499)

(2, 464)

412

246

12, 405

17, 756

1, 250

(1, 284)

(Increase)/decrease in trade receivables

10, 152

(12, 208)

(Increase)/decrease in other receivables

1, 044

(1, 304)

Finance costs
Impairment loss/(reversal of impairment loss)
Inventory written o
Interest earned
Net foreign exchange (gains)/loss
Operating surplus before working capital changes:

(Increase)/decrease in inventories

(Increase)/decrease in prepayments

(2, 608)

(733)

(Increase)/decrease in VAT receivable

3, 837

(3, 837)

Increase/(decrease) in trade payables

(9, 293)

(11, 784)

(29)

3, 420

Increase/(decrease) in post-retirement medical benefit
Increase/(decrease) in VAT payable
Increase in income received in advance

2, 400

(668)

(2, 791)

(8, 398)

Movement in lease accruals

(994)

829

Movement in lease commitments

(371)

(95)

15, 002

(18, 306)

Cash generated by/(utilised in) operations
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Post-retirement medical benefits

22.1

Defined contribution plan

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

As from 1 August 1997, post-retirement medical benefits were provided by membership of a Provision Fund administered by
Liberty Group Limited.
The HSRC, for sta who did not belong to the medical aid scheme on 1 August 1997, contributes a monthly amount of R100 to the Fund
on behalf of the members. The HSRC, for sta who joined the service of the HSRC after 1 April 1998, irrespective of whether they joined the
medical aid scheme or not, contributes an amount of R100 per month to the Fund on behalf of the members.
Present value of obligation

3, 391

3, 420

Liability recognised in the balance sheet

3, 391

3, 420

3, 420

3, 683

314

327

9

11

(397)

(397)

45

(204)

3, 391

3, 420

Current service cost
Present value of obligation at beginning of year
Interest cost
Current service cost
Benefits paid
Actuarial (gain)/loss on obligation
Present value of obligation at year end

22.2

Liabilities

The liabilities for the HSRC with regard to subsidies in respect of continuation member health care costs can reasonably be regarded as
the following:
- The liability in respect of existing continuation members
- The liability in respect of members in active employment
For the members in active employment, the total liability is normally assumed to accrue evenly over the full potential period of active
membership starting from the date of joining the HSRC up to the date of death, disability or retirement.
The result of these calculations is an estimate of the cost of these subsidies, based on assumptions regarding the future experience, and does
not influence the actual cost of these subsidies. The actual cost will be determined by the actual experience in the future.
The previous assessment of the liability with regard to subsidies in respect of continuation member health care costs was done on
31 March 2010. The next assessment of the liabilities needs to be performed at the next financial year end.
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22.3

Post-retirement medical benefits (continued)

Particulars of the liabilities
In respect of the members in active employment, the employer subsidises 50% of the subscription (excluding contributions towards a
medical savings account) to the applicable Discovery Health Comprehensive Plan at retirement. The subsidy amount will not increase
after retirement. However, at death of the member or the member's spouse, whichever occurs first, the subsidy will reduce to the same
percentage of the subscription for a single life as at the date of retirement. It has been assumed that this member will belong to the
Discovery Health Comprehensive Essential Plan at retirement.
Continuation members of the HSRC do not receive a certain percentage subsidy of each member's medical aid premium after retirement,
but receive a fixed amount based on an actuarial calculation when the member retires. This amount does not increase annually and the full
subsidy is payable to the member's dependant on death of the member or to the member on death of the member's dependant, if any.

22.4

Particulars of the liabilities

The membership details of the members in active employment and who are entitled to a subsidy after
continuation as at reporting date:
Number of
members

Average past
service - years

2011

2010

2011

2010

Male members

1

1

20

19

Total/weighted average

1

1

20

19

The average age of these members was 42.5 years as at reporting date, compared to 41.5 years
in respect of the active members as at 31 March 2010.
Details of the continuation members as at reporting date:

Number of
members

Average subsidy
per month - R’s

Average weighted
age - years

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

2010

Male members

41

41

588

588

76

75

Female members

43

43

407

407

79

78

Total/weighted average

84

84

498

498

78

77
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Post-retirement medical benefits (continued)

22.5

Valuation results

The results of the current valuation compared to the results as at 31 March 2010 are as follows:

22.5.1

Accrued liabilities

2011
R’000

2010
R’000

104

82

Liabilities in respect of:

Members in active employment
Current continuation members

3, 287

3, 338

Total

3, 391

3, 420

The calculation of liabilities is based on the subsidies that are to be paid in the future, and not based on the expected medical utilisation.
Assuming that the current level of cross subsidisation between active and continuation members under the medical scheme will continue
into the future, the calculated liability represents the employer liability in this regard.
Cost for the period 1 April 2010 to March 2011

Members in active employment

Interest cost
R’000

Service cost
R’000

8

9

Current continuation members

306

-

Total

314

9
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Post-retirement medical benefits (continued)

22.5.1

Accrued liabilities (continued)
The accrued liabilities of active members decreased, by approximately 27.7% (2010: 16.8%) during the current period. This increase is as a net
result of the following factors:
- The change in the average age and average accrued service of the active members qualifying for the subsidy led to additional liabilities of
approximately 15% (2010: 14.8%).
- The liabilities have decreased by approximately 1.3% (2010: 18.9%) due to the lower than expected increases in the monthly subsidies.
- The net change in the assumption in respect of the discount rate and the medical inflation rate has decreased the liabilities by
approximately 14.0% (2010: 14.0%).
The decrease observed in respect of the accrued liabilities of current continuation members of approximately 1.5% (2010: 6.9%) is the net
result of the following factors:
- The change in the assumption in respect of the discount rate has decreased the liabilities by approximately 1.3% (2010: 5.3%).
- The ageing of the continuation member population led to a reduction in accrued liabilities of approximately 2.8% (2010: 0.1%).
In order to show the sensitivity of the key assumption used in calculating the liabilities in respect of the active members, the eect was
calculated on an increase or decrease of 100 basis points in the medical inflation assumption. The results are as follows:

Assumption

Variation

Accrued liability in
respect of active
members
R’000

Change in total
accrued liability
%

Medical inflation +

100 basis points

123

17.5

Medical inflation -

100 basis points

101

3

The liability in respect of current continuation members remains R3 287 000 (2010: R3 338 000) under both scenarios, since it is not aected
by medical inflation.
The eect of assumed future subsidy increases of 1%, 3% and 5% annually was calculated in order to show the sensitivity of this key
assumption. The results are as follows:

Accrued liabilities

1%
increase
R’000

3%
increase
R’000

5%
increase
R’000

Liabilities in respect of:

Members in active employment

114

138

171

Current continuation members

3, 468

3, 899

4, 455

Total

3, 582

4, 037

4, 626
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Post-retirement medical benefits (continued)

22.5.2

Mortality
No mortality rates have been used in respect of the period before retirement. In respect of the period after retirement, the published PA90
(ultimate) mortality tables for males and females respectively were used.

22.5.3

Interest and inflation rate
The basis for the valuation should be based on current market conditions. The future investment return assumption, taking into account the
average term of the liabilities, should be based on the yield of the R186 (2010: R186) government bond, as at 31 March 2011). The inflation
rate is based on the dierence between an appropriate index-linked bond, the R197 (2010: R197), and the R186 (2010: R186) government
bond. Medical inflation is expected to exceed general inflation by 3% (2010: 3%) per annum and no provision for future increases in respect
of continuation members are allowed for.
The following valuation assumptions were used compared to the assumptions as at 31 March 2010 which are consistent with the
requirements of IAS19:
% per annum
2011

2010

Discount rate

9.1

9.2

General inflation rate

6.3

5.7

Medical inflation rate

9.3

8.7

-

-

Subsidy increase rate, in respect of continuation members

22.5.4

Withdrawals
No withdrawal assumptions were used for the valuation.

22.5.5

Early retirements
An average age was assumed at retirement of 60 years in respect of all members and that the full subsidy will be paid irrespective of the
number of years' service.

22.5.6

Number of dependants
HSRC has assumed that at retirement the member will have one dependant, being a spouse.
HSRC has used the actual number of dependants of the continuation members as provided.
HSRC has also assumed that a wife will be five years younger than her husband.
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22.5.7

Post-retirement medical benefits (continued)

Amount of subsidy

For the continuation members, the monthly subsidies as at 31 March 2011 were used. For the active member, the monthly subscription
projected (excluding contributions towards a medical savings account) as at 31 March 2011 using the subscription at 1 January 2011,
together with an assumption of 9.3% (2010: 8.7%) per annum for medical inflation between 1 January 2011 and 31 March 2011.
The resultant values are as follows:

Discovery Health - Comprehensive Essential Plan

2011
R

23

Member

1, 524

Member + 1 dependant

2, 966

Contingent liabilities

Pending claims
All the claims are being contested based on legal advice. It is highly unlikely that any contingent liability exists.

24

Events after the reporting date

Extension of operating lease contracts
The HSRC has entered into two operating lease agreements, as the lessee for two regional o ces, namely Port Elizabeth and Cape Town
o ce. The Port Elizabeth lease agreement was signed with The Masig Family Trust for a three year period, with a monthly rental amount of
R 13, 727.00, subject to a 9% annual escalation clause. The lease commences on 1 August 2011. The Cape Town lease agreement has also
been approved for an extension commencing 1 October 2011 for a period of six years. The monthly rental amount has not yet been finalised,
but the HSRC is currently paying R 241, 685.70, subject to an escalation clause of 9%.

25

Taxation

No provision has been made for taxation as the HSRC is exempt from tax in terms of Section 10 of the Income Tax Act.

26

Going concern assumption

The annual financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.
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Standards issued and adopted

At the date of authorisation of these financial statements, the following accounting standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practise
(GRAP) were in issue, but not yet eective:
GRAP 18 - Segment Reporting
GRAP 21 - Impairment of Non-cash-generating Assets
GRAP 23 - Revenue from Non-exchange Transactions (Taxes and Transfers)
GRAP 24 - Presentation of Budget Information
GRAP 25 - Employee Benefits
GRAP 26 - Impairment of Cash-generating Assets
GRAP 104 - Financial Instruments

Management believes that the adoption of these standards in future periods will have no material impact on the financial statements of the
HSRC as most of them are not applicable due to the nature and transactions of the HSRC.
Application of all of the above GRAP standards will be eective from a date to be announced by the Minister of Finance. This date is not
currently available.

28

Significant accounting judgments, estimates and assumptions
The preparation of the HSRC annual financial statements requires management to make judgments, estimates and assumptions that aect
the reported amounts of revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities, and the disclosure of contingent liabilities, at the reporting date. However,
uncertainty about these assumptions and estimates could result in outcomes that require a material adjustment to the carrying amount of
the asset or liability aected in future periods.

Judgments
In the process of applying the HSRC accounting policies, management has made the following judgments which have the most significant
eect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements:
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Operating lease commitments - HSRC as lessor
HSRC has entered into commercial property leases on buildings. The HSRC has determined, based on evaluation of the terms and conditions
of the arrangements, that it retains all the significant risks and rewards of ownership of these properties and so accounts for these contracts
as operating leases.

Estimates and assumptions
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the balance sheet date, that have significant
risk of causing material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below:

Property, vehicles, plant and equipment and intangible assets
Property, vehicles, plant and equipment and Intangible assets are depreciated over their useful life taking into account residual values,
where appropriate. The actual lives of the assets and residual values are assessed annually and may vary depending on a number of factors.
In re-assessing asset lives, factors such as technological innovation and maintenance programmes are taken into account. Residual value
assessments consider issues such as future market conditions, the remaining life of the asset and projected disposal values.

Impairment testing
Property, vehicles, plant and equipment and intangible assets are considered for impairment if there is a reason to believe that impairment
may be necessary. The future cash flows expected to be generated by the assets are projected taking into account market conditions and
the expected useful lives of the assets. The present value of these cash flows, determined using an appropriate discount rate, is compared to
the current carrying value and, if lower, the assets are impaired to the present value.

Revaluation of property, plant and equipment
HSRC measures its land and buildings at revalued amounts with changes in fair value being recognised in statement of changes in net assets.
The entity engaged independent valuation specialists to determine fair value as at 31 March 2009. The key assumptions used to determine
the fair value of the land and buildings are further explained in Note 14.

Fair value of financial instruments
Where the fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities recorded in the statement of financial performance cannot be derived from
active markets, they are determined using valuation techniques including the discounted cash flows model. The inputs to these models are
taken from observable markets where possible, but where this is not feasible, a degree of judgment is required in establishing fair values.
The judgments include considerations of inputs such as liquidity risk, credit risk and volatility. Changes in assumptions about these factors
could aect the reported fair value of financial instruments.
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Pension benefits
The cost of defined benefit pension plans and other post employment medical benefits as well as the present value of the pension
obligation is determined using actuarial valuations. The actuarial valuation involves making assumptions about discount rates, expected
rates of return of assets, future salary increases, mortality rates and future pension increases. All assumptions are reviewed at each
reporting date.

Future salary increases and pension increases are based on expected future inflation rates. Details about the assumptions used are
given in Note 22.
29

Related parties

The HSRC is a schedule 3A National Public Entity in terms of the Public Finance Management Act (Act 1 of 1999 as amended) and therefore
falls within the national sphere of government. As a consequence the HSRC has a significant number of related parties being entities that fall
within the national sphere of government.

Unless specifically disclosed, these transactions are concluded on an arm's length basis. There are no restrictions in the HSRC's capacity to
transact with any entity.
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Related parties (continued)

29.1

Transactions with related entities

The following is a summary of transactions with related parties during the year and balances due at year end:
Services rendered
2010/11

Services received

2009/10

2010/11

2009/10

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

AgriSeta

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

Centre for Education Policy Development

-

-

-

-

4, 021

943

2, 970

1, 838

Development Bank of Southern Africa Limited

-

-

1, 355

314

10

-

-

-

11

-

23

-

218

218

125

-

-

-

-

-

8

5

-

-

Major public entities

Medical Research Council
SA Medical Research
National Heritage Council

-

-

656

372

-

-

-

-

267

-

1, 444

435

-

-

-

-

SABC

-

-

52

-

-

-

1

-

Statistics South Africa

-

-

-

-

1

-

18

-

National Research Foundation

State Information Technology Agency (SITA)

-

-

-

-

624

615

393

-

4PVUI"GSJDBO2VBMJöDBUJPOT"VUIPSJUZ

-

-

21

-

59

-

-

-

SA Post Office

-

-

-

-

5

5

-

-

Telkom SA

-

-

-

-

2, 776

235

2, 924

229

The Independent Electoral Commission

5, 348

-

2, 725

-

-

-

-

-

OR Tambo Municipality

-

-

-

-

3, 966

-

366

366

Bankseta

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

Department of Science and Technology

-

-

9, 299

7, 249

-

-

-

-

375

375

860

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

49

-

-

-

-

-

Merseta
National Statistics Burea (NSB)
National Energy Regulator of SA (NERSA)

322

38

167

96

-

-

-

-

National Institute of Health

159

115

56

-

-

-

-

-

3, 445

-

1, 259

-

-

-

-

-

350

-

331

-

-

-

-

-

National Prosecuting Authority
National Youth Development Agency
Research Foundation for Mental Hygiene, Inc

1, 020

-

1, 630

-

-

-

-

-

South African Institute of International Affairs

-

-

-

-

-

-

1, 149

-

National Science and Technology Forum

-

-

-

-

-

-

17

-

46664 Concerts

-

-

59

-

-

-

-

-

Amathole District Municipality

500

60

-

-

-

-

-

-

Department of Social Development

176

17

3, 473

35

-

-

-

-

Department of Arts and Culture

151

-

918

314

-

-

-

-

Department of Basic Education

7, 385

6, 726

1, 855

693

-

-

-

-

Department of Higher Education
Department of Home Affairs

Subtotal
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5

1

-

-

-

-

-

1, 497

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

21, 049

7, 336

26, 235

9, 508

11, 688

2, 021

7, 963

2, 433
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Related parties (continued)

Services rendered
2010/11

Services received
2009/10

2010/11

2009/10

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

3, 296

-

3, 296

-

-

-

-

-

Major public entities (continued)
%FQBSUNFOUPG-PDBM(PWFSONFOUBOE
Traditional Affairs
Department of Housing
Department of Rural Development
Department of Social Policy and Intervention
Office of the Premier - FREE STATE
Department of Labour

-

-

3, 665

640

-

-

-

-

1, 768

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

600

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3, 770

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16, 222

826

13, 828

1, 153

-

-

-

-

Development Research Africa (Pty) Ltd

7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Department of Justice

-

-

66

66

-

-

-

-

Department of Transport

-

-

226

-

-

-

-

Department of Community Safety

-

-

98

-

-

-

-

935

182

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

Department of Public Works

Department of Economic Development
(BVUFOH1SPWJODJBM-FHJTMBUVSF
Legal Aid
National Department of Health
4PVUI"GSJDBO-PDBM(PWFSONFOU"TTPDJBUJPO
4"-("
South African National Defence
Services Sector Education and Training Authority
South African Social Security Agency (SASSA)
Sports and Recreation South Africa (SRSA)
The Financial Services Board
The National Department of Human Settlements
The Parliament of the Republic of South Africa
The Presidency
5IF1SFTJEFOUJBM3FWJFX$PNNJUUFF

98

7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1, 445

-

1, 899

-

-

-

-

-

498

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

-

-

-

-

-

1, 175

1, 175

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2, 936

1, 346

-

-

-

-

-

-

474

190

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

-

-

-

-

-

442

-

1, 486

-

-

-

-

-

799

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

South African National Roads Agency Ltd
(SANRAL)

1, 661

311

-

-

-

-

-

-

$JUZPG5TIXBOF.FUSPQPMJUBO.VOJDJQBMJUZ

3, 047

-

1, 948

1, 430

-

-

1

1

Subtotal

39, 092

4, 031

26, 525

3, 387

-

-

1

1

Total

60, 141

11, 367

52, 760

12, 895

11, 688

2, 021

7, 964

2, 434
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Related parties (continued)

29.2

National goverment business enterprises

Services rendered
2011

CSIR - Built Environment Unit

Services received
2010

2011

2010

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

Transactions

Balance

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

929

516

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

666

-

637

-

1, 206

810

929

516

666

-

637

-

1, 206

810

CSIR - Natural Resources and
the Environment

Total

29.3

Fees paid to board members and executive management salaries:
2011
Allowance
R

2011
Travel
R

2011
Total
R

2010
Total
R

-

-

-

3, 327

-

-

-

4, 950

9, 434

-

9, 434

4, 950

23, 163

-

23, 163

2, 475

-

-

-

4, 950

Prof. P Naidoo

10, 196

-

10, 196

4, 950

Mrs P Nzimande

49, 892

-

49, 892

20, 215

-

-

-

3, 327

Prof. L Qalinge

37, 440

-

37, 440

4, 950

Prof. E Webster

10, 492

-

10, 492

-

Prof. T Pillay

2, 300

-

2, 300

-

Dr B Tema

5, 246

-

5, 246

-

2 ,106, 371

-

2, 106, 371

10, 492

-

10, 492

1, 994, 714
5, 438

Prof. J Gerwel
Dr P Gobodo-Madikizela
Prof. R Hassan
Prof. A Lourens
Mr M Motala

Mr S Pityana

Dr O Shisana (ex o cio as CEO)
Prof. A Sawyerr
Prof. P Zulu
Executive directors
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-

30, 481

5, 802

10, 508, 049

-

10, 508, 049

11, 640, 095

12, 803, 556

-

12, 803, 556

13, 700, 143
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Related parties (continued)

29.4 The following is a list of executive management for the years ended 31 March 2011 and 2010

2011

2010

Dr O Shisana

CEO

Dr O Shisana

Dr T Masilela

DCEO - Research

Dr M Altman

Mr AP Pedlar *

DCEO - Operations

Dr KM Kondlo (resigned 31/03)

Ms A Ohlson

CFO

Prof. D Labadarios

Dr U Pillay

Dr A Kanjee

Prof. MR Mabugu*

Dr T Masilela

Dr V Reddy

Dr U Pillay

Prof. LC Simbayi

Prof. LM Richter

Prof. D Labadarios

Dr V Reddy

Prof. A Bhana

Prof. LC Simbayi

CEO

Dr MA Altman**
Prof. LM Richter**
Dr A Kanjee***
* Appointed during the financial year ended 31 March 2011
**Replaced as executive director during the financial year ended 31 March 2011
***Resigned during the financial year ended 31 March 2011
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Prior period errors - Adjustments

The following prior period errors have been identified and the specific eect on financial statements. These errors have been corrected and
comparatives restated accordingly. These numbers are rounded o (R’000). The eect on 2010 financial statements are as follows:

These prior period errors have no tax eect as the HSRC is exempt in terms of the Income Tax Act.

30.1

Overstated research revenue (Accounting policy)

Research Revenue from donors (local and foreign) was incorrectly accounted for in the previous financial
years. The restatement was performed to align revenue recognition with the stage of completion
method as stipulated by GRAP 9 on exchange transactions relating to rendering of services

- Financial year ended 31 March 2009

Decrease in research revenue - Private sector
Decrease in research revenue - Public corporations
Decrease in research revenue - International funding agencies
Increase in research revenue - National funding agencies
Decrease in research revenue - Public sector
Increase in income received in advance
Increase in work in progress

R’000

20
475
6, 581
(171)
8, 256
(17, 640)
2, 480

- Financial year ended 31 March 2010

Decrease in research revenue - International funding agencies
Increase in research revenue - National funding agencies
Decrease in research revenue - Private sector
Decrease in research revenue - Public corporations
Increase in research revenue - Public sector
Decrease in work in progress
Increase in income received in advance
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1, 759
(42)
26
453
(1, 985)
(151)
(60)
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30.2

Prior period errors - Adjustments (continued)

Overstated research revenue (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010

Research revenue was overstated in the financial statements for the period ended

R’000

31 March 2010, as other entries were either omitted or overlooked

Decrease in research revenue - Private sector
Decrease in research revenue - International funding agencies

30.3

610
1, 045

Decrease in research revenue - International funding agencies

104

Decrease in VAT output

568

Decrease in trade and other receivables

(1, 045)

Increase in income received in advance - Other funding agencies

(1, 281)

Reclassification of expenses (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010

Income received in advance incorrectly classified as trade and other payables

Decrease in trade and other payables
Increase in income received in advance
Decrease in international revenue
Increase in other income

30.4

1, 081
(1, 081)
221
(221)

Revenue (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010

Discounting computations were errouneously computed in the previous
financial year
Increase in interest paid
Decrease in administrative costs

85
(85)
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30.5

Prior period errors - Adjustments (continued)

Overstatement Investment account balance (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010

Due to drawdown's from investment accounts accounted for but never processed,

R’000

revenue, investments, VAT output and income received in advance were overstated

Decrease in research revenue - International funding agencies
Decrease in investments
Decrease in income received in advance - Other funding agencies
Increase in VAT output

30.6

1, 648
(2, 245)
882
(285)

Overstated operating lease expense (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010

Operating lease equalisation was incorrectly computed after the ommission
of additional expenditure that should have been equalised over the lease term

Increase in operating lease commitment
Decrease in operating lease expenses

30.7

19
(19)

Understated Publication sales (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010

Sales accruals for publication sales were not recorded as revenue for
the period ended 31 March 2010

Increase in publication sales
Increase in trade and other receivables

30.8

(46)
46

Overstated provisions (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010

Accruals were incorrectly computed resulting in overstatement of both
research costs and accruals

Decrease in research costs
Decrease in accruals
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30.9

Prior period errors - Adjustments (continued)

Understated Publication inventory (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010
Books published by the HSRC Publication Unit were incorrectly valued as a result

R’000

of errors in the computation of unit costs. Some complete publications were incorrectly classified as work in progress
Increase in publication inventory

30.10

761

Decrease in work in progress

(126)

Decrease in other operating expenses

(634)

Reclassification of expenses (Error)
- Financial year ended 31 March 2010
Research costs were incorrectly classified as administration expenses

Increase in research costs

23, 745

Decrease in administration expenses

(23, 745)

** Items affecting the accumulated surplus/(deficit) as at 1 April 2009:
30.1 Reversal of overstated revenue

(15, 160)

Amount disclosed in the statement of changes in net assets

31

(15, 160)

Irregular expenditure

Opening balance

2011

2010

R’000

R’000

16, 813

-

3, 524*

16, 813**

Irregular expenditure - condoned

-

-

Transferred to receivables for recovery

-

-

20, 337

16, 813

Irregular expenditure - current year

Irregular expenditure awaiting condonement
Analysis of irregular expenditure
Supply chain procedures were not followed as three quotations were not obtained.

* Included in the 2011 financial year an amount of R3, 305, 000 was uncovered from the forensic investigation conducted.
** The irregular expenditure incurred in 2010 was as a result of three quotations not obtained largely due to specific research agreements
with external funders. These deviations were approved by the Bid Adjudication Committee (BAC) as delegated by the Accounting Authority,
and will be submitted to the relevant authority for condonement.
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2011
R’000

2010
R’000

Opening balance

3

-

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure - current year

1

170

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure - condoned

-

(167)

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure

Transferred to receivables for recovery

-

-

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure awaiting condonement

4

3

Analysis of current irregular expenditure
Interest was charged on a supplier invoice after delays in settling the amount owed to the supplier. No disciplinary action has been taken yet,
as matter is still under investigation.
33

Statement of comparison of budget to actual amounts
(Both annual budget and financial statements adopt accrual basis)

2011
R’000
Actual

2011
R’000
Approved
budget

2010
R’000
Actual

2010
R’000
Approved
budget

Revenue

320, 078

330, 432

337, 049

315, 369

Research revenue

123, 340

140, 000

152, 105

157, 101

Parliamentary grants

163, 652

163, 650

120, 519

116, 918

6, 782

6, 782

27, 451

27, 451

26, 304

20, 000

36, 974

13, 899

(319, 086)

(330, 432)

(339, 722)

(315, 369)

Administrative expenses

(52, 476)

(107, 085)

(55, 656)

(72, 188)

Research cost

(73, 302)

(47, 298)

(88, 263)

(51, 197)

Parliamentary grants - Ring fenced
Other revenue

Expenses

Sta cost

(156, 886)

(150, 346)

(154, 439)

(167, 566)

Other operating expenses

(26, 008)

(21, 661)

(28, 505)

(20, 675)

Depreciation, amortisation and impairment expense

(10, 414)

(4, 042)

(12, 859)

(3, 743)

992

-

(2, 673)

-

Surplus/(deficit) for the period
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Financial instruments

In the course of the HSRC operations it is exposed to interest rate, credit, liquidity and market risk. The HSRC has developed a comprehensive
risk strategy in order to monitor and control these risks. The risk management process relating to each of these risks is discussed under the
headings below:

Interest rate risk

The HSRC manages its interest rate risk by fixing rates on surplus cash funds using short to medium term fixed deposits.

Credit risk

Financial assets, which potentially subject the HSRC to the risk of non-performance by counter-parties and thereby subject to credit
concentrations of credit risk, consist mainly of cash and cash equivalents and receivables from non-exchange transfers.

Refer to Note 10 for the ageing of receivables from non-exchange transfers.

The HSRC manages/limits its treasury counter-party exposure by only dealing with well-established financial institutions approved by
National Treasury through the approval of their investment policy in terms of Treasury Regulations.

Liquidity risk

The HSRC manages liquidity risk through proper management of working capital, capital expenditure and actual vs. forecast cash flows
and its cash management policy. Adequate reserves and liquid resources are also maintained.

Market risk

The HSRC is exposed to fluctuations in the employment market, for example sudden increases in unemployment and changes in
the wage rates. No significant events occurred during the year that the HSRC is aware of.

Fair values

The HSRC's financial instruments consist mainly of cash and cash equivalents and held-to-maturity financial assets. No financial instrument was
carried at an amount in excess of its fair value and fair values could be reliably measured for all financial instruments. The following methods
and assumptions are used to determine the fair value of each class of financial instruments:

Cash and cash equivalents

The carrying amount of cash and cash equivalents and held-to-maturity financial assets approximates fair value due to the relatively
short- to medium-term maturity of these financial assets.

Other receivables from exchange transactions

The carrying amount of other receivables from exchange transactions approximates fair value due to the relatively short-term maturity of
these financial assets.
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